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Foreword
It brings great pleasure to write the foreword
for this first textbook on platelet rich fibrin (PRF) by Drs. Richard Miron and Joseph
Choukroun. The book covers many aspects
of tissue regeneration in an evidence-based
and clinically relevant manner and includes
all the key leaders in this field in what has
now been over 15 years since the first use
of PRF. Virtually all topics and areas involving hard- and soft-tissue regeneration with
PRF are covered with many photos that complement the text. The subject matter is presented with a focus and depth consistent with
a rigorous scientific periodical. Importantly,
information is presented in a way that fits the
clinician’s needs to better understand the biological rationale for utilizing PRF, as well as
when and where to use various protocols with
PRF in regenerative dentistry in an evidencebased manner.
Drs. Miron and Choukroun have gathered 17 authors from 10 different countries
into 15 chapters that cover all the relevant
aspects centered around PRF. The first chap-

ters deal with the basic biological concepts of
PRF with the later chapters dedicated to the
clinical indications and applications for PRF
in regenerative dentistry. Numerous clinical
illustrations are given from many international experts and leaders in the field of bone
and periodontal regeneration. A wide audience will benefit immensely from the content
of this book, including all practicing dentists
and dental residents who currently frequently
utilize PRF in everyday practice, as well as
new clinicians wishing to better understand
and implement this technology within their
practice in the near future. I fully anticipate
that this textbook will represent a landmark
contribution to the dental field and sets a new
standard for the years to come.
Prof. Dr. med. dent. Anton Sculean,
Dr. h.c., M.S.
Executive Director and Chairman
Department of Periodontology
School of Dental Medicine
University of Bern, Switzerland

xvii

Preface
When the concept of platelet rich fibrin
was established almost 20 years ago, it was
simply a means to provide a more natural
way to bring blood-derived growth factors and vascularization to human tissues.
Advancements in platelet rich plasma (PRP)
and platelet rich growth factors (PRGF)
had pioneered the influence of supplying
blood-derived plasma proteins to tissues.
By developing new protocols utilizing 100%
natural methods (anti-coagulant removal)
while simultaneously providing a threedimensional scaffold made of autologous
fibrin, an array of possibilities was created
in regenerative medicine. This new field,
now known as Platelet Rich Fibrin or PRF,
forms the basis of this academic textbook
aimed at providing an in-depth summary of
its regenerative possibilities in dentistry.
Much advancement on PRF has been made
since my first publication in 2001 not only in
dentistry, but across many fields of medicine.
While initially it became clear that the potential of PRF could serve a means to augment
soft tissue regeneration, it was not until the
past decade that a rapid and exponential
increase in popularity had resulted from its
use. This has been simultaneously paralleled
with a large increase in scholarly activity and
scientific publication supporting its regenerative potential. Thousands of dentists now
use PRF and this number is only expected to
continue to rise.
My passion for PRF began in my Pain
Clinic in Nice, France when I was faced daily
with large necrotizing leg ulcers in my private clinic. These patients were often later

referred for amputation. In the late 1990s
it became clear that infection was a secondary problem to low blood flow and by
introducing a regenerative therapy focused
specifically on improving vascularization to
tissues, wound healing could be achieved.
We have now learned a tremendous amount
with respect to the impact of not only bloodderived growth factors, but also the marked
impact of leukocytes and their implications in
wound healing, as well as the specific role of
fibrin in regenerative biology. These concepts
have been studied by some of the top international biologists from around the world.
This book is a first of its kind. As we continue to learn more about PRF and its use, it
becomes increasingly clear that several editions will follow in the years to come. We
continue to gather new knowledge about the
PRF concept and what factors help support
its regenerative potential. Expert clinicians
have further developed new surgical protocols that additionally improve the regenerative outcomes with PRF in every day clinical
practice. I am grateful for their encouraging
teamwork and mindset, as many of them have
contributed entire chapters in this textbook
supporting its use.
As we reach new goals and heights, let us
not forget that PRF is not a miracle product,
or a treat-all scaffold that can be utilized for
every clinical application. It follows biological principles and guidelines that have been
outlined in this book and more importantly
documented over many years. I am thrilled
at having this opportunity to share with
you these discoveries, learned and unlearned

xviii

Preface

protocols, gathered by whom I consider to be
top experts from around the world to help
present PRF in an academic manner.
I sincerely hope you enjoy what we have
learned together over the past 15 years,
Joseph Choukroun, MD
Inventor of PRF, Nice, France
Around the year 2010, my lab was heavily involved in numerous projects investigating the regenerative potential of many
growth factors and biomaterials. Many products were being investigated pre-clinically in
both cell culture systems and animal models prior to their FDA approval and commercialization. From this respect, I was aware
of many biomaterials even years before they
became commercially available and marketed
to dentists and doctors.
PRF came to our research group as a bit of a
surprise. It was quite rare that a growing biomaterial had already been popularized without having been fully investigated intensively
throughout the common international university research labs. It was difficult to assess
its regenerative potential and many research
groups became increasingly interested in
this new phenomenon of utilizing naturally
derived growth factors without anticoagulants. From a scientific standpoint, it offered
many advantages over previous platelet formulations, namely being 100% natural and
providing a three-dimensional scaffold containing living host cells at relatively no cost.
Over the past 5 years, a marked and substantial increase in scientific publications
related to its use was seen, further forcing not only my research group, but many
others in medicine, to investigate its potential. By the year 2012, we began a series

of studies investigating PRF, as the demand
for its use continued to rise. Many of the
top researchers and expert clinicians presented in this book have learned so much
with respect to PRF, and this trend will only
continue.
It became clear that an academic textbook
on this topic was needed. This enormous
project focused on the revision of hundreds
of written pages and illustrations and I thank
Jessica Evans and the rest of the team at
Wiley for their continuous support and guidance throughout this project. The work presented is meant to gather the current knowledge on PRF from an academic perspective,
gathering the latest research on the topic in
an evidenced-based manner. For these reasons, the use of company names or commercial partners were duly excluded from this
textbook. Preference in all chapters was given
to clinical studies of high quality, utilizing
randomized methods conducted with appropriate protocols/controls. From this point of
view, this book hopes not only to be a first of
its kind, but one that will stand for the years
to come based on the reputation of its contributing authors and quality of its content.
I, therefore, am very pleased to present
to you the first edition of our textbook,
Platelet Rich Fibrin in Regenerative Dentistry: Biological Background and Clinical
Indications, and hope you enjoy learning the
many aspects centered around the use of PRF
in regenerative dentistry.
Sincerely,
Richard J. Miron, DDS, BMSC, MSc, PhD,
dr. med. dent.
Department of Periodontology
Nova Southeastern University, Florida




Platelet Rich Fibrin: A Second-Generation Platelet Concentrate
Joseph Choukroun and Richard J. Miron

Abstract
Almost two decades have passed since platelet rich fibrin (PRF) was first introduced. Initially, the
primary objective was to develop a therapy where platelet concentrates could be introduced into
wounds by effectively utilizing the body’s natural healing capacity. This was achieved by collecting
growth factors derived from blood in a natural way. Platelet rich plasma (PRP) and platelet rich
growth factor (PRGF) had been commercialized, yet both contained secondary byproducts that
were both unnatural and known inhibitors of wound healing. By removing these anti-coagulants
and modifying centrifugation protocols, PRF was introduced some years later with the potential to
markedly impact many fields of medicine including dentistry. Many aspects important for tissue regeneration have since been revealed including the important role of fibrin as well as the preferential
release of growth factors over longer periods of time from PRF. Furthermore, by introducing a new
set of cells into platelet concentrates (namely leukocytes), a marked impact on tissue regeneration
and wound healing was observed. Over the past 5 years, further modifications to centrifugation
speed and time have additionally improved PRF into a concept now known as the “low-speed centrifugation concept.” Investigators began to modify surgical techniques to favorably treat patients
with PRF with improved clinical outcomes. Together, many key opinion leaders from around the
globe have been gathered to share their experiences and knowledge in many educational courses
and seminars in what we now know as platelet rich fibrin. In this first chapter, we highlight the
discovery of PRF and the studies leading to its first use in regenerative medicine. We focus specifically on its properties for wound healing and how its presented advantages over previous versions
of platelet concentrates have favorably enhanced the regenerative potential of platelet concentrates
in dentistry.

Highlights

r Introduction of Platelet Rich Fibrin
r Reasons for its invention two decades ago
r Its variations from the formally known
r
r

platelet concentrate “platelet rich plasma”
or “PRP”
The first case treated with PRF
Properties important for wound healing

. Introduction
Wound healing is a complex biological process where many cellular events taking place
simultaneously leading to the repair or regeneration of damaged tissues [1–4]. Many
attempts have been made in the field of
tissue regeneration with the aim of predictably repairing, regenerating, or restoring

Platelet Rich Fibrin in Regenerative Dentistry: Biological Background and Clinical Indications, First Edition.
Edited by Richard J. Miron and Joseph Choukroun.
© 2017 John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Published 2017 by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.



Platelet Rich Fibrin in Regenerative Dentistry

damaged and diseased tissues [1–4]. These
include strategies with foreign materials
often derived from allografts, xenografts, or
synthetically produced alloplasts to regenerate host tissues [1–4]. While many of these
materials have shown promise in various
aspects of regenerative medicine, it is important to note that all create a “foreign body
reaction,” whereby a foreign material is introduced into human host tissues.
Platelet concentrates collected from whole
blood was first introduced over 20 years ago.
The concept was developed with the aim of
utilizing human blood proteins as a source of
growth factors capable of supporting angiogenesis and tissue ingrowth based on the
notion that blood supply is a prerequisite
for tissue regeneration [5]. Four aspects of
wound healing have since been described as
key components for the successful regeneration of human tissues (Figure 1.1). These
include 1) hemostasis, 2) inflammation, 3)
proliferation, and 4) maturation. Each phase
encompasses various cell types. One of the
main disadvantages of currently utilized biomaterials in the field of tissue engineering is
that the great majority are typically avascular by nature, and therefore do not provide

the necessary vascular supply to fully obtain
successful regeneration of either soft or hard
tissues [5].
It must further be noted that in general,
wound healing demands the complex interaction of various cell types with a threedimensional extracellular matrix as well as
soluble growth factors capable of facilitating regeneration [6]. Certainly, one area of
research in dentistry that has gained tremendous momentum in recent years is that of
recombinant growth factors where a number have been used to successfully regenerate either soft or hard tissues [7–9]. Table 1.1
provides a list of currently approved growth
factors along with their individual roles in
tissue regeneration and clinical indications
supporting their use. Similarly, a number
of barrier membranes with various functions and resorption properties have also
been commonly utilized in regenerative dentistry formulated from either synthetic or
animal-derived materials [10]. Lastly, many
bone-grafting materials are brought to market every year, all characterized by their specific advantages and disadvantages during
tissue regeneration. While each of the abovementioned biomaterials have been shown to

Figure . Four phases of wound healing including 1) hemostasis, 2) inflammation, 3) proliferation, and 4)
maturation. Noteworthy are the overlaps between each of the phases and the population of cells found in each
category. Whereas lymphocytes typically arise at 7 days, the ability for PRF to introduce a high number at day 0
acts to speed the regenerative phase during this process.

1 Platelet Rich Fibrin

Table . List of growth factors used for the regeneration of periodontal intrabony defects with listed
advantages and disadvantages.
Growth factor

Advantages

Disadvantages

Enamel Matrix Derivative

– Mimics the formation of root
development
– Amelogenin proteins improves
PDL cell adhesion, proliferation
and differentiation
– Adsorbs to the root surface up to
4 weeks post-surgery
– Histologically demonstrated as
“true” periodontal regeneration
with formation of Sharpey’s fibers

– Gel formulation unable to prevent
flap collapse
– Adsorption to other materials
uncertain

Platelet-Derived Growth
Factor

– Growth factor with the strongest
potential to recruit progenitor
cells
– Strong proliferative potential

– Necessitates a carrier system
– No specific function in
periodontal regeneration

Bone Morphogenetic
Proteins

– Growth factor with the strongest
potential to regenerate alveolar
bone
– Also some potential to recruit
mesenchymal progenitor cells and
induce cell proliferation

– Strong tendency to cause
ankylosis
– Lack of clinical trials
demonstrating any use in
periodontal regeneration

Platelet Rich Plasma and
Fibrin

– Supernatural concentration of
growth factors
– Autologous source
– Used for a variety of procedures
and easily obtainable

– PRP contains anticoagulants
– Typically requires the use of a
bone grafting material to maintain
volume

Growth and
Differentiation Factor-5

– Recently demonstrated clinical
safety and efficacy
– Histologically shown to improve
periodontal regeneration

– Less known about its mode of
action
– Need for more clinical trials
demonstrating its validity

carry properties necessary for the repair and
regeneration of various tissues found in the
oral cavity, very few possess the potential to
promote blood supply/angiogenesis directly
to damaged tissues.
Wound healing has therefore previously
been characterized as a four-stage process
with overlapping phases [7–9]. What is noteworthy is the fact that platelets have been
described as key components affecting the
early phases of tissue regeneration important during hemostasis and fibrin clot formation [6]. Platelets have also been shown to
secrete a number of important growth factors including platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), vascular endothelial growth

factor (VEGF), coagulation factors, adhesion molecules, cytokines/chemokines, and
a variety of other angiogenic factors capable
of stimulating the proliferation and activation of cells involved in the wound healing
process including fibroblasts, neutrophils,
macrophages, and mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) [11].
Interestingly, in the mid- to late 1990s, two
separate strategies were adopted to regenerate human tissues based on these concepts. First, the main growth factor secreted
from platelets (PDGF) was commercialized
into a recombinant growth factor (rhPDGFBB). This has since been FDA-approved for
the regeneration of numerous tissues in the
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human body including intrabony defects in
the field of periodontology. A second strategy
was proposed around the same time to collect supra-physiological doses of platelets by
utilizing centrifugation. Since blood is naturally known to coagulate within minutes, the
additional use of anti-coagulants was added
to this process to maintain a liquid consistency of blood throughout this procedure. A
positive correlation between platelet count
and the regenerative phase was therefore
observed for tissue wound healing. In fact, it
has also been shown that the simple combination of bone grafting materials with blood
alone is known to enhance angiogenesis and
new bone formation of bone grafts when
compared to implanted bone grafts alone that
are not pre-coated [12]. Based on these findings, several research groups across many
fields of medicine began in the 1990s to study
the effects of various platelet concentrates
for tissue wound healing by adapting various
centrifugation techniques and protocols with
the aim of improving tissue regeneration.

. Brief history of platelet
concentrates
It is interesting to point out that the use
of platelet concentrates have dramatically
increased in popularity over the past decade
since the discovery of PRF. Despite this, it
is important to understand that growth factors derived from blood had been used in
medicine for over two decades [13]. These
first attempts to use concentrated platelet
growth factors was derived from the fact that
supra-physiological doses could be obtained
from platelets to promote wound healing
during and following surgery [14,15]. These
concepts were later established into what is
now known as “platelet rich plasma” (PRP),
which was later introduced in the 1990s
in dentistry with leading clinician-scientists
such as Whitman and Marx [16,17]. The
main goal of PRP was to isolate the highest
quantity of platelets and ultimately growth

factors associated with their collection and
re-use them during surgery. Typical protocols ranged in time from 30 minutes to
more than 1 hour based on their respective
collection methods. It has been well documented that their formulation contains over
95% platelets; cells having a direct effect
on osteoblasts, connective tissue cells, periodontal ligament cells and epithelial cells
[18,19].
Despite the growing success and use of
PRP in the initial years following its launch,
there were several reported limitations that
prevented its full potential. The technique
itself was lengthy and therefore required the
additional use of anti-coagulant factors to
prevent clotting using bovine thrombin or
CaCl2, both known inhibitors of wound healing. These drawbacks in combination with
the lengthy harvesting/centrifugation preparation times were then frequently being utilized in large maxillofacial surgeries, whereas
the typical dental or medical practitioner was
resistant to its use due to lengthy preparation
times.
One of the other drawbacks of PRP was the
fact that it was liquid by nature, and therefore required its combination with other biomaterials including bone grafts derived from
human cadavers (allografts) or animal products (xenografts), thereby further combining its use with other “unnatural” products.
Interestingly, very recent data from within
our laboratories has pointed to the quick
“burst” release of growth factors from PRP
(Figure 1.2) [20]. It has since been suggested
that a preferential release of growth factors
may be obtained by a more slowly-releasing
curve over time as opposed to a quick and
short burst as found using PRP [20–22].
In summary, the combination of several of
these limitations has forced others to investigate new modalities for successful regeneration. From this perspective, a secondgeneration platelet concentrate, without the
use of anti-coagulants, was therefore developed with shorter preparation times termed
platelet rich fibrin (PRF) [23]. During this
harvesting procedure, many of the cells

PDGF-AB accumulated
protein over time-pg/mL
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Figure . Growth factor release of PDGF-AB from A-PRF, L-PRF, and PRP. Notice the initial burst of growth
factor increase from PRP; however, after a 10-day period, significantly higher growth factors are released from
A-PRF. (∗∗ signifies p<0.01). Source: Kobayashi et al. 2016 [20]. Reproduced with permission of Springer.

(which now include additional leukocytes)
were trapped within the fibrin matrix along
with growth factors [24]. PRF (which was
later renamed leukocyte PRF or L-PRF due
to its additional leukocyte content) contains a
variety of cells, which have individually been
studied for their role in the regeneration process later described throughout this book.

. The development of PRF
from PRP
In the early 2000s, the focus of research
in the Pain Clinic in Nice, France was to
try and solve blood-flow–related issues to
large ulcers often leaving patients with large
chronic wounds that potentially resulted in
amputation. At the time, certain research
groups were suggesting that PRP, which
was mainly utilized as a supra-physiological
dose of blood-derived growth factors, could
enhance wound healing. Despite this, a desire
to develop a new platelet concentrate without
the use of anti-coagulants (known inhibitors
of wound healing) was a primary objective. With these concepts in mind, further
research in the early 2000s was undertaken
to develop what is now known as a secondgeneration platelet concentrate without
utilizing anti-coagulation factors [23]. The
protocol was developed using a simpler centrifugation protocol requiring only 1 cycle of
12 minutes at 2700 rpm (750 g). The original

objective was to spin at high centrifugation
speeds in order to phase separate the layers
between the red corpuscle base and the
overlaying clear liquid containing leukocytes
and plasma. As no anti-coagulants were
utilized, the resultant formulation came with
a three-dimensional fibrin scaffold termed
PRF [25–27]. PRF has now been highly
researched with over 500 publications on its
topic, many of which are discussed within
this textbook.
Additional research from various groups
around the world have since shown the
marked impact of white blood cells found
within the fibrin matrix and their involvement in the wound healing process. For
these reasons, an improved defense to foreign pathogens has been observed when
surgery is performed with PRF leading to
the more favorable clinical results resulting
in lower infection rates [28–33]. Additionally, macrophages and neutrophils contained
within PRF are naturally one of the first cells
found within infected wounds. For these reasons, the use of PRF during surgery increases
their numbers at the initial stages of healing
thereby playing a central role in the phagocytosis of debris, microbes and necrotic tissues,
as well as directing the future regeneration of
these tissues through release of cytokines and
growth factors.
Three main components of PRF have
been noted as being key components assisting in tissue regeneration. As illustrated in
Figure 1.3, PRF not only contains host cells,
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Figure . Three main components of PRF include 1) cell types (platelets, leukocytes, and red blood cells), 2) a
provisional extracellular matrix three-dimensional scaffold fabricated from autologous fibrin (including
fibronectin and vitronectin) and 3) a wide array of over 100 bioactive molecules including most notably PDGF,
VEGF, IGF, EGF, TGF-beta, and BMP2. Source: Miron et al. 2016 [54]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.

but also contains a three-dimensional fibrin matrix containing various growth factors. These include transforming growth
factor beta (TGF-beta), PDGF and VEGF,
insulin growth factor (IGF), and epidermal
growth factor (EGF). Recent research has
more specifically shown how leukocytes (as
opposed to platelets) are the main implicators in the tissue wound healing process capable of further enhancing new blood vessel formation (angiogenesis) and tissue formation
[25–27, 30, 34].
It is also important to note that PRF has
not solely been utilized in dentistry and
much research has been dedicated to its
use in various other fields of medicine.
Recently, PRF has shown effectiveness for
the clinical management of hard-to-heal leg
ulcers including diabetic foot ulcers, venous
leg ulcers, and chronic leg ulcers [35–39].
Furthermore, PRF has had positive outcomes
for hand ulcers [40], facial soft tissue defects

[41], laparoscopic cholecystectomy [42],
deep nasolabial folds, volume-depleted
midfacial regions, facial defects, superficial
rhytids, and acne scars [43]. Its use has
also been extended toward the induction of
dermal collagenesis [44], vaginal prolapse
repair [45], urethracutaneous fistula repair
[46,47], lipostructure surgical procedures
[48], chronic rotator cuff repair [49], and
acute traumatic ear drum perforation healing
[50]. It goes without further mention that
by increasing blood flow to defect sites from
various etiology, favorable wound healing
and tissue regeneration may take place. We
now know that PRF serves all three important criteria for tissue regeneration including
1) serving as a three-dimensional fibrin
scaffold, 2) includes autologous cells such as
leukocytes, macrophages, neutrophils, and
platelets, and 3) serves as a reservoir of natural growth factors that may be released over
a 10- to 14-day period. Research has now
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demonstrated that each of these three individual components of tissue regeneration are
important during wound healing with PRF.
1. Major cell types in PRF
The aim of this introductory chapter is
not to introduce the important cell-types
found in PRF. This will be described later
in Chapter 2. However, it is important
to note that PRF contains a number
of cells including platelets, leukocytes,
macrophages, granulocytes, and neutrophils. Following the centrifugation
cycle, the majority of these cells are
trapped within the three-dimensional
fibrin matrix. As stated previously, the
addition of blood alone to bone biomaterials has been shown to drastically
improve wound angiogenesis [12]. One
of the main differences between PRF and
previously utilized PRP is the incorporation of leukocytes in PRF. Several studies
have shown their key importance during
anti-infectious pathogen resistance as
well as their implications in immune
regulation [51–53]. Furthermore, they
play a significant role during host tissueto-biomaterial integration [31,33,54]. Due
to the added benefits of leukocytes, it is
not surprising to learn that extraction
of third molars have specifically shown
up to a 10-fold decrease in osteomyelitis
infections as well as greater wound healing

following simple placement of PRF into
extraction sockets [55]. Therefore, the
influence of autologous cells contained
within PRF, most noteworthy leukocytes,
should be considered a major advantage
during regenerative therapy.
2. A natural fibrin matrix and its biological
properties
A second major difference between PRF
and PRP as previously mentioned is the
lack of anti-coagulants thus resulting in a
fibrin matrix (Figure 1.4). Naturally without anti-coagulants blood will clot and
for these reasons, centrifugation must
take place immediately following blood
collection. Initial protocols were established whereby 10-mL of blood was collected and centrifuged for 12 minutes at
2700 rpm (750g). In Chapter 3, the biological concept of utilizing lower centrifugation speeds and time will be discussed.
Nevertheless, what was once thought
to be simply a carrier for growth factors
and cells, the fibrin matrix has since been
shown to be a main feature of PRF. The
PRF matrix acts as a key component of tissue wound healing as highlighted in more
scientific detail in Chapter 2.
3. Cytokines contained within PRF
The third primary advantage of PRF is
the fact it contains natural growth factors
found in blood. While their individual
biological roles will be explained in the

Acellular Plasma (PPP)

Fibrin Clot (PRF)

Red corpuscules base

Figure . Platelet Rich Fibrin (PRF) clot formed in the upper third of glass tubes after centrifugation.
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following chapter, PRF contains TGFbeta, a known agent responsible for
the rapid proliferation of various cell
types found in the oral cavity [56,57].
Its other major growth factor is PDGF,
an essential regulator for the migration,
proliferation, and survival of mesenchymal cells. A third important growth
factor in PRF is VEGF responsible for
angiogenesis and future blood flow to
damaged tissues [58]. Other growth
factors are epidermal growth factor and
insulin-like growth factor, both regulators
of the proliferation and differentiation
of many cells types later described in
Chapter 2.
The combination of 1) host cells, 2)
a three-dimensional fibrin matrix
and 3) growth factors contained
within PRF act to synergistically
enhance faster and more potent
tissue wound healing and regeneration.

. Eﬀect of PRF on periosteum
behavior
Following years of practice with the use of
PRF, one biological property observed with
almost every surgical technique has been its
stimulation of the capacity of blood supply
within the periosteum. From this point of
view, direct contact of PRF with periosteum
substantially improves the blood supply to
the keratinized soft tissue favoring its thickness, as well as improves blood supply to the
underlying bone tissues. This has been one
of the key activities of PRF, whereby stimulation with growth factors over a long period
of release.

. The ﬁrst case treated with PRF
The most appropriate way to conclude this
first chapter is by introducing the concept of

PRF utilized in regenerative medicine in the
first years. Leg ulcers are a common reported
problem in diabetic patients often resulting in
amputation. In my pain clinic, a patient with
obvious skin necrosis caused by Lyell syndrome with repeated failed antibiotic treatment was referred to me (Figure 1.5). From
this perspective, patients were often directed
to my pain clinic in Nice, France to receive
treatment for pain. Over the years, science has shown that infection was often a
secondary problem to poor blood supply.
Therefore, to improve treatment outcomes,
attempts were being made to see if PRF
fibrin clots could be utilized to regenerate
these defects (Figure 1.6). The idea was that
by introducing supra-physiological doses of
growth factors from blood, one could potentially re-introduce blood flow into these tissues. To our great interest, wounds that were
initially covered with PRF and plastic “Saran”
wrap began to heal in as early as 10 days,
and infection had disappeared. By 30 days,
great clinical improvements could be visualized and this was achieved utilizing PRF
alone even in the absence of antibiotics (Figure 1.7). Similar clinical outcomes could also
be observed following foot amputation where
resulting wounds were extremely difficult to
heal. The application of PRF alone could
re-introduce blood flow into these defects,
improving significantly tissue regeneration
(Figures 1.8 and 1.9). Most interesting is
at which point the body’s natural ability
proves to treat these defects in a physiological way with 100% naturally derived human
blood.
Following these early treatments, it was
obvious that the potential for PRF to be utilized across many fields of medicine was
clear. The concept was later introduced to
the dental field where a much larger number of regenerative procedures could be performed on a yearly basis. From there, expert
clinicians have attempted to use PRF in various regenerative procedures in dentistry later
discussed in this textbook and the field has
been expanding ever since.
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Figure . Patient presenting to the Pain Clinic in Nice, France with Lyell syndrome. Antibiotic therapy in such
cases is not always effective (Case performed by Dr. Joseph Choukroun).

Figure . Patient from Figure 1.5 with Lyell syndrome treated with PRF. PRF membranes were placed on the
defects, wrapped in a plastic wrap, and allowed to heal without use of antibiotic therapy (Case performed by
Dr. Joseph Choukroun).
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Figure . Patient from Figures 1.5 and 1.6 with Lyell syndrome treated with PRF. After 10 and 30 days of healing,
notice the marked improvement in tissue revascularization and wound healing (Case performed by Dr. Joseph
Choukroun).

Figure . Diabetic foot amputation with infection after 15 days. Right photo demonstrates PRF clots that are
applied to the wound (Case performed by Dr. Joseph Choukroun).
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Figure . Diabetic foot amputation (patient from Figure 1.8) following 7 and 30 days of healing (Case
performed by Dr. Joseph Choukroun).

. Conclusion
The use of PRF has seen a large and steady
increase in popularity since it was first
introduced in medicine for the treatment of
hard-to-heal leg ulcers and wounds. While
described as a second-generation platelet
concentrate, one of the main advantages of
PRF is the fact that it is produces without
use of anti-coagulants or other unnatural
by-products that prevent the coagulation
cascade and is therefore considered 100%

autologous and natural. While PRF contains three important aspects for tissue
wound healing, including 1) host cells, 2) a
three-dimensional fibrin matrix, and 3) accumulation of growth factors, its synergistic
effects has frequently been recognized in
dentistry most notably for the healing of soft
tissues. Future strategies to improve PRF
formulations and techniques are continuously being investigated to further enhance
the clinical outcomes following regenerative
procedures utilizing this technology.
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Biological Components of Platelet Rich Fibrin: Growth Factor Release
and Cellular Activity
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Abstract
During the natural wound healing process, blood plays a major role in accelerating tissue regeneration by providing various cells, growth factors, cytokines, and coagulation factors. Supraphysiological doses of platelets (platelet rich plasma) were initially developed to increase platelet
numbers at defect sites, however, the additional use of additives were necessary, even though healing was deemed sub-optimal. A second-generation concentrate called platelet rich fibrin (PRF) was
therefore developed being 100% natural and providing three fundamental keys for tissue engineering, namely cells, growth factors, and scaffold. Like PRP, PRF contains many platelets, and modifications to centrifugation speed and time have been shown to increase the number of macrophages
and leukocytes, important cells for host defense and wound healing. Furthermore, they secrete a
large number of growth factors including transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1), platelet-derived
growth factor (PDGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and insulin-like growth factor-I
(IGF-1) capable of further promoting cell migration, proliferation, and differentiation. Lastly, since
anti-coagulants are not utilized for PRF preparation, a three-dimensional fibrin scaffold is formed
fulfilling the three main criteria of tissue engineering in an entirely biological and natural way. Over
the years, many discoveries have been made including the understanding that fibrin simultaneously
acts to hold various cell types but more importantly allows a slow and gradual release of growth factors over time. This release profile has been shown to enhance angiogenesis, cell behavior, and ultimately, tissue regeneration. This chapter aims to describe the main components of PRF. Thereafter,
a biological understanding of the main growth factors found in PRF, as well as their release profiles from various formulations of PRF is discussed. We then compare the advantages of PRF over
PRP and describe potential future research aimed at increasing our understanding of the biological
properties of platelet concentrates.
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. Introduction
Wound healing is generally divided into a
three-stage process—namely the inflammatory phase, proliferative phase, and remodeling phase. The inflammatory phase begins
at the time of wounding and lasts between
24 and 48 hours. During this process, a
dynamic interaction occurs among endothelial cells, angiogenic cytokines, and extracellular matrix (ECM), where the delivery of
multiple growth factors in a well-controlled
fashion aims to accelerate wound healing
[1]. In general, blood provides essential therapeutic products that comprise both cellular and protein products that cannot be
obtained from other sources. Once a wound
occurs, the blood starts to clot within a few
minutes to stop bleeding. One of the key
cells during these phases are platelets that
have been shown to be important regulators
of hemostasis through fibrin clot formation
[1,2]. Platelets release cytokines and growth
factors that further attract macrophages and
neutrophils to the defect sites; thereafter
debris, necrotic tissue, and bacteria from the
wound may be removed. By day 3, the proliferative phase begins and the blood clot within
the wound is further supplied with a provisional matrix for cell migration, while the
clot within the vessel lumen contributes to
hemostasis [2]. Fibroblasts begin to produce
collagen in a random order, and thereafter
angiogenesis occurs at the same time when
the wound gradually begins to gain initial stability. During the final remodeling phase, collagen is replaced by organized collagen fibrils that provide enhanced strength to the
injured site where tissue regeneration takes
place (Figure 2.1) [3]).
Blood includes mainly four components:
plasma, red blood cells, white blood cells, and
platelets. Particularly, platelets are reported
as the responsible component for the activation and release of crucial growth factors including platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), coagulation factors, adhesion
molecules, cytokines, and angiogenic factors,
which enables the recruitment and activity

of fibroblasts, leukocytes, macrophages, and
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). Coagulation factors, growth factors, and cytokines
released in the clot by activated platelets
organize complex physiological events resulting in tissue repair, vascular remodeling, and
tissue regeneration [2,4,5].

. Cell components of PRF
Platelet concentrate therapy has been developed in order to naturally accelerate the
regenerative potential of platelets contained
in blood. PRF is formulated by separation of
blood after centrifugation into various components including red blood cells, plasma,
white blood cells, and platelets. The final
naturally derived PRF is a concentrate of
white blood cells, platelets, and fibrin. It has
been shown that the initially developed PRF
(also termed L-PRF) concentrates contain
97% platelets and more than 50% leukocytes
within a high-density fibrin network when
compared to whole blood [6]. PRF variants
are mostly solid or dense gels and cannot be
injected although recently the development
of an injectable liquid-PRF is formulated
utilizing lower centrifugation forces for
shorter time periods later discussed in this
chapter. Furthermore, low centrifugation
forces utilizing the “low-speed centrifugation concept” have demonstrated that newer
preparations of PRF (now termed advancedPRF or A-PRF) can additionally provide an
increase in platelets and neutrophilic granulocytes within the PRF clot and prolong the
release of certain growth factors [7].
Leukocytes are the other major cell type
found in PRF playing a prominent role in
wound healing. Interestingly, studies from
basic sciences have revealed the potent and
large impact of leukocytes during tissue
regeneration [8–10]. PRF contains a higher
number of leukocytes when compared to the
first-generation platelet concentrates, PRP,
and PRGF. The amount of white blood cells
in PRF has been determined at around 50%
(with variability depending on the human
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donor) and newer formulations have further shown enhancements in total leukocyte numbers. Leucocytes are cells that play
a key role in wound healing due to their
anti-infectious action as well as immune regulation via the secretion of key immune
cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-1β, IL6, IL-4, and tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-α) [2,4,5]. While their role in immune
defense is well characterized, they also serve
the function as regulators controlling the
ability for biomaterials to adapt to new host
environments. In a previous study, one of the
interesting findings when quantifying cells
found in the PRF matrix histologically was
the observation that the majority of leukocytes were found near the bottom of the fibrin clot [7]. Based on this finding, it became
clear that centrifugation speeds (g-forces)
were evidently too high pushing leukocytes
down to the bottom of centrifugation tubes
and away from the PRF matrix clot. In order
to redistribute leukocyte cell numbers across
the entire PRF matrix, lower centrifugation
speeds were investigated as later described in
detail in Chapter 3. Since macrophages supply a continuing source of chemotactic agents
necessary to stimulate fibrosis and angiogenesis, fibroblasts construct new ECM necessary to support cell ingrowth, newer formulations of PRF (A-PRF, i-PRF) are therefore
increasingly more bioactive.

. Advantages of a
three-dimensional ﬁbrin network
Fibrin is the activated form of a plasmatic
molecule called fibrinogen. The combination
of properties including cells, and growth
factors in a three-dimensional fibrin matrix
as found in PRF acts to synergistically lead
to a fast and potent increase in tissue regeneration. This soluble fibrillary molecule is
massively present both in plasma and in
the α-granules that are the most abundant
platelet granule. Fibrin plays a determining
role in platelet aggregation during hemostasis. It has been reported that fibrin alone

Figure . SEM examination of the fibrin clot
revealed a dense and mature fibrin matrix with a very
low quantity of identifiable bodies (RBCs, leukocytes,
or platelet aggregates) trapped inside (original
magnification x2,000). Source: Dohan Ehrenfest DM.
et al. 2010 [6]. Reproduced with permission of the
American Academy of Periodontology.

(without growth factors or living cells) is able
to act as a provisional matrix allowing cell
invasion and tissue regeneration [11–13].
PRF therefore has numerous additional
advantages since it consists of an intimate
assembly of cytokines, glycanic chains, and
structural glycoproteins enmeshed within
a slowly polymerized fibrin network (Figure 2.2). The trapped growth factors influence ECM, which allows migration, division,
and phenotypic change of endothelial cells,
thus leading to angiogenesis [14–16].
The PRF scaffold itself has further been
identified as a biological three-dimensional
network. Micropores composed of thin fibrin fibers form within clots and can function as scaffolds for cell migration, proliferation, and differentiation as well as for delivery
of growth factors. Platelets are theoretically
trapped massively within the fibrin network
and keep growth factors contained within
this three-dimensional PRF mesh followed by
the slow and gradual release of growth factors
over time [17]. The clot also provides a matrix
scaffold for the recruitment of tissue cells to
the injured site. Specifically, fibrin in conjunction with fibronectin acts as a provisional
matrix for the influx of monocytes, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells. In summary, the
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initial limitations of PRP have led to the emergence of a second generation platelet concentrate, which takes advantage of the fact
that without anti-coagulants, a fibrin matrix
that incorporates the full set of growth factors
trapped within its matrix are slowly released
over time in a natural manner [8–10].
More recently, reports have revealed that
stem cells existing naturally in blood vessels (mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)) contribute to promote wound healing directly
[18,19]. Although found in extremely low levels, MSCs have the potential to differentiate themselves into adipocytes, osteoblasts,
and chondrocytes. MSCs also express several
growth factors, including fibroblast growth
factor 2 (FGF-2) and vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF), which promote the
proliferation of vascular endothelial cells,
vascular stability, and the development of
a long-lasting functional vascular network
[20]. Future research investigating the impact
of MSCs in blood are necessary. While PRF
does not contain MSCs in high quantity, it
may represent a potential future strategies to
isolate MSCs relatively easily at low cost.

. Growth factors in blood
It is also important to understand that inflammation and wound healing are controlled
under high regulation by an array of growth
factors. Growth factors can either stimulate
or inhibit cellular migration, adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation. While growth
factors exist in all tissues, it is important to
note that blood serves as the main reservoir
of numerous growth factors and cytokines
promoting angiogenesis and tissue regeneration for wound healing. Growth factors
usually exist as inactive or partially active
precursors that require proteolytic activation, and may further require binding to
matrix molecules for activity or stabilization. Growth factors also typically have short
biological half-lives. For example, plateletderived growth factor (PDGF) has a halflife of less than 2 minutes when injected

intravenously [21]. Namely, as many cellular
processes involved in morphogenesis require
a complex network of several signaling pathways and usually more than one growth factor, recent research efforts have focused on
schemes for sequential delivery of multiple growth factors [22]. Unlike recombinant
growth factors, platelet concentrates create
the opportunity to deliver many autologous
growth factors simultaneously. Platelets and
macrophages release an abundance of factors including transforming growth factor
beta-1 (TGF-β1), PDGF, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), epidermal growth
factor (EGF), and insulin- like growth factor
(IGF) [23,24]. Below their individual roles are
briefly described.
TGF-β1: Transforming growth factor β
(TGF-β) is a superfamily of more than
30 members described in the literature
as fibrosis agents [25,26]. Platelets are
known to be a major source of TGF-β
production. The role of TGF-β mediates
tissue repair, immune modulation, and
extracellular matrix synthesis. Bone
morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are also
part of the TGF subfamily. TGF-β1, the
predominant isoform, is important in
wound healing, with roles in inflammation, angiogenesis, re-epithelialization,
and connective tissue regeneration [21].
This growth factor is crucial during bone
formation contributing to osteoblast precursors in chemotaxis and mitogenesis,
and stimulates osteoblast deposition of
mineralized tissue on the bone collagen
matrix. It is also reported that TGF-β1
can upregulate VEGF, thereby favoring
angiogenesis and recruitment of inflammatory cells. Although its effects in terms
of proliferation are highly variable, for the
great majority of cell types, it constitutes
the most powerful fibrosis agent among
all cytokines and the growth factor commonly released from autogenous bone
during tissue repair and remodeling [21].
PDGF: Platelet-derived growth factors
(PDGFs) are essential regulators for the
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migration, proliferation, and survival of
mesenchymal cell lineages and promotes
collagen production for remodeling of
ECM during wound healing [27–32].
Platelets are the major source of PDGF
with various groups divided into homo(PDGF-AA, PDGF-BB, PDGF-CC, and
PDGF-DD) and hetero-dimeric (PDGFAB) polypeptide dimers linked by disulfide
bonds. They are present in large amounts
in platelet α-granules. Interestingly, PDGF
is accumulated in high quantities in the
PRF matrix and are considered one of
the important released molecules over
time from PRF. It is important to note
that since PDGF has an extremely short
half-life, the PRF matrix acts to support its
slow and gradual release over time. PDGF
is also a major mitogen for osteoblasts
and undifferentiated osteoprogenitor
cells, fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells,
and glial cells. Since it plays such a critical
role in the mechanisms of physiologic
healing, a commercially available recombinant source (rhPDGF-BB) was made
available having received FDA approval
for the regeneration of various defects in
medicine and dentistry.
VEGF: Vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) is secreted by activated thrombocytes and macrophages to damaged sites
to promote angiogenesis. The VEGF family is related to PDGF, and includes VEGFA, -B, -C, -D, and -E. VEGF has previously
been isolated and described as the most
potent growth factor leading to angiogenesis of tissues, stimulating new blood vessel formation and, therefore, for bringing nutrients and increased blood flow to
the site of injury [20,33]. It has potent
effects on tissue remodeling and the incorporation of recombinant human VEGF
into various bone biomaterials has been
demonstrated to increase new bone formation, thereby pointing to the fast and
potent effects of VEGF [34].
EGF: The EGF family stimulates chemotaxis
and angiogenesis of endothelial cells
and mitosis of mesenchymal cells. It

further enhances epithelization and
markedly shortens the overall healing
process when administered. EGF is
upregulated after acute injury and acts to
significantly increase the tensile strength
of wounds. EGF receptor is expressed on
most human cell types including those
that play a critical role during wound
repair such as fibroblasts, endothelial
cells, and keratinocytes [35].
IGF: Insulin-like growth factors (IGFs) are
positive regulators of proliferation and differentiation of most cell types, which act
as cell-protective agents [36]. This growth
factor is released from platelets during
their activation and degranulation and
stimulates differentiation and mitogenesis
of mesenchymal cells. Although IGFs are
cell proliferative mediators, they also constitute the major axis of programmed cell
apoptosis regulation, by inducing survival
signals protecting cells from many apoptotic stimuli [36].

. PRP versus PRF for growth
factor release
The release profile of growth factors has been
an important and highly debated research
topic over the past years. These differ significantly between PRP and PRF. Development
of PRF enabled to control and enrich growth
factors from platelet concentrates by allowing a slower and gradual release of growth
factors over time. The fact that this second generation of platelet concentrate contains leukocytes within the fibrin matrix also
allowed for an enhanced secretion of growth
from these cells involved in tissue regeneration [37]. Growth factor release from three
different platelet concentrates including PRP,
L-PRF, A-PRF were reported by Kobayashi
et al. (Figures 2.3 and 2.4) [14]. PRF (L-PRF
and A-PRF) released a higher total amount of
growth factors when compared to PRP over a
10-day period.
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Figure . Growth factor release from PRP and PRF at each time point of PDGF-AA, -AB, and -BB over a 10-day
period. Notice that while PRP has significantly higher growth factors released at early time points, over a 10-day
period, significantly higher levels are most commonly found with A-PRF due to the slow and gradual release of
growth factors utilizing slower centrifugation speeds. Source: Kobayashi et al. 2016 [14]. Reproduced with
permission of Springer.

In order to characterize precisely growth
factor release over an extended period of
time, analysis by our research team investigated common blood proteins including
PDGF-AA, -AB, and -BB at each of the following early and late time periods including
15 mins, 60 mins, 8 hours, 24 hours, 3 days,
and 10 days (Figure 2.3). Interestingly, at an
early time point (15 minutes), significantly
higher levels of PDGF-AA is released from
PRP when compared to L-PRF or A-PRF,
while significantly lower levels were observed
at 60 minutes demonstrating that PRP rapidly
releases PDGF-AA between 0 and 15 minutes and thereafter significantly less release
is observed compared to PRF up to 10 days
(Figure 2.3). While no significant differences

at early time points was detected between
A-PRF and L-PRF (up to 1 day), by 3 days
A-PRF showed significantly higher growth
factor release of PDGF-AA when compared
to either PRP and L-PRF (Figure 2.3). Furthermore, the total PDGF-AA accumulated
proteins over time demonstrated that while
PRP showed significantly lowest levels from
8 hours until 10 days, whereas in contrast,
significantly higher levels were detected for
A-PRF from 1 to 10 days when compared to
PRP and PRF (Figure 2.3). Moreover, PDGFAA was found released from all platelet concentrations at 6- to 10-fold higher concentrations when compared to PDGF-AB and
PDGF-BB. Similar trends were also observed
for PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB.
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Figure . Growth factor release from PRP and PRF at each time point of TGF-β1 and VEGF over a 10-day period.
Once again it was found that PRP released higher growth factors at early time points; however, A-PRF
demonstrated significantly highest release at later time points. Overall, more growth factor release from A-PRF
was observed when compared to the other modalities. Source: Kobayashi et al. 2016 [14]. Reproduced with
permission of Springer.

The release of TGF-β1 and VEGF were also
calculated and a similar trend was observed
whereby PRP promoted the early release of
growth factors at 15 minutes and 8 hours
when compared to PRF (L-PRF or A-PRF)
(Figure 2.4). Thereafter, PRP levels dropped
considerably and both standard L-PRF and
A-PRF showed significant elevated levels of
both TGF-β1 and VEGF concentrations. Parallel to the results obtained with PDGF, total
protein release was significantly highest for
A-PRF at 3 and 10 days for TGF-β1, and 1,
3, and 10 days for VEGF when compared to
PRP and L-PRF.
In general, the release of EGF and IGF
were lower in quantity when compared to
PDGF, TGF-β1, and VEGF concentrations.
Different trends were observed between the
release profiles of EGF and IGF [14]. Total
protein accumulation demonstrated highest
total EGF for A-PRF with lowest being PRP.
Moreover, significantly higher levels of IGF
were observed for PRP at 15 minutes, 60 minutes, and 8 hours compared to PRF. Overall, PRP can be recommended for fast delivery of growth factors, whereas A-PRF is

better-suited for long-term delivery up to a
10-day period.

. L-PRF versus A-PRF vs
A-PRF+—new ﬁndings with the
low-speed centrifugation concept
and low-time induces even higher
growth factor release
The gradual release of growth factors to
their surrounding tissues are more commonly known as suitable factors for tissue
engineering. Something worth noting is that
the development of the low-speed centrifugation concept later described in detail in
Chapter 3, standard L-PRF has been further improved to support more growth factor release in A-PRF and A-PRF+ [24]. It was
reported by Ghanaati et al. in 2014 that cells
within the original PRF matrix were surprisingly found gathered at the bottom of the
PRF matrix [7]. In principle, less centrifugation time would reduce cell pull-down by
centrifugation g-forces, which increases the
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total number of cells left contained within the
top layer of PRF enabling a higher number of
leukocytes “trapped” within the fibrin matrix.
In a second study by our group, the
newer formulation of A-PRF (A-PRF+, which
is not only lower centrifugation speed but
also time—1300 rpm for 8 min) has been
shown to increase growth factor release of
TGF-beta1, PDGF-AA, PDGF-AB, PDGFBB, VEGF, IGF, and EGF (Figures 2.5 and 2.6)
[24]. The release of growth factors including
PDGF-AA, -AB, and -BB are shown in Figure 2.5. While the trends are slightly different between all investigated growth factors,
A-PRF+ demonstrated a significant increase
in growth factor release at either 1, 3, or
10 days when compared to all other groups.

L-PRF demonstrated significantly lower values when compared A-PRF and A-PRF+
(Figure 2.5). Therefore, in conclusion it was
found that the total growth factor release
could be enhanced by reducing both centrifugation speed and time in A-PRF+.
The release of TGF-β1 also demonstrated
a similar trend whereby A-PRF+ demonstrated significantly highest values at 1, 3, and
10 days and the total release of growth factors after a 10-day period was nearly 3 times
significantly higher when compared to L-PRF
(Figure 2.6). Interestingly, A-PRF+ demonstrated a higher release of VEGF at an early
time point of 1 day; however, little change was
observed in the total release at 10 days (Figure
2.6). EGF and IGF-1 further confirmed that
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Periodontology.

the low speed centrifugation concept favored
the release of both growth factors from
A-PRF+ when compared to A-PRF and
L-PRF [24]. Overall, lower centrifugation
speeds and times (A-PRF, A-PRF+) demonstrated a significant increase in growth factor
release of PDGF, TGF- β1, EGF, and IGF with
A-PRF+ being highest of all groups.

. i-PRF versus PRP—growth
factor release
Since PRP is liquid in nature, it was originally
proposed that PRP be combined with various
bone biomaterials, most notably bonegrafting materials. Very recent data from our
laboratories has reported that growth factor
release with PRP is released very early in the
delivery phase, whereas a preference would
be to deliver growth factors over an extended
period of time during the entire regenerative
phase [14,38,39]. Moreover, the technique for
PRP preparation requires the additional use
of bovine thrombin or CaCl2 in addition to
coagulation factors, which leads to a decrease
in the healing potential. In some cases, the
entire protocol to prepare PRP needs several

separation phases lasting upward of 1 hour
making it inefficient for everyday medical
purposes. For these reasons, i-PRF has been
developed as an injectable-PRF in liquid
formulation by drawing blood rapidly in a
specific centrifugation tube at a very low
speed of 700 rpm (60 g) for an even shorter
centrifugation time (3 minutes) with one centrifugation cycle. The i-PRF must be utilized
within 15 minutes of collection due to the
fact it does not contain anti-coagulants and
is therefore able to coagulate within a short
period of time. This new formulation can be
utilized for a variety of procedures including
mixing with bone grafts to form a stable
fibrin bone graft for improved handling to
improve graft stability. The principle for
i-PRF remains the same—it contains a larger
proportion of leukocytes and blood plasma
proteins due to lower centrifugation speeds
and time.
The release of growth factors from PRP
and i-PRF were compared in a third study by
our group as depicted in Figure 2.7. While
all growth factors investigated demonstrated
a significantly higher early (15 minutes)
release from PRP when compared to i-PRF,
the total release of growth factors showed
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Figure . Growth factor release from i-PRF compared with PRP at each time point for growth factors
PDGF-AA, -AB, and -BB over a 10-day period. Reprinted with permission from Miron et al. 2017.

that PDGF-AA, PDGF-AB, EGF, and IGF-1
all demonstrated higher released levels from
i-PRF when compared to PRP (Figure 2.7,
data not shown). Interestingly, however, total
growth factor release of PDGF-BB, VEGF,
and TGF-β1 were significantly higher in PRP
when compared to i-PRF. Methods to further
understand these variations are continuously being investigated in our laboratory
as well as others. It may be hypothesized
that the differences in spin protocols are
suggested to have collected slightly different
cell populations and/or total growth factors
responsible for the variations in release over
time. The advantages of i-PRF are that it
remains a 100% autologous product with
the benefit of forming a fibrin clot while

maintaining comparable
release to PRP.

growth

factor

. Cell behavior in response to
L-PRF, A-PRF, and A-PRF+
Our group was then interested to investigate the various PRF formulations (L-PRF,
A-PRF, A-PRF+) on cell behavior. All PRF
formulations utilizing the low-speed concept
showed excellent biocompatibility and cellular activity in vitro [24]. Both A-PRF and
A-PRF+ demonstrated significantly higher
levels of human gingival fibroblast migration and proliferation when compared to
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L-PRF (Figure 2.8A). Furthermore, gingival
fibroblasts cultured with A-PRF+ demonstrated significantly higher mRNA levels of
TGF-β, PDGF, and collagen1 at either 3 or
7 days (Figure 2.8B). It was also shown that
A-PRF and A-PRF+ samples were able to
locally demonstrate up to a 300% significant increase in collagen1 synthesis (Figure
2.8C). Not surprisingly, collagen remains one
of the key factors during tissue wound healing and remodeling [40–42]. Therefore, the
three-fold increase in collagen type 1 synthesis when cells were exposed to A-PRF and
A-PRF+ further demonstrates the regenerative potential of the newer PRF formulations
centrifuged at lower g-forces and lower centrifugation times.

. Cell behavior in response to
PRP, i-PRF
Thereafter, our group was interested to
determine cellular differences between PRP
and i-PRF. Both formulations, PRP and
i-PRF, exhibited high biocompatibility of
human gingival fibroblasts as well as significantly induced higher cell migration when
compared to control tissue-culture plastic
in vitro (Figure 2.9) [43]. It was found that
i-PRF induced significantly higher migration,
whereas PRP demonstrated significantly
highest cellular proliferation (Figure 2.9A).
Furthermore, i-PRF showed significantly
highest mRNA levels of TGF-β at 7 days,
PDGF at 3 days, and collagen1 expression
at both 3 and 7 days when compared to PRP
(Figure 2.9B). Both PRP and i-PRF demonstrated significantly higher collagen synthesis
compared to control tissue culture plastic
(Figure 2.9C). It is interesting to point out
that although both PRP and i-PRF induced
significantly higher cell activity when compared to controls, slight differences where
observed between the groups and this may
be due to the slight differences in released
growth factors. Further investigation is
therefore needed to fully characterize the
regenerative potential of PRP versus i-PRF.

. Future prospective
The trend in dentistry has gradually shifted
toward more bioactive materials including
cell-based therapies. Autologous PRF has
therefore been introduced and utilized as an
extremely physiological, safe, and reliable
biomaterial for wound healing in the body
since it is derived from 100% natural human
blood. This chapter illustrates the various
components of PRF including the function
of acting as a 1) growth factor reserve and
delivery system, 2) biocompatible scaffold,
and 3) reservoir for living autologous cells
capable of contributing to wound healing.
Major advances have been recognized over
recent years in the architectures of PRF
growth factor-delivery systems that allow
the controlled release of growth factors
in a well-ordered manner. However, there
remains several challenges that linger as
potential future research. These include
the optimal growth factor concentrations
of PRF to allow more favorable release in
various tissue defects. Another interesting hurdle currently being studied is the
effect of patient variability and hematocrit
differences on final PRF scaffolds. It has
been suggested that the relative content
of each factor and the kinetics of growth
factor release from PRF scaffolds to their
microenvironment may vary depending on
donor characteristics, production methods,
and platelet count enrichment. Furthermore,
this chapter focused primarily on soft-tissue
wound healing using PRF; however, the
regeneration of the oral cavity requires the
regeneration of many cell types including
both hard and soft tissues collectively. Future
research is therefore presently ongoing.
Nevertheless, PRF serves as an ideal scaffold
for tissue regeneration fulfilling the three
main criteria of tissue engineering including:
scaffold, cells, and growth factors. It has
further been validated that the low-speed
centrifugation concept releases higher
growth factors as well as presents higher
cellular bioactivity from A-PRF+ when
compared to L-PRF.
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(B) gene expression, and (C) collagen synthesis on human gingival fibroblasts. Source: Fujioka-Kobayashi et al.
2017 [24]. Reproduced with permission of the American Academy of Periodontology.
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Introducing the Low-Speed Centrifugation Concept
Joseph Choukroun and Shahram Ghanaati

Abstract
This chapter describes the development of platelet rich fibrin (PRF) as a fully autologous blood
concentrate system. The low-speed centrifugation concept (LSCC) indicates that reducing the relevant centrifugation force (RCF) advances PRF matrices with an enhanced number of inflammatory cells and platelets. This effect was shown in Advanced PRF (A-PRF) and Advanced PRF plus
(A-PRF+) as solid PRF-based matrices. In this context, A-PRF+ prepared according to the LSCC,
compared to PRF, exhibited an enhanced number of platelets and leukocytes and showed significantly higher growth factor release concentrations over 10 days. Moreover, further RCF reduction
based on the LSCC allowed for the development of an injectable PRF (i-PRF) without the use of anticoagulants. I-PRF, prepared with the lowest RCF, includes the highest number of leukocytes and
platelets, illustrating the effect of the LSCC on this blood concentrate system. Leukocytes are the
main protagonists in wound healing and the regeneration process. Their presence in advanced PRFbased matrices and i-PRF highlights their enhanced regeneration capacity. This chapter highlights
PRF-based matrices and their use for a wide range of clinical applications in dentistry, maxillofacial
surgery, and other medical fields, due to their simplified preparation process and the effectiveness
of this system as a minimally invasive approach.

Highlights

r Development of solid PRF (A-PRF, A-PRF+)
r Development of injectable PRF (i-PRF)
r Role of platelets and leukocytes
r Clinical insights into the future use of
A-PRF and i-PRF

. Introduction
In the last decades, different concepts have
been introduced for clinically relevant tissue
regeneration in impaired regions. In this context, the application of pure biomaterials in
terms of guided bone regeneration (GBR) [1]

and guided tissue regeneration (GTR) [2–4]
are well-accepted models as minimally invasive approaches in regenerative medicine.
Furthermore, to enhance the regenerative
capacity of biomaterials, concepts such as
cell-based tissue engineering have shown
promising results in many preclinical studies. The combination of biomaterials with
several primary mesenchymal or endothelial
cells leads to rapid anastomosis formation
and enhanced vascularization after in vivo
implantation in small animal models [5,6].
However, cell isolation and pre-cultivation
need strict sterile settings and elaborate conditions. Therefore, the limited applicability
of these methods simultaneously with the
surgical intervention in addition to the time
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required are the main drawbacks for clinical
translation.
The need for new strategies to modify these
issues with less-complex methods led to the
introduction of an autologous blood concentrate system termed platelet rich plasma
(PRP). In this system, the patient’s own blood
is first treated with anticoagulants and bovine
serum and is then centrifuged in two centrifugation steps. Through these manufacturing processes, the gained blood concentrate is based on platelets, while leukocytes,
which physiologically exist within the peripheral blood, are minimized and excluded [7].
The application of PRP has been widely studied and has shown positive outcomes in tissue
regeneration [8]. In addition, plasma rich in
growth factors (PRGFs) has been introduced
as a blood-derived concentrate, focusing on
the advantages of growth factors [9]. Similar
to PRP, this blood concentrate requires external additives for processing [9]. However, the
use of anticoagulants as external components
and the preparation processes of these systems still provide limitations in clinical applications. Thus, the necessity for alternative
strategies and feasible clinical applications is
raised.
Aiming to develop an improved and facilitated preparation concept, a new blood concentrate system, platelet rich fibrin (PRF),
was introduced as the first total autologous
concept without additional anticoagulants
[10]. In this concept, the need for anticoagulants was excluded, which significantly
reduced the risk of trans-contamination.
Moreover, the elimination of anticoagulants
allowed the physiological cell functions to
take place after centrifugation without inhibition or manipulation. The main goal was to
simplify the preparation process and to minimize the required preparation steps and time
in order for this method to be more suitable
for clinical applications, as time is one of the
most precious factors in the clinic. In this
system, peripheral blood is collected from
the patient in specific tubes and immediately
processed by one-step centrifugation. This
process activates the coagulation cascade and

leads to three-dimensional fibrin clot formation. After centrifugation, the blood is separated into a red cell fraction and the PRF clot,
which has to be gently isolated. The resulting clot consists of an upper buffy coat part,
which is adjacent to the eliminated red blood
phase. The clot body as a fibrin network
is enriched with platelets and concentrated
with a variety of leukocytes, which physiologically exist within the peripheral blood.
Furthermore, after clotting, the growth factor
release in the PRF has been described as slow
and continuous, lasting up to 10 days [11].

. Development of advanced
solid PRF matrices following the
low speed centrifugation
concept (LSCC)
For the preparation of solid PRF according to
Choukroun’s established protocol [10], glass
tubes were used to collect blood. The specific glass surface allows for the activation
of the coagulation cascade during the centrifugation process to generate a solid fibrin clot. Moreover, the application of a high
relative centrifugation force (RCF); that is,
708 g, is required [10]. In this RCF range,
the fibrin network exhibits a dense structure
with minimal interfibrous space [12]. The fibrin scaffold includes, apart from the platelets,
different inflammatory cells, such as leukocytes and their subfamilies, lymphocytes,
macrophages, and stem cells. Moreover, the
cellular distribution pattern is mostly accumulated within the proximal part close to
the buffy coat, whereas the platelet density is
decreased toward the distal part (Figure 3.1).
Modification of the preparation protocol
by reducing the applied RCF resulted in an
improved preparation protocol for advanced
solid PRF (A-PRF) using 208 g[12] (Figure
3.1). The advanced fibrin clot showed a more
porous structure with a larger interfibrous
space compared to that of PRF [12]. Furthermore, cells, especially platelets, were
observed in even distributions throughout
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Figure . Total scan of PRF (left) with Hemp;E staining. Total scan of A-PRF (right) with Masson-Goldner
staining. Immunohistochemistry markers: CD3 = T-lymphocytes; CD 15 = neutrophilic granulocytes; CD 20 =
B-lymphocytes; CD34 = stem cells; CD61 = platelets; and CD68 = monocytes. Different colors illustrate the
distribution pattern of the particular cell types.

the entire clot (Figure 3.1). The reduction of
the RCF used led not only to a more even
cellular distribution but also to an enhanced
number of the included inflammatory cells
and platelets. Thereby, histological analysis
of A-PRF showed a significantly higher number of neutrophilic granulocytes, a leukocyte
subfamily, compared to that in PRF [12]. In
addition, different inflammatory cells were
also observed in the middle and distal parts
of the A-PRF clot, illustrating the influence of
the applied RCF on the particular cell types
(Figure 3.1). Furthermore, in vivo pre-clinical
investigations showed the role of the clot
structure in the vascularization and regeneration processes. Comparative histological
analysis demonstrated that, due to its porous
structure, A-PRF significantly facilitated the
cellular penetration into the fibrin scaffold,

showing a significantly improved vascularization pattern 10 days after subcutaneous
implantation in mice compared to PRF
(Figure 3.2) [13].
PRF is a complex system consisting of
numerous biologically active cells and signaling molecules. To understand the role
of these components, further studies were
necessary. Various in vitro investigations
showed a correlation between reducing the
RCF in terms of the low-speed centrifugation
concept (LSCC) and enhancing the growth
factor release. Over 10 days, PRF matrices
showed a slow and continuous accumulated
growth factor release, such as plateletderived growth factor (PDGF), transforming
growth factors (TGF), and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). However, other
blood concentrates, such as PRP, showed
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Figure . Comparative illustration of PRF and A-PRF. In vivo results highlight the enhanced regeneration
capacity of A-PRF based on the LSCC.

enhanced accumulated growth factor release
activity at early time points, that is, up to
8 hours, which was then significantly lower
compared to that in PRF matrices close to day
10 [11]. One explanation for this observation
is the solid PRF structure, which functions
as a reservoir of growth factors and leads to
gradual and sustained growth factor release.
However, specific growth factors, for example, VEGF, showed no significant difference
between PRF and A-PRF when comparing the accumulated release over 10 days
[14]. This observation called for further

modification of A-PRF to optimize the
growth factor release.
In the course of developing A-PRF, the
essential impact of the applied centrifugation force on the clot quality and composition became obvious. Thus, special emphasis was placed on the functional integrity
and clot formation in terms of structure
and consistency to be suitable for clinical handling. Therefore, it was established
that preparation protocols other than APRF led to either a comparable dense structure as PRF or no clot formation. Therefore,
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Figure . Development of solid and injectable PRFs following the low-speed centrifugation concept (LSCC).

attention was directed to the centrifugation
time to improve the growth factor release
along with maintaining the porous and stable
A-PRF structure. A slight decrease in the centrifugation period by maintaining the RCF
range within 208 g resulted in an improved
clot termed Advanced PRF plus (A-PRF+),
indicating its supplemented characteristics
(Figure 3.3). Moreover, clinical handling was
simplified in this protocol, as A-PRF+ barely
needs to be processed in order to separate
the clot from the red cell fraction. After centrifugation, the clot is most likely directly
detached from the adjacent red cell phase
and can be immediately transferred to the
application region. In terms of structural
integrity, A-PRF+ showed similar porosity to
A-PRF when examining the fibrin network
[14]. Additionally, the cellular distribution
pattern showed evenly dispersed platelets
over the entire clot [14]. In contrast to
A-PRF, A-PRF+ had an improved growth factor release pattern. In this context, a comparative in vitro study over 10 days showed
that A-PRF+ has the potential to release significantly enhanced accumulated growth factors, especially VEGF, compared to PRF and
A-PRF [14]. These findings could be related
to the binding affinity of the various growth

factors to fibrin and fibrinogen and to the
impact of the centrifugation time on the activated cells within the A-PRF+ clot. Moreover,
the interaction between A-PRF+ and possible host cells was studied in an in vitro cell
cultivation model using gingival fibroblasts.
It was obvious that the cellular migration and
proliferation rate in A-PRF and A-PRF+ were
significantly higher than those in PRF. When
interacting with A-PRF and A-PRF+, these
cells showed enhanced growth factor release
and increased mRNA levels of type 1 collagen [15]. These observations underline that,
by means of the LSCC, advanced PRF matrices exhibit an improved regeneration capacity with direct impact on cellular function and
growth factor release.
The LSCC indicates that, by reducing
the relevant centrifugation force (RCF), the
regeneration capacity of PRF matrices can be
improved [16]. The total number of platelets
and leukocytes within the PRF, A-PRF, and APRF+ matrices as a stepwise RCF reduction
was analyzed using flow cytometry. Interestingly, the total platelet number significantly
increased from PRF to A-PRF and A-PRF+.
However, the total leukocyte number was
only significantly higher when comparing
A-PRF+ to PRF, whereas no statistically
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Figure . A) Total platelet and leukocyte numbers in PRF, A-PRF, A-PRF+, and i-PRF. B) Total number of
platelets, leukocytes, granulocytes, and monocytes in i-PRF compared to PRP and PRGF. (∗ P<0.5),
(∗∗ P<0.1), (∗∗∗ P<0.01), (∗∗∗∗ P<0,001).

significant difference was observed in the
case of A-PRF compared to PRF (Figure 3.4).
The correlation between the included leukocytes number and the enhanced growth
factor release in A-PRF+ suggested that
leukocytes could be one factor to improve
growth factor release in PRF matrices. These
findings again emphasize the impact of the
preparation setting and the applied RCF on
the composition and regenerative capacity
of PRF matrices to highlight the optimized
A-PRF+ regenerative potential.

. Development of an injectable
PRF (i-PRF) following the low
speed centrifugation
concept (LSCC)
Several indication fields were successfully
established for the use of solid PRF-based
matrices alone or in combination with
biomaterials. However, in clinical settings,
there is still an existing necessity for a fluid
biological system. Accordingly, great interest
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was directed to the question of whether further reduction of RCF and fine tuning of the
centrifugation setting, that is, revolution per
minute (rpm) and centrifugation time, would
enable the manufacturing of a fluid PRF
matrix. To remove the need for external anticoagulants in order to generate an effective
total autologous and fluid blood concentrate
system, specific plastic tubes were developed
to collect blood. In contrast to the glass tubes
used in solid PRF matrices, the characteristics of the plastic surface do not activate the
coagulation cascade during centrifugation.
Thereby, according to the low speed centrifugation concept (LSCC) [16], further reduction of the RCF to 60 g and the use of plastic
tubes allowed for the introduction of an
injectable PRF matrix (i-PRF) without using
anticoagulants (Figure 3.3). After centrifugation, the blood is separated into a yellow
orange upper phase (i-PRF) and a red lower
phase (red cell fraction). I-PRF is collected
using a syringe by controlled aspiration of the
upper fluid phase (Figure 3.5A). The collected
i-PRF maintains its fluid phase for up to 10 to
15 minutes after centrifugation. Remarkably,
the reduction of the RCF led to an enrichment of i-PRF with platelets and leukocytes.
Consequently, flow cytometry showed
that i-PRF includes the highest number of
platelets and leukocytes among all the solid
PRF-based matrices (Figure 3.4). Moreover, a
comparative analysis of the total cells number
in i-PRF and further liquid blood concentrates systems such as PRGF and PRP showed
a significantly higher number of platelets,
leukocytes, monocytes and granulocytes in iPRF than in PRP and PRGF. However, no statistically significant difference was observed
between PRP and PRGF (Figure 3.4). These
observations highlight that by using the
LSCC, solid PRF-based matrices could be
improved into highly cell-rich injectable PRF
with enhanced regenerative potential [16].
The introduction of i-PRF has since broadened the fields of PRF application in various medical and surgical indications, especially in combination with biomaterial-based
regenerative medicine. Consequently, i-PRF

made scientific promises in terms of clinically
applicable cell-based tissue engineering. Biomaterials such as bone substitute materials
can be easily combined with fluid i-PRF. Furthermore, standard GTR techniques using
collagen-based biomaterials can be improved
by loading with a dose of autologous cellrich fluid fibrin matrix (i-PRF). The conditioning of biomaterials using i-PRF in terms
of biomaterial functionalization and biologization, regardless of their origin, provide
the patient’s own concentrated regenerative
components to accelerate the regeneration
process (Figure 3.5C,D,E).

. Platelets and leukocytes are
key elements in the regeneration
process
To understand the role of PRF-based
matrices, such as A-PRF+ and i-PRF, in
the generation process, it is essential to
understand the physiological function of
its components. Wound healing as a common event after every surgical intervention
illustrates the crucial role of platelets and
leukocytes in tissue regeneration. This process undergoes three overlapping phases,
including inflammation, proliferation and
new tissue formation [17]. Immediately
after an injury, platelets form a plug for
initial hemostasis, which is then replaced
by a fibrin clot. Once activated, these cells
release various signaling molecules such as
platelet-derived growth factors (PDGFs),
which are responsible for the regeneration
process, vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) and transforming growth factor
beta (TGF β) [18]. While the fibrin scaffold
provides a framework for infiltrating and
migrating inflammatory cells, leukocytes are
common players for regeneration in various
tissue types. The recruitment of these cells
is accompanied by increased angiogenesis
and lymphangiogenesis, which are of great
importance for wound healing [19]. In addition, leukocytes are involved in the cellular
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Figure . A) Injectable PRF (i-PRF) collection. B) A-PRF+ clots after centrifugation. C) The application of i-PRF
on a collagen-based biomaterial. D) Collagen-based biomaterial loaded with i-PRF. E) Combination of A-RPF+,
i-PRF, and a bone substitute material.

cross talk between several cells during bone
regeneration [20]. Neutrophilic granulocytes
present within the initial reaction as the first
recruited cells after an injury. These cells are
important for the early inflammation stage in
wound healing. Their phagocytotic potential
and neutrophilic extracellular traps eliminate
pathogens and thus reduces the risk of wound
infections [21,22]. Moreover, recent studies

have reported on the regenerative potential
of neutrophilic granulocytes by supporting
lymphangiogenesis and secreting VEGF-D in
a murine model [23]. The role of neutrophils
is not limited to soft-tissue regeneration, but
neutrophils are also involved in new bone
formation. In the early phase up to 48 h,
isolated human fracture hematoma includes
neutrophil granulocytes, which have been
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shown to synthetize extracellular matrix
in order to support new bone formation
[24]. Furthermore, neutrophils contribute
to the recruitment of monocytes to the
inflammation site, which have been reported
to be involved in the regeneration and
vascularization of the wounded area [25,26].
After their recruitment to the injured region,
monocytes differentiate into macrophages
[27]. In addition to their phagocytic activity,
macrophages release several immunomodulatory factors and cytokines to support
collagen production and wound repair
[28,29]. Monocytes have been shown to
express osteogenic molecules including bone
morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2) [20,30,31].
Different studies have shown that new bone
formation was effectively promoted in critically sized bone defects in animals that were
treated with a BMP-2 carrying biomaterials
compared to a control group [32,33]. Interestingly, these cells were previously shown
to be involved in the mononuclear-based
integration process of collagenous biomaterials [2,34]. Monocytes and macrophages are
also of prime importance in the biomaterialbased tissue regeneration process. After
biomaterial implantation, adequate vascularization is needed to supply oxygen and
nutrients and to enhance the biomaterial
regenerative capacity. An in vivo study
in a subcutaneous implantation model
demonstrated that compared to the implantation of pure bone substitute material, the
implantation of monocytes isolated from
the peripheral blood combined with a synthetic bone substitute material contribute
to a significantly enhanced vascularization
pattern. These findings highlight the role
of these cells in the fields of guided bone
regeneration (GBR) [35]. Thus, i-PRF-matrix
with enhanced monocyte concentrations
could serve as an autologous source of regenerative cells to support guided bone and
tissue regeneration. Moreover, lymphocytes
are integral components of the immune
system that participate in the process of
wound healing. Lymphocyte sublines, such
as T-lymphocytes, were shown to have an

influence on the osteogenic differentiation
of human mesenchymal stromal cells in
vitro [36]. Additionally, T-lymphocytes and
B-lymphocytes are involved in bone fracture
healing; thus, the loss of B-cells was clinically
associated with impaired human fracture
healing [37–39]. Improved PRF-based matrices offer an easy and accessible autologous
system including all the aforementioned cells
embedded in a fibrin network. Thus, the
application of A-PRF+ and i-PRF as a “biocatalyst” within the impaired region could
accelerate the wound healing by providing
the needed cells immediately after injury so
that less cell recruitment is required. The
combination with biomaterials is a promising
approach in guided bone and tissue regeneration to enhance the capacity of the applied
biomaterials and to enhance their bioactivity.

. Clinical insights
After the introduction of PRF in 2001 and
its modification (A-PRF+ and i-PRF), the
clinical application of PRF penetrated many
surgical fields. Due to the easy accessibility, minimal invasivity and time saving
preparation, the role of PRF-based matrices
gained in importance. Especially in oral
and maxillofacial surgery, the application of
PRF matrices meets various indications. Jaw
atrophy after tooth loss, trauma, or diseases
is a major limiting factor for dental implantation. Therefore, different approaches, such
as guided bone regeneration, have been
established for bone augmentation and
regeneration. Consequently, A-PRF+ and
i-PRF are widely used either as a prophylactic
measure in terms of socket preservation[40]
after tooth extraction to prevent jaw atrophy
and support the wound healing or in combination with bone substitute materials[41]
to accelerate and enhance the regeneration
process in the bone augmentation bed and to
provide enhanced bone formation. Moreover,
soft-tissue regeneration in periodontology is
a further representative field for the application of PRF-based matrices; specifically, the
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introduction of i-PRF facilitated its application in this field. In this context, PRF-based
matrices are disseminated in the treatment
of chronic periodontitis[42] and the regeneration of gingival recession [43]. Furthermore,
necrosis, such as bisphosphonate-associated
osteonecrosis of the jaw, suffers from limited
vascularization and impaired wound healing
[44]. Conventional treatment of this pathology indicates the excision of the affected
region as an elective surgical treatment
[44]. However, with the introduction of
PRF, further minimal invasive possibilities
became available for clinical application. Consequently, the use of PRF as a
membrane or i-PRF injections showed
promising clinical outcomes [45]. Generally,
chronic wounds such as those observed in
diabetic feet or in patients with impaired
regeneration potential lack different growth
factors [46]. PRF-based matrices, especially
those prepared according to the LSCC
(low-speed centrifugation concept), provide
a reservoir of autologous inflammatory
cells and continuous growth factor release
[15]. Thereby, the application of PRF-based
matrices as wound dressings is widespread
in various medical fields. These clinical
observations demonstrated an improved
and accelerated wound healing in chronic
wounds treated with PRF matrices.
The development of i-PRF further provides new insights and extended the application possibilities to orthopedic surgery [47],
arthritic joint therapy and sports medicine
[48]. Temporomandibular joint (TMJ) dysfunction is accompanied by chronic pain. The
injection of i-PRF within the TMJ showed
reduced pain and improves clinical outcomes. Thus, the application of i-PRF in fields

of pain management could reduce the need
for painkillers and their side effects, especially in chronic pain patients. Moreover, iPRF is also used in aesthetic medicine for
skin rejuvenation as an autologous material to reduce the risk of contamination
and infection related to external materials.
Thereby, PRF-based matrices as a complex
system of different autologous components
showed numerous application areas reflecting its effectiveness and practical implementation. However, ongoing research and clinical studies will further evaluate the role of the
improved PRF-based matrices and the effect
of the LSCC on the clinical outcomes and
patient benefits.

. Conclusion
Platelet rich fibrin (PRF) is a totally autologous blood concentrate system that does not
require the use of external anticoagulants.
This system is characterized by a simplified
and appropriate preparation process to be
suitable for everyday clinical application.
By means of the low speed centrifugation
concept (LSCC), the modification of the
preparation protocol, that is, the reduction of the applied relevant centrifugation
force, resulted in advanced PRF (A-PRF,
A-PRF+) and fluid injectable PRF (i-PRF).
Compared to PRF, these novel PRF matrices are significantly enriched with various
inflammatory cells such as leukocytes and
platelets. Moreover, the LSCC led to the
development of a more porous clot structure
in order to serve as a scaffold and growth
factor reservoir, facilitating the regeneration
process.
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Uses of Platelet Rich Fibrin in Regenerative Dentistry: An Overview
Richard J. Miron, Giovanni Zucchelli, and Joseph Choukroun

Abstract
It becomes very interesting to point out how rapidly platelet rich fibrin (PRF) has exponentially developed over the past half-decade. Despite its first publication in 2001, many clinicians (even those
working within universities) had not yet discovered PRF until the years 2012-2014. It therefore
took many clinicians by surprise that this relatively “new” regenerative modality could be utilized
predictably for various clinical procedures in dentistry. Nowadays, over 500 scientific articles evaluating its use in vitro, in vivo, and clinically have documented its regenerative potential for the repair
of either soft or hard tissues in the oral cavity. Some biomaterials have essentially been replaced by
this completely natural modality to regenerate tissues at relatively no cost. Despite this, we continue to learn how PRF has a more pronounced effect on soft-tissue regeneration when compared
to hard tissue formation. New surgical protocols have since been established and modified as we
learn more regarding the biological potential of PRF. This chapter highlights the evolving discipline
of platelet concentrates in regenerative dentistry and introduces its various clinical indications in
an evidence-based manner.

Highlights

r PRF as a barrier membrane
r PRF as a plug during extraction
r
r
r
r

socket
healing
PRF for soft-tissue root coverage
PRF as a sole material in sinus elevation
procedures
PRF as a material for Schneiderian membrane repair
PRF for periodontal regeneration

. Introduction
Regenerative therapy in dentistry has been
defined as the replacement and/or regeneration of oral tissues lost as a result of disease

or injury. In dentistry, this endeavor is greatly
complicated due to the nature of oral tissues being derived from both mesodermal
and ectodermal germ layers. The regeneration of periodontal defects, for example,
includes both mineralized tissues (cementum and alveolar bone) as well as soft tissues (the periodontal ligament) as well as
the overlaying epithelial/connective tissues.
Each of these is derived from various tissue origins. These cell populations are further gathered in complex fashions residing in
specialized extracellular matrices that significantly complicates the regeneration of their
tissues [1,2].
In the late 1990s, a variety of regenerative
strategies was conducted investigating the
use of recombinant growth factors and bioactive modifiers. These included recombinant
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bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) for
bone regeneration, and platelet-derived
growth factors (PDGF) or enamel matrix
derivate (EMD) for periodontal regeneration. Furthermore, other attempts were
being investigated including barrier membranes for guided tissue/bone regeneration
to selectively allow repopulation of tissues
by creating a barrier between soft and hard
tissues. Regenerative modalities were also
concurrently being investigated in the field of
maxillofacial surgery exploring the effects of
platelet rich plasma (PRP). Shortly thereafter,
a second-generation platelet concentrate was
introduced with the working name platelet
rich fibrin (PRF) [3].
Unlike PRP, the use of PRF did not use
additional anti-coagulants including bovine
thrombin or calcium chloride during initial
blood collection, and therefore did not interfere with the natural wound healing process.
Fibrin is formed during the coagulation cascade and incorporates many cytokines found
in blood as well as various cell types including
platelets and leukocytes [4–6]. Despite the
numerous reported cytokines, growth factors, and cell types found in PRF, many clinicians are most interested to study its potential
for clinical applications. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview
of the current literature on PRF with respect
to its use in various aspects of regenerative
dentistry. Favoritism was granted to randomized clinical studies investigating the regenerative potential of PRF when compared
to standardized controls or well-established
standards in dentistry. Below is a list of clinical situations in which PRF has most often
been utilized.

fibrin matrix, it can be utilized alone thereby
replacing either a bone grafting material
and/or barrier membrane. It may also be
utilized as a barrier membrane in guided
tissue/bone regenerative procedures. Since it
does not necessitate the use of other biomaterials to cover an exposed flap, it offers
the added advantage of being capable of
being left exposed to the oral cavity without
risk of infection. Furthermore, since PRF is
100% autologous, it does not cause a foreign
body reaction and thereby speeds the natural
wound healing process without generating an
immune response. PRF is typically stabilized
by simply using an X suture within the socket
(Figure 4.1). Primary closure is not a necessary requirement. It has been shown that
within a 3-month healing period, the fibrin matrix is transformed into new tissue:
bone in the socket with overlaying soft tissue [11]. Recently a randomized clinical trial
demonstrated that PRF alone could minimize dimensional changes post-extraction,
thereby improving new bone formation in
extraction sockets prior to implant placement [11]. Furthermore, due to the presence of immune cells (leukocytes) contained
within PRF, reports now indicate in a splitmouth design study that by placing PRF into
third molar extraction sockets, a nearly 10fold decrease in osteomyelitis infections can
be expected when compared to controls (natural healing) [9]. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the
current literature on this topic, and the role of
PRF for the management of extraction socket
healing.

. Extraction socket
management with PRF

Parallel to its use in extraction socket management, PRF has also been used for sinus
elevation procedures (Figures 4.2 and 4.3).
In these indications, it may fulfill the task of
being utilized as a sole grafting material, can
be further used for the repair of the Schneiderian membrane, and has also been utilized

To date, the most common use of PRF has
been for the management of extraction sockets (Figure 4.1) [7–10]. The main reported
advantage is that since PRF is a natural

. Sinus elevations procedures
with PRF
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Figure . Extraction socket healing with PRF alone. PRF plugs were placed into an extraction site followed by
a matrix suture. Following 3 months of healing, adequate new bone regeneration observed for the placement
of a dental implant.

to close the window during the lateral sinus
approach. While the success rate of the above
mentioned procedures is reported very high
[12–14], very few comparative studies have
been reported. Others have shown additionally that PRF could be combined with a
bone grafting material for sinus lift augmentation to decrease the overall healing time
[15–18]. Chapter 6 and 7 focus on the complex anatomy of the sinus, and thereafter
describes surgical protocols whereby PRF can
be conservatively utilized successfully either
alone or in combination with a bone grafting
material.

. Use of PRF for soft-tissue
root coverage
One of the other most widespread uses for
PRF in recent years has been for the management of root exposure (Figures 4.4–4.6).
Since PRF has been shown to act more
directly on soft-tissue regeneration, a variety of clinical studies have focused on the
use of PRF during periodontal surgery of
muco-gingival defects. Over a dozen randomized clinical studies have investigated the
potential of PRF for soft-tissue management
of Miller Class I and II defects [19–31]. It
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with similar root coverage (%) without necessitating a second surgical site from the palate,
or utilizing a foreign body collagen membrane. Chapter 8 highlights the randomized
clinical trials and surgical techniques that
have been modified to treat muco-gingival
recessions.

. Use of PRF for periodontal
regeneration

Figure . Sinus augmentation procedure
performed with PRF utilized as a sole grafting
material. Following implant placement, sinus cavity
filled with PRF alone. Case performed by Dr. Alain
Simonpieri.

is now known that PRF can be utilized in
an evidence-based manner instead of connective tissue grafts in Miller Class I and 2
defects with a thick biotype where the use
of PRF has been shown to improve vascularization, wound healing, and patient morbidity. Two reports have further demonstrated
the advantages of PRF in pain management
[25,26] with the potential to improve the
epithelialization of palatal donor sites of
CTGs [32]. Nevertheless, one of the limitations of PRF is the reported stability of
the keratinized mucosa when compared to
CTG over time [33]. Therefore, it remains
a necessity to utilize CTG (either alone
or in combination with PRF) for patients
with thin tissue biotypes or in Miller Class
III recessions where the recession extends
past the mucogingival junction. Despite this,
with proper patient selection, PRF has been
shown equally as effective as CTG or utilizing a collagen-derived xenograft material
for Miller Class I and II recession defects
(Figures 4.7–4.9). It improves wound healing
and speeds the re-vascularization of tissues

Another area of research rapidly evolving is
the use of PRF for periodontal regeneration
of either intrabony or furcation defects. Since
PRF can be utilized as a safe, natural method
to repair tissues at low-cost, many investigators and clinicians in private office have
attempted to use PRF for the regeneration
of periodontal defects. Many randomized
clinical trials are now available comparing
PRF to open flap debridement alone or to
other gold standards such as enamel matrix
derivative (EMD) [34–44]. These reports
have shown significant improvements in
periodontal pocket depth reduction as well
as clinical attachment level gains following regenerative periodontal therapy with
PRF. Similar positive results have also been
obtained for the treatment of furcation class
II involvement [45–47]. The collected clinical trials now demonstrate that using PRF
alone or combined with other biomaterials
such as bone grafts leads to statistically
superior results when compared to open flap
debridement alone or bone grafting material
alone. Chapter 9 highlights these findings
and the essential need for further histological research to investigate periodontal
regeneration in humans.

. Use of PRF for the
regeneration of soft tissues
around implants
Similarly, an entire chapter is dedicated to
the use of PRF around dental implants.
A growing avenue of research has been
the investigation and use of PRF for both
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Figure . Sinus augmentation procedure performed with PRF utilized as a sole grafting material. Following
implant placement, sinus cavity filled with PRF alone. X-rays taken at day 0, following 6 months, and following
6 years of healing. Notice the appreciable amount of new bone formation when PRF was utilized alone. Case
performed by Dr. Alain Simonpieri.

improved osseointegration and soft-tissue
healing around dental implants. In this context, PRF can be utilized quite conveniently
as a low-cost biomaterial able to initiate
the early healing of soft tissues around
implants. While this area of clinical practice
has become more common, limited to no
available literature supporting its use exists,
and the long-term evaluation of such protocols has seldom been investigated. Chapter
10 discusses this potential avenue of future
research and the clinical concepts of utilizing PRF for dental implant osseointegration and/or soft-tissue augmentation around
implants.

. Use of PRF in guided
bone regeneration
PRF has also frequently been utilized in
combination with bone augmentation procedures. Reported advantages include an
increased vascular supply as well as additional graft stability when PRF is utilized
in combination with a bone grafting material. Despite this, very little research has
addressed the true potential of PRF for bone
regeneration procedures and much further
research remains necessary. Chapter 11 provides an overview of the potential use of PRF
during guided bone regeneration.
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Figure . Gingival recession treated with PRF alone. Notice the final aesthetic outcomes as well as the
increased vascularization when PRF is utilized. Case performed by Dr. Alexandre Aamir Aalam.

Figure . Multiple adjacent gingival recessions
treated with PRF alone. Notice the final aesthetic
outcomes with appreciable improvements in root
coverage. Case performed by Dr. Alexandre Aamir
Aalam.

Figure . Multiple adjacent gingival recessions in
the aesthetic zone treated with PRF alone. Notice the
final aesthetic outcomes with appreciable
improvements in root coverage. Case performed by
Dr. Alexandre Aamir Aalam.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure . Multiple gingival recessions from canine to molar in the upper jaw. A) frontal view, B–D) lateral
views (case performed by Dr. Giovanni Zucchelli)
(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(c)

(h)

Figure . Surgical technique : A) A flap for multiple gingival recessions has been elevated with a split-full split
thickness approach B) A-PRF prepared C) A-PRF has been applied to cover all teeth affected by gingival
recessions. Multiple layers have been applied, D,E) lateral view showing the thickness of A-PRF material applied
to the root exposures, F,G) lateral view showing the flap coronally advanced and covering completely the
A-PRF material. H) frontal view showing the flap covering in excess all gingival recessions (case performed by
Dr. Giovanni Zucchelli)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure . Six months follow-up. A) complete root coverage with increase in keratinized tissue height has
been achieved in all treated gingival recessions B-D Lateral view showing the increase in gingival thickness at
all teeth previously affected by gingival recessions (case performed by Dr. Giovanni Zucchelli)
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. Use of PRF in various other
aspects of dentistry and medicine
The last chapters of this book are dedicated
to the use of PRF in various other facets
of dentistry and medicine where PRF has
been seldom studied. This includes the use
of an injectable PRF into osteoarthritic knees
as a second-generation platelet concentrate
without use of anti-coagulants. Furthermore,
the development of injectable-PRF is also
now utilized in the field of facial aesthetics
in a similar manner to PRP (Chapter 13).
Additionally, this technology is being studied in various other fields including temporomandibular joint disorders, pulp regeneration, treatment of osteonecrosis of the jaw, as
well as in the field of orthopaedic medicine.
These areas of research are briefly discussed
in Chapters 14 and 15.

. Conclusion
PRF has now been widely utilized in dentistry
for a variety of procedures to help facilitate
the repair and regeneration of oral tissues. In
the early years, it was used as a scaffold matrix
either alone or in combination with other
biomaterials. Early attempts were made both
successfully and unsuccessfully researching
the benefits and limitations of this treatment
modality in dentistry. Since then a great deal
of information has been learned concerning the regenerative potential of PRF and its
effect on various tissues in the oral cavity. The
upcoming chapters will highlight the specific
use of PRF across many procedures in clinical dentistry and more importantly discuss
the evidence-based clinical trials leading to
its recommended use.
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Use of Platelet Rich Fibrin for the Management of Extraction Sockets:
Biological Basis and Clinical Relevance
Richard J. Miron and Jonathan Du Toit
Abstract
The use of platelet rich fibrin (PRF) has been most frequently utilized for the management of extraction sockets. Simply put, most clinician’s first experience the wound healing properties and
benefits of utilizing PRF during routine extraction socket healing. Interestingly, research over the
past decade has shown that the main cause accelerating dimensional changes post-extraction is
mainly due to the lack of blood supply resulting from tooth loss. In alveolar bone, the periodontal
ligament contains the majority of blood supply and once removed, a rapid and drastic loss of bone
around missing teeth is encountered, most notably on the thin facial and buccal bony walls. In this
chapter, we outline the numerous currently available treatment options on the market and discuss
their advantages and limitations. We then point to the prominent effects of utilizing PRF either
as a sole grafting material or in combination with bone grafts to limit dimensional changes postextraction. We provide evidence from randomized clinical trials and human histological samples
describing the use of PRF for the management of extraction sockets.

Highlights

r Why
r
r
r
r
r

does bone loss occur so rapidly
following tooth extraction?
How much dimensional change should
we expect after tooth loss?
What are the treatment options
currently available on the market?
How can we preserve alveolar bone
following tooth loss?
Clinical uses and indications of PRF for
the management of extraction sockets—
what are the advantages?
What are the results from randomized
clinical trials examining PRF as a sole biomaterial for the management of extraction sockets?

r Is there histological evidence supporting
PRF as a sole biomaterial for extraction
socket healing?

. Introduction
It is well known that following tooth extraction, marked alterations in the bone-alveolar
structure occurs [1,2]. In fact, one of the first
publications on this topic dates back over
50 years published in the Australian Dental
Journal [3]. It was found that specifically in
the maxilla, natural healing following tooth
extraction involved a great deal of bone loss
and subsequent dimensional changes. With
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the numerous advancements that have been
made in implant dentistry over the past several decades, it becomes essential to better
understand and characterize these changes
with the aim of minimizing bone loss. As
such, a great deal of research utilizing various bone grafts, barrier membranes, collagen sponges, and biological agents has been
employed to overcome changes in bone morphology resulting from tooth loss.
Moreover, while we have learned that
socket management can limit dimensional
changes, to date no single therapy can predictably and systematically prevent change
completely [4]. Furthermore, without a consistent and constant blood supply, bone cannot exist [5]. While bone-grafting materials
are most commonly utilized and certainly
limit dimensional changes post-extraction, a
resulting 0.5–1 mm horizontal and vertical
loss occurs mainly on the buccal surface [4].
This is primarily due to a drastic loss in blood
supply resulting from extraction of the periodontal ligament, a tissue responsible for up
to 90% of the blood supply found in alveolar
bone [6].
Platelet concentrates have a complex history of development and reported research.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, their first use
dates back to the 1980s and 1990s where
platelet rich plasma (PRP) was first utilized
in regenerative dentistry specifically due to
its ability to deliver supra-physiological doses
of blood-derived growth factors capable of
enhancing wound healing. They include,
however, anti-coagulant additives; their main
disadvantage. By preventing coagulation and
fibrin clot formation, its use in secondary
intention wound healing such as during
extraction socket management was therefore
considered limited.
More recently, a second-generation
platelet concentrate has been investigated
as a potential biomaterial capable of further
minimizing dimensional changes [7]. PRF
was developed with more ideal properties
facilitating tissue regeneration and wound
healing due to its ability to form a clot during
extraction socket healing [7]. In fact, the
great majority of clinicians first experience

the use of PRF for extraction socket healing.
This chapter aims to summarize the currently
available literature describing the use of PRF
for this topic. We first present the biological
background of bone loss after extraction
using studies characterizing dimensional
changes that occur following tooth loss from
both animal and human studies. Thereafter,
we provide an overview of the currently
available treatment options. To conclude, we
summarize the clinical studies examining the
use of PRF for the management of extraction
sites.

. Natural dimensional changes
occurring post-extraction
Dimensional changes following tooth extraction remains inevitable. For these reasons,
a variety of biomaterials have been developed and tested for their ability to minimize
change that results following extraction. As
mentioned in the introduction, over 50 years
ago, Dr. Johnson began his studies to investigate the changes that were occurring in
alveolar bone following tooth extraction [3].
While these preliminary findings were scarce,
it fueled a great deal of research into this
topic over the following decades to investigate more precisely the reasons and mechanisms for bone loss after tooth extraction.
Possibly the most-often cited pre-clinical
study on alveolar bone remodeling was conducted by Auraujo and Lindhe in 2005.
The greatest value to their research was the
ability to investigate dimensional changes
via histological assessment post-extraction
in animals and not via manual probing or
by measuring via ridge calipers [8]. Using
a canine model, they showed convincingly
that bone loss following tooth extraction
occurred rapidly within an 8-week healing period (Figure 5.1). Within 2 weeks
post-extraction, it was observed that a high
number of bone-resorbing multi-nucleated
osteoclasts were found on the buccal bone
surface with lacunae (Figure 5.2) [8]. This was
one of the first histological documentations
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Figure . Clinical view of the experimental sites immediately after root extraction and placement of sutures
(Upper left image). Clinical photograph illustrating the extraction sockets—distal roots—of the third and
fourth mandibular pre-molars immediately after root extraction. Note that the buccal–lingual width of the
extraction socket of the fourth pre-molar is wider than that of the third pre-molar (Bottom left Image).
Histological assessment of a tooth prior to tooth extraction. Buccal–lingual section representing an involved
tooth site. Note that the lingual bone crest is closer to the CEJ (arrows) at the lingual than at the buccal aspect
of the tooth. The apical level (aJE) of the junctional epithelium (arrowheads). BB, buccal bone wall; LB, lingual
bone wall; CEJ, cemento-enamel junction. Toluidine blue staining; original magnification × 16. Adapted from
Araujo et al. 2005 [36]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

Figure . A) Overview of the extraction site after one and two weeks of healing. Note the large amounts of
provisional matrix and, in the center of the socket, remaining blood clot. BC, blood clot, B, buccal; L, lingual; PM,
provisional matrix. H&E staining; original magnification × 16. B) One week of healing. The crestal region of the
lingual (a) and buccal (b) walls. The buccal bone crest is made exclusively of bundle bone while the lingual crest
is comprised of a mixture of cortical bone and bundle bone. Note the presence of osteoclasts in the crestal
regions of both walls (arrows). A, inner surface of the bone wall; BB, bundle bone; CB, cortical bone; O, outer
surface of the bone wall; arrows, osteoclasts. H&E staining; original magnification × 50. Adapted from Araujo
et al. 2005 [36]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure . Overview of the extraction site after one, two, four, and eight weeks of healing. Note the large
amount of provisional matrix and, in the center of the socket, remaining blood clot. BC, blood clot, B, buccal; L,
lingual; PM, provisional matrix. H&E staining; original magnification × 16. Blue lines represent the vertical loss
on the buccal surfaces. Adapted from Araujo et al. 2005 [36]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

of the events following tooth loss in a controlled time-dependent manner. Such studies are not deemed possible in humans due
to the inability to harvest tissue blocks from
human patients. In conclusion, it was found
that within 8 weeks post-extraction, a marked
loss of bone was observed, most notably on
the thin buccal surface (Figure 5.3) [8]. The
authors state that the resorption of the buccal/lingual walls occurred in two overlapping
phases including phase 1: “The bundle bone
was resorbed and replaced with woven bone.”
And phase 2 “resorption that occurred from
the outer surfaces of both bone walls.” The
hypothesized reason for fast bone resorption
on the buccal bone wall was mainly due to
the fact it is comprised solely of bundle bone
and therefore modelling resulted in substantial vertical reduction of the buccal crest [8].
Scala and coworkers in 2014 carried out a
similar study, looking at the socket healing
patterns in monkeys [9]. The primate model
may be more relevant since it bears more
resemblance to humans. In that study, by day
30 half of the socket’s bundle bone was lost
and by day 90 greater than 90% was lost [9].
Interestingly, the advancements that have
been made more recently in the field of conebeam computed tomography (CBCT) have
made possible the visualization of dimen-

sional changes in humans by superimposing CBCT images from various healing periods (Figure 5.4). Utilizing this technology,
Chappuis et al. investigated the dimensional
changes occurring post-extraction following
an 8-week healing period that corresponds
with early implant placement [10]. The aims
of this research were 1) to characterize the
thickness and size of the buccal bone wall
specifically in the aesthetic zone and 2) to
evaluate both horizontal and vertical dimensional changes that were occurring following an 8-week healing period (Figure 5.5).
It was found that 69% of human cases presented with a buccal wall surface thinner than
1 mm in thickness (Figure 5.5). Furthermore,
it was observed that after an 8 week healing period, an average vertical bone loss of
5.2 mm was reported [10]. These changes
were deemed to be 2.5 to 3 times more severe
than those previously reported by Araujo
and Lindhe and this was hypothesized to be
caused by the animal’s ability to regenerate
at higher rates, as well as being utilized at
surgery at a young age. Nevertheless, Figure 5.6 demonstrates the marked impact of
tooth extraction on wound healing after only
an 8-week period thereby requiring substantial new bone regeneration prior to implant
placement in such cases.
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Surface mesh model

Superimposed surface mesh model

8 week post-extraction

Immediate post-extraction

CBCT data set

Figure . Radiographic examination. The DICOM files of the obtained CBCT datasets, immediately
post-extraction and following eight weeks of healing, were converted into a surface mesh model with digital
imaging software. The two-surface mesh models were superimposed and rigidly aligned with anatomical
landmarks. The distance between the two- surface meshes was presented as color-coded figures to identify
zones of facial bone resorption. Source: Chappuis et al. 2013 [10]. Reproduced with permission of SAGE
Publications.

. Conventional socket
grafting and ridge
preservation techniques
Over the past 10 years, much research
has focused on minimizing the dimensional
changes occurring post-extraction by utilizing a variety of bone biomaterials including but not limited to barrier membranes
[11–14], bone grafting materials [12,14–16],
and growth factor therapies [17–20]. The
most commonly utilized materials are bone
grafts classified into four categories including autogenous bone, allografts, xenografts,
and various synthetically fabricated alloplasts
(Figures 5.7 and 5.8). Furthermore, collagen
barrier membranes have frequently been utilized to prevent soft-tissue infiltration favoring new bone formation (Figure 5.9) [21].
Despite these numerous attempts to prevent
dimensional changes following extraction, no
single therapy to date can predictably avoid

at least some bone loss that occurs following tooth extraction [4,22–26]. Various systematic reviews have consistently shown that
despite the technique utilized, dimensional
changes in the 0.5 to 1 mm range are to be
expected. Furthermore, over the past decade,
research has also investigated the effect of
raising a flap during tooth extraction. Since
the periodontal ligament (the main source
of blood supply) is removed following tooth
loss, it has been the focus of much further
research to evaluate the effect of raising a
muco-periosteal flap (and thereby removing
the blood supply from the periosteum) [27].
Today it is highly recommended that tooth
extraction be performed as atraumatically as
possible without the use of flap elevation.
Various surgical techniques and instruments
have been made available with this concept
in mind.
Recently Morjaria et al. performed a systematic review of randomized controlled
trials on bone healing after tooth extraction
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Figure . Baseline measurements and dimensional and vertical bone loss after eight weeks of healing. (A) The
analysis was performed in central (c) and proximal sites (a) oriented at a 45◦ angle with the tooth axis as a
reference. (B) Frequency distribution of facial bone wall thickness in central and proximal sites. (C) A horizontal
reference line was traced connecting the facial and palatal bone wall for standardized measurements. The
point-to-point distance between the two surfaces meshes with the respective angle to the reference line was
obtained for each sample, and the vertical and horizontal bone losses were calculated accordingly.
(D) Percentage of vertical bone loss in central and proximal sites. (E) Percentage of horizontal bone loss in
central and proximal sites. ∗∗ p < .0001. Source: Chappuis et al. 2013 [10]. Reproduced with permission of SAGE
Publications.

with or without an intervention [4]. Of the
initial 2861 abstracts searched, 42 publications were kept and investigated for dimensional changes using control (no intervention), a graft and/or barrier membrane. In
conclusion, it was found that limited data
regarding the effectiveness of alveolar ridge
preservation therapies were found when various modalities were compared, but all were
superior to blank controls. The authors found
that overall the socket intervention therapies did reduce alveolar ridge dimensional
changes post-extraction, but were unable to

prevent resorption [4]. In agreement with
these findings, MacBeth et al. published
a similar article in 2016 investigating two
focused questions [28]. First, they studied
the effect of alveolar ridge preservation on
linear and volumetric alveolar site dimensions, keratinized measurements, histological characteristics, and patient-based outcomes when compared to unassisted socket
healing. Secondly, they investigated the size
effect of these outcomes in three different
types of interventions including 1) guided
bone regeneration, 2) socket grafting, and
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Figure . Characteristic bone resorption patterns. A thin-wall phenotype showed a facial bone wall thickness
of ≤ 1 mm and revealed a progressive bone resorption pattern after eight weeks of healing. Source: Chappuis
et al. 2013 [10]. Reproduced with permission of SAGE Publications.

3) socket seal [28]. Based on their findings, alveolar ridge preservation led to a
significant reduction in the vertical bone
dimensional change following tooth extraction when compared to unassisted socket
healing. The reduction in horizontal alveolar bone dimensional change was found to be
variable. No evidence was identified to clearly
indicate the superior impact of a type of
the various interventions (GBR, socket filler,
and socket seal) on bone dimensional preservation, bone formation, keratinized tissue

dimensions, and patient complications [28].
Therefore, and in summary, to date, two key
findings have been revealed from the large
number of studies investigating dimensional
changes post-extraction:
1. To date, there are currently no available options to completely prevent dimensional changes following tooth extraction.
Resorption of bundle bone will occur
regardless of the alveolar ridge preservation technique utilized.
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE BONE GRAFTING MATERIALS

Autogenous bone
Bone from same
individual

Allogenic bone
Bone from same
species from
another individual

Xenogenic bous
Material of biologic
origin but from
another species

Alloplastic bone
Material of
synthetic origin

Block graft

Free frozen bone

Material derived
from animal bone

Calcium
phosphates

Bone mill
Bone Scraper
Suction device
Piezo Surgery

Freeze-dried bone
allograft

Material derived
from corals

Glass ceramics

Demineralized
freeze-dried bone
allograft

Material derived
from calcifying
algae

Polymers

Deproteinized
bone allograft

Material derived
from wood

Metals

Figure . Classification of bone grafting materials utilized in dentistry. Adapted from Dr. Simon Jensen.
Osteology Meeting, Monaco, 2011.

2. There exists no ideal or favored method
to preserve dimensional changes of the
alveolar ridge including using GBR techniques, socket fillers, socket seals, or
combinations of the above-mentioned
techniques.

. Immediate implant
placement into fresh extraction
sockets
One logical alternative strategy has been to
place immediate implants into fresh extraction sockets prior to the resorption of bone.
While hypothetically this seemed to logically favor the maintenance of bone around
teeth, several reports have now shown that
preventing buccal bone resorption by placing immediate implants has not been possible (Figure 5.10). In another classical study

investigating immediate implant placement
in beagle dogs, it was reported that horizontal resorption of the buccal bone dimension
amounted to 56% loss [29]. Since then various
attempts have been made to modify implant
size and diameter as well as implant placement more lingually in order to prevent buccal bone loss. While implant survival rates
remain high (in the 90%-95% range) [30–35],
exposure of the mid-facial implant surface
from mucosal recession has been a commonly reported problem as high as 40% [36–
38]. Today, several criteria, including facial
bone wall thickness, tissue biotype, implant
type, size, and positioning within the extraction sockets, have all been factors affecting
the final aesthetic outcomes [39,40]. Therefore, it is expected that changes in the vertical dimension most notably adjacent to the
thinner buccal wall is common [1,2]. A recent
systematic review showed that following
immediate implant placement, an average
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Figure . Scanning electron microscopy of four commonly utilized bone grafting materials in dentistry
including autogenous bone harvested with a bone mill, a demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft (DFDBA), a
commonly employed xenograft of bovine origin (natural bone mineral, NBM), and a synthetically fabricated
biphasic calcium phosphate. Source: Miron et al. 2016 [54]. Reproduced with permission of Mary Ann
Liebert, Inc.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure . Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis of collagen barrier membrane. a, b Membrane surface
reveals many collagen fibrils that are intertwined with one another with various diameters and directions
(magnification A = ×50, B = ×200). c High-resolution SEM demonstrates collagen fibrils ranging in diameter
between 1 and 5 μm (magnification = ×1,600). d Cross-sectional view of collagen barrier membrane of
approximately 300 μm (magnification = ×100). Source: Miron et al. 2013 [21]. Reproduced with permission of
Springer-Verlag.

loss of 0.5-1 mm reduction in the vertical
and horizontal aspects of the buccal bone
was found between 4-12 months [41]. Importantly, however, and as previously discussed,
the buccal bone surface in the aesthetic zone
has been characterized as being 1 mm or less
in 69% of cases [10], therefore, potentially
creating mucosal recessions in the majority of
these cases.

. Overview of utilizing PRF in
extraction sockets
5.5.1 Socket grafting and ridge preservation
with PRF

As mentioned, alveolar bone is largely dependent on tooth structure/morphology and will
rapidly undergo remodeling following extrac-

tion as a result of loss of the periodontal
ligament’s blood supply. Interestingly, PRF
as a biomaterial for extraction socket management and healing has become a frequent
topic of research in recent years. It has
been hypothesized that ridge preservation
may be achieved using PRF, where previously other bone products and biomaterials had been utilized. The rationale is to
apply pro-angiogenic, positive inflammatory
cytokines, and growth factors from PRF to
stimulate healing in extraction sockets. The
literature is abundant with reports advocating grafting of the socket immediately postextraction, by xenografts, allografts, autografts, and alloplasts, as well as the sealing
of the sockets by soft-tissue connective tissue grafts or barrier membranes. And whilst
results have varied widely, there is strong evidence to graft the socket for ridge preservation. Systematic reviews of ridge preservation
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Figure . Buccal–lingual section representing one
immediate implant site after three months of
healing. Note the location of the bone crest at the
buccal and lingual aspects of the implant. BB, buccal
bone wall; I, implant; LB, lingual bone wall; PM,
peri-implant mucosa. Toluidine blue staining;
original magnification × 16. Source: Araujo et al. 2005
[36]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley &
Sons.

techniques report that regardless of the
conventionally used materials or surgical
technique, alveolar ridge preservation does
reduce post-extraction bone loss [22,42].
The remaining question is whether PRF can
achieve similar results for ridge preservation.
Table 5.1 presents the current studies evaluating dimensional changes post-extraction
with PRF in comparison to control or to
bone grafting material. Despite the wealth of
reports and clinical experiences with clinicians that have utilized PRF for extraction
socket healing from 2006 to present, few
studies have in fact evaluated its performance in comparative human studies. Hauser
and coworkers were one of the first to
show that PRF was capable of inducing new
bone formation in extraction sockets when

compared to controls [43]. Analysis by microcomputed tomography showed better bone
healing with improvements in the microarchitecture in the group treated with PRF. It
was also shown that PRF had a significant
effect on intrinsic bone tissue quality and
preservation of the alveolar width. Interestingly, it was further determined that an invasive surgical procedure with a mucosal flap
appeared to completely neutralize the advantages of PRF [43]. For these reasons, it is
strongly recommended not to raise flaps during routine tooth extraction.
Girish Rao et al. evaluated a study sample
consisting of 22 patients requiring bilateral
transalveolar third molar extractions [44].
One side was randomly chosen as PRF and
the other side was utilized as a blank control.
Patients were called for a follow-up on
the first day post-op, first week, 1 month,
3 months, and 6 months. Regeneration of
bone was measured using serial radiographs
(RVG) at day 0, as well as at 1, 3, and 6 months
post-operation. The results demonstrated
that a higher mean pixels was recorded in the
PRF group when compared to controls at all
time intervals, however, the reported difference was not deemed statistically significant
likely as a result of patient size [44].
Another comparative study by Hoaglin and
Lines investigating third molar socket fill was
performed to determine the rate of alveolar infection (dry socket) with/without PRF
[45]. This study demonstrated that PRF is
capable of drastically decreasing the rate of
post-op infections, which is later discussed
in more detail in this chapter. A study by
Suttapresyari and Leepong investigated the
influence of PRF on early wound healing and
preservation of the alveolar ridge shape following tooth extraction in 20 symmetrical
premolar extraction sockets using a splitmouth design [46]. The evaluation of wound
healing, alveolar ridge contour changes, and
crestal bone resorption were performed in
dental casts and periapical radiographs at
0, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 weeks post-extraction.
PRF clinically showed earlier healing of softtissue coverage of socket orifices in the first
4 weeks, however, horizontal bone resorption
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3rd Molar Extraction Sockets
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Table . Studies that have thus far utilized platelet rich fibrin (PRF) for extraction socket management.
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was not significantly different between control and tested groups. Radiographically, the
overall resorption of marginal bone levels at
the mesial and distal sites to the extraction
socket were reported as 0.70 and 1.23 mm
in the PRF group compared to 1.33 and 1.14
in the control group. The authors conclude
that although PRF demonstrated faster bone
healing compared to the control, no statistically significant difference was detected,
potentially as a result of the limited sample
size [46].
A clinical trial performed by Das and
coworkers compared socket grafting of
single-rooted teeth with beta-tri-calcium
phosphate-collagen (β-TCP-Cl) versus PRF
[47]. While both these materials have a rapid
substitution rate, histologically β-TCP-Cl
showed more mineral density and organizational maturation with less medullary spaces
[47]. The study reported that PRF demonstrated equal ridge preservation and equal
ability to minimize dimensional changes
especially of the facial bone (PRF 1.5 mm
loss; β-TCP-Cl 0.99mm).
Most recently, Andwandter investigated
in a non-comparative human study healing
of extraction sockets filled with PRF plugs
in 18 patients [48]. Clinical bone sounding was performed using a customized
acrylic stent and radiographic measurements
were accomplished using CBCT, immediately after tooth extraction and after a
4-month healing period [48]. The authors
report that the clinical observations demonstrated a mean horizontal resorption of
1.18±2.4 mm at the crest as well as a loss
of 1.25±2.0 mm and 0.83±2.0 mm at 2 mm
and 4 mm apical to the crest, respectively.
The buccal plate demonstrated a mean
vertical loss of 0.44±3.5mm. Moreover, the
radiographic analysis demonstrated a mean
vertical bone loss of 0.27±2.5 mm on the
buccal and of 0.03±1.6 mm at the oral crest.
The width of the alveolar ridge was reduced
by 1.33mm±1.43 mm [48]. These reports
are deemed comparable to the systematic
reviews that have demonstrated an average
mean loss of 0.5–1 mm of buccal bone

resorption when a bone grafting material is
utilized.
In a final randomized controlled clinical trial, Temmerman et al. investigated the
influence of PRF as a socket filling material on ridge preservation [49]. Twenty-two
patients in need of single bilateral and closely
symmetrical teeth extractions in the maxilla
or mandible were included and CBCT scans
were obtained at day 0 and after a threemonth healing period [49]. Mean ridge width
differences between time points were measured at three levels below the crest on both
the buccal and lingual sides (crest –1 mm
(primary outcome variable), –3mm, and
–5 mm) (Figure 5.11). It was found that mean
vertical height changes at the buccal were
–1.5 mm (±1.3) for control sites and 0.5 mm
(±2.3) for test sites (p < 0.005). At the buccal side, control sites demonstrated mean
losses of –2.1 (±2.5), –0.3 mm (±0.3), and
–0.1 mm (±0.0), and test sites values were
–0.6 mm (±2.2) (p < 0.005), –0.1 mm (±0.3),
and 0.0 mm (±0.1) (Figure 5.12). Significant
differences (p < 0.005) were found for total
width reduction between test (–22.84%) and
control sites (–51.92%) at 1 mm below crest
levels. Significant differences were found for
socket fill (visible mineralized bone) between
test (94.7%) and control sites (63.3%) [49].
5.5.2 Preventing postoperative pain
and infection

PRF has therapeutically been shown to
reduce postoperative pain when placed in
extraction sockets following third molar
surgery [50]. Pain as a result of this procedure typically arises largely from soft-tissue
incision, trauma, and stretching. Baseline
variables were assessed preoperatively and
included pain, the number of analgesics
taken, as well as trismus, and swelling. These
were assessed on short-term follow-up visits
on days 1, 2, 3, and 7 [50]. The authors report
a significant reduction in pain on days 1,
2, and 3, and in the number of analgesics
taken on days 2 and 3 in the PRF groups.
Therefore, the findings from this study
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Figure . Cross-sectional slice of a test/control site at baseline (immediately after extraction). HW-1 mm,
HW-3 mm, HW-5 mm are representing the measurements performed at three levels below the bone crest. The
width of the buccal plate (BPwidth) was measured 1 mm below the crest. The depth of the socket was
measured as the deepest point of the socket to the bone crest. Source: Temmerman et al. 2016 [49].
Reproduced with permissions of John Wiley & Sons.

Figure . Changes in ridge height
and width between control (unfilled
sockets) and test (PRF) three months
and baseline based on CBCT
measurements expressed in %.
Source: Temmerman et al. 2016 [49].
Reproduced with permissions of John
Wiley & Sons.
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indicated that 1) PRF was able to reduce postoperative pain largely due to the improvements in soft-tissue healing while reducing
infections due to presence of microbialfighting immune cells (leukocytes) and 2)
this led to a reduction in the number of
analgesics taken from these patients [50].
Interestingly, another study proposed
using PRF to prevent postoperative infection
in extraction sockets of mandibular third
molars. The rationale is based on the local
delivery of concentrated leukocytes, able to
participate in an inflammatory response well
understood to ward off infective pathogens.
Data on PRF’s performance in this regard
are also few, though a retrospective report
compared 200 mandibular third molar
sites treated with/without PRF. The results
showed only 2 cases of localized osteitis
despite PRF treatment versus 19 cases in
the control group (1 versus 9.5% respectively) [45]. Whilst the etiologies of localized
osteitis are multiple and not well understood, the authors also point to the fact that
the non-PRF treatment group (controls)
required an additional 6.5 hours of clinical
time to manage local infections necessitating
extra surgical time and costs to resolve
these problems. These authors demonstrate
that preventative treatment of localized
osteitis can be accomplished using a lowcost, autogenous, soluble, biologic material,
and that PRF enhanced third-molar socket
healing/clot retention and greatly decreased
the clinical time required for postoperative
management of infection [45].
In a final study carried out by a splitmouth randomized design, 78 mandibular
third molar sockets treated with PRF were
compared to 78 control sites [51]. Overall
alveolar osteitis occurred more in their study
but once again it was concluded that treating
sockets with PRF reduced incidence of complication by about half (PRF 9% versus control
20.5%).
5.5.2.1

Histological evidence

Canine model: In 2014, Hatakeyama and
coworkers created buccal dehiscences at

four mandibular premolar sites following
extraction in 12 beagle dogs [52]. Three
different platelet concentrates including
PRF were evaluated against a control.
The authors evaluated several parameters
including histology of block resections at
the sockets. The reported results were
information dense, although the following
may be summarized:
r At an early healing period (4 weeks),
there was varied new bone formation in
the PRF group comparable to controls
r At a later healing period (8 weeks), bone
formation had progressed in all groups
although the bone formed in the PRF
group had more mineralized tissue and
a fine cortex when compared to the control group.
Based on these findings, it may therefore be
concluded that a minimum of 8 weeks is necessary to improve new mineralized tissues
when compared to controls. For these reasons, it is generally clinically recommended
in humans that a 3- to 4-month waiting
period is necessary prior to re-entry following socket grafting with PRF as described in
Table 5.1.
Human study: Human histology from healed
extraction sockets treated with PRF is
quite scarce. Anwandter and coworkers
presented a histological sample from their
study yet data from all the samples was
not reported. To date, only three known
studies have harvested via trephined bone
core biopsies to compare the histomorphometry in unfilled extraction sockets
versus PRF. One of these studies reported
on bone biopsy at a very late healing
period after six months and thus will not
be discussed [47]. In 2013, Hauser and
coworkers retrieved trephined core biopsies during implant osteotomy preparation from extraction sockets that healed
with PRF versus control unfilled sites.
These were analyzed by microcomputed
tomography, and higher bone density, trabecular number, and trabecular proximity
was observed following healing with PRF.
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Figure . A 2 × 7 mm trephined bone biopsy from a human extraction socket filled with PRF plugs, retrieved
after 90 days of healing. Source: Du Toit et al. 2016 [53]. Reproduced with permission of Quintessence Publishing
Co., Inc.

The findings showed better bone healing
with improvement of the microarchitecture and intrinsic bone tissue quality and
preservation of the alveolar width in the
group treated with PRF [43].
In 2016, Du Toit and coworkers designed
a split-mouth randomized study with one
site receiving PRF scaffolds when compared
to unfilled controls in single rooted tooth
extraction sockets in the maxilla. At implant
placement, a trephined bone core biopsy
was retrieved at each extraction socket after
90 days of healing (Figures 5.13 and 5.14)
[53]. The undecalcified bone sections from
these bone biopsies were photographed at
ultra resolution and each tissue compartment
was measured at high magnification using
a software program (Figure 5.15). The program digitally calculated the surface areas for
the total bone, newly formed osteoid, newly
mineralized bone, and fibrovascular tissue
(Figure 5.16). Eight human bone biopsies
were successfully harvested from four
patients. The findings resulted in a 9.9% ±

5.9% gain in newly formed osteoid in the
PRF group versus 4% ± 2.1% for specimens
derived from the control sites. Due to the low
sample size, this was however not deemed
significant (P = .089) (Figure 5.17) [53].

. Discussion and future
research
A wealth of literature has reported the regenerative potential of PRF in various clinical situation in dentistry over the past decade and
research inquiries will continue. Despite this,
to date, only few extraction socket studies
have reported the effects of PRF in randomized clinical trials with little human histological data available. Therefore, much further
investigation on tissue healing—both hard
and soft tissue—requires greater exploration.
The effects of tooth loss on dimensional
changes have now been extensively reported
in the literature [4,8,10,22–26]. Due to
considerable variations in humans, clinicians
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Figure . Two undecalcified sections of human
bone derived from extraction sockets filled with PRF
plugs, retrieved after 90 days of healing. Methylene
blue-basic fuchsin, 10X magnification. Source: Du
Toit et al. 2016 [53]. Reproduced with permission of
Quintessence Publishing Co., Inc.

Figure . High magnification of a section of bone
derived from PRF, at 90 days of healing,
demonstrating new-mineralized bone (blue arrow),
osteoid at the periphery (green arrow), and
fibrovascular tissue (yellow arrow).

need to be aware that not all sockets resorb
equally, not all patients are genetically predisposed to resorb equally, and that PRF may
contribute to ridge preservation differently
between sites and patients. For instance,
Chappuis et al. showed convincingly that
facial bone thickness in the aesthetic zone
is a critical factor affecting potential facial
bone resorption [10].
One potential benefit of socket grafting
with PRF is the improvements in soft-tissue
wound healing [54]. While no study to date
has reported the soft-tissue wound healing
quality specifically in extraction sockets, a
plausible hypothesis may however be derived
from the fact wound closure occurs more
favorably following PRF use. From this point
of view, patients that are currently taking
high-dose bisphosphonates or having taken
anti-resorptive medications for a number of
years are at an increased risk of developing
osteonecrosis of the jaw. It is therefore recommended that these patients are treated
with PRF during routine extractions. PRF is
an easy and simple technique, is derived from
entirely autologous sources and is therefore
entirely safe and biocompatible, does not provoke an immune response, and in various
randomized clinical studies has been shown
to preserve the dimensional changes occurring post-extraction in comparable fashion to
bone grafts (at a fraction of the cost). Furthermore, analysis of pain and inflammation
measures following socket grafting with PRF
leads to a significant reduction in as early
as two and three days post-surgery and the
patients therefore take less medication as a
result [50]. Additionally, the rate of infection post extraction, especially in mandibular
third molars, has been decreased as much as
9.5-fold [45].
In summary, there is therefore benefit to
utilize PRF for the preservation of the alveolar ridge, although its predictability and current indications for when to use the material
alone versus when to perform ridge preservation in combination with a bone grafting material remains to be investigated. It
must be noted that despite its use, changes
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Figure . Manual tracing of the individual tissue components of the bone at highest magnification using
Stream Essentials software (Olympus).

Figure . Comparative results for PRF and control sites, for mineralized bone and osteoid measured (bar
graphs). Newly formed bone to fibrovascular tissue ratios for PRF and control sites (pie charts). Source: Du Toit
et al. 2016 [53]. Reproduced with permission of Quintessence Publishing Co., Inc.
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in the alveolar socket are still observed
irrespective of the preservation attempt or
material used. It is also further noted that
a cost/benefit analysis would greatly favor
PRF’s use versus more commonly utilized
and more costly bone grafts and/or barrier membranes frequently utilized. PRF is
furthermore anti-bacterial due to its leuko-

cyte content, reduces postoperative surgical extraction pain, and infection. Future
research aimed at utilizing the low-speed
centrifugation concept are needed to further
evaluate if an increase in leukocyte number
and growth factor release from PRF scaffolds may further translate into further clinical benefit.
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Maxillary Sinus Floor Elevation in the Atrophic Posterior Maxillae:
Anatomy, Principles, Techniques, Outcomes, and Complications
Alberto Monje, Hom-Lay Wang, and Richard J. Miron

Abstract
Over 30 years have now passed since the first maxillary sinus floor elevation procedure was
performed. While a great deal of improvement has been made regarding surgical techniques, armamentarium utilized, and selected choice of biomaterials, it remains a procedure associated with
numerous potential risks for complication. Therefore, it is imperative that the treating clinician
be familiar with anatomical features and anomalies of the maxillary sinus cavity. This chapter
highlights the anatomical considerations, dimensions, and vascularization of the maxillary sinus.
Furthermore, the rate of Schneiderian membrane perforation with various surgical instruments is
reported with discussion over the risk of acute and chronic infection as well as other post-surgical
complications.
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techniques for maxillary sinus
floor elevation procedures
Anatomical considerations of the maxillary sinus
Maxillary sinus dimensions and vascularization
Rate of Schneiderian membrane perforation with various surgical instruments
Risk of acute and chronic infection
Post-surgical complications

. Introduction
Oral rehabilitation in the posterior maxilla
often represents a challenge due to the centripetal resorption after tooth extraction as
a consequence of trauma or periodontal disease [1]. Early findings showed that while

in the maxilla the alveolar process resorbs
upward and inward due to the direction and
inclination of the roots, there is an outward resorption in the mandible where the
ridge progressively becomes wider and flatter [2]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated
that the edentulous ridge shifts toward a
position closer to the palatal aspect having
greater impact in the molar and premolar
sites where greater and faster resorption is
seen in the maxilla when compared to the
mandible [3]. More recent observations have
elucidated that following tooth extraction,
50% of the dimension may be lost as a consequence of the remodeling phenomena [4].
In addition to this, sinus pneumatization is
an inevitable outcome associated with aging
and tooth loss [5]. Therefore, maxillary sinus
floor elevation (MSFE) has become a routinely performed procedure for the rehabilitation of the posterior maxillary edentulous
sextants.
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. Anatomical considerations
In order to understand and address intraand post-operative complications, anatomy
must be thoroughly studied. Certainly,
with the recent advancements made with
three-dimensional (3D) radiographic tools,
such as cone-beam computed tomography
(CBCT), anatomical features can more easily
be detected and investigated (Figure 6.1)
[6]. Nonetheless, the surgeon must be aware

of the common maxillary sinus anatomical
structure to safely approach MSFE.
6.2.1

Embryologic development

The maxillary sinus cavity is the first parasal
sinus to develop with a continuous growing pattern during mixed dentition. While at
birth its volume is 6–8 cm3 , during deciduous dentition it extends laterally to the
infraorbital canal (4 years old) and toward the

Figure . CBCT Evaluation of ideal tooth root. Individual, ideal reference line drawn through the mid-root of
the tooth from apical to coronal (upper portion of view above). Magnified buccolingual slice of tooth root with
measurements made at 1 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm from the crest of bone perpendicular to the PDL space (lower
portion of view above). Source: Temple et al. 2016 [6]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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maxillary bone (9 years old). Moreover, when
the dentition shifts to permanent dentition, a
further pneumatization occurs to 4 to 5 mm
below the floor of the nasal cavity [7], which
may continue up to the second decade of life
for females and the third for males [8].
6.2.2

Maxillary sinus dimension

The maxillary sinus is a quadrangular pyramidal cavity with its base in the medial nasal
wall and the apex being located at the lateral
aspect of the zygomatic process (Figure 6.2)
[9]. Its height ranges between 36 to 45 mm
counting with a width of 25 to 35 mm [10]
and a volume of 15.859 mm3 and 24.043 mm3
on males and females, respectively [8]. More
recent findings from cone beam–computed
tomography studies have found that the maxillary sinus width is greater at molar than premolar sites [11], and that it presents with a
more acute palato-nasal recess at the premolar than at the molar sites [12]. In addition,
it has been shown that due to the zygomatic
process, the higher the lateral wall is evaluated, the thicker the bony structure [13].
Certainly, various factors may influence the
maxillary sinus dimensions. For instance, a
positive association was found between age,
(a)

(b)

body height and weight with enlargement
of the maxillary sinus cavity [14]. In this
sense, it was shown that mean volume was
1.5 times greater in males than in females
[8]. Moreover, the presence of deviated nasal
septa and the interzygomatic buttress distance might potentially impact sinus dimensions [14,15]. A positive correlation was also
observed between the residual ridge height
with the lateral wall thickness and the maxillary sinus width [13].
6.2.3

Vascularization

While the maxillary is densely vascularized
in young individuals, the blood vessels gradually reduce with age [16]. The vasculature
of the maxillary sinus is mainly supplied
through three main branches: the infraorbital artery (IOA), the lateral nasal artery and
the posterior superior alveolar artery (PSAA)
(Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5) [17]. The latter has
a mean caliper of 1.3 to 2 mm and runs caudally on the outside of the convexity of the
maxillary tuberosity and is in close contact
with the periostium [18]. It was found that
the anastomoses could be identified in the
intraosseous artery but can only be visualized in the cone-beam computer tomography
(c)

Figure . Cone beam–computed tomography (CBCT) images of representative sinuses those separately
belong to narrow (a), average (b), and wide (c) sinus groups. Source: Teng et al. 2016 [9]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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Maxillary
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Infra orbital artery

PSAA (Extraosseous)

PSAA (Intraosseous)
External
carotid
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Figure . Schematic diagram demonstrating an anastomosis of the PSAA and infraorbital artery at the
maxillary sinus lateral wall. Source: Danesh-Sani et al. 2016 [17]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley &
Sons.

scans 53% of the time [19]. The IOA has
a similar caliper and it frequently originates from the maxillary artery at a similar level to the PSAA. It enters the maxillary sinus through the infraorbital fissure and
runs through the infraorbital canal supplying
anterior and posterior branches [18]. Some
of these anastomoses along with the dental
Intrasinusal

branch of the PSAA, vascularize the Schneiderian membrane on the buccal side from
anterior to posterior [18].
6.2.4

Lining membrane

The maxillary sinus is lined by a respiratory mucous membrane characterized by a

Intraosseous

Superficial

Figure . Transverse view of the CBCT scan of a sinus showing PSAA below the Schneiderian membrane
(intrasinusal), inside the bone (intraosseous), and on the outer cortex of the lateral sinus wall (superficial).
Source: Danesh-Sani et al. 2016 [17]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure . Visible posterior superior maxillary artery
during sinus lifting procedure. (Figure provided
courtesy of Prof. Pablo Galindo-Moreno).

pseudostratified, ciliated, columnar epithelium resting on a basement membrane
(Figure 6.6) [20,21]. This membrane is
thinner than the nasal membrane having
a single layer of epithelium over a lamina
propria composed by a superficial loose
connective tissue over a more compact layer
[22]. A mucoperiosteal layer is observed
between the deep layer of the lamina propria
and the periosteum [22]. In addition, the
Schneiderian membrane is composed of
basal cells, goblet cells, and ciliated cells
[23]. While basal cells can differentiate into
ciliated or goblet cells [24], goblet cells are
mucin-secretory cells and this mucus is
moved by the cilia of ciliated cells against
gravity toward the ostium draining into the
nasal cavity [25]. Moreover, connective tissue

cells, collagen bundles, and elastic fibers can
be found in the lamina propria. Recent
findings have pointed that its thickness
is on average 1 mm [21]; nevertheless, its
evaluation using CBCT might overestimate
the Schneiderian thickness by 2.5 to 2.6 times
[21,26]. Along these lines, it is also important
to note that factors such as smoking, gingival
phenotype, or periodontal disease have
shown strong associations with Schneiderian
membrane thickness [27,28].
Furthermore, tearing of the Schneiderian
membrane may potentially lead to postoperative infection. In a mechanical in vitro
study it was shown that perforation occurred
when a mean tension of 7.3 N/mm2 was
applied [29]. Additionally, it was demonstrated that it could be stretched to 132.6% of
its original size in one-dimensional elongation, and to 124.7% in two-dimensional elongation [29]. Moreover, the mean modulus of
elasticity was found to be 0.058 gigapascals
(GPa). Clinical studies have also pointed to
the importance of Schneiderian membrane
thickness on perforation as it was hypothesized that thicker membranes may be less
prone to tearing during access instrumentation and lifting, and could endure stronger
compressing forces to allow more grafting
material insertion [30]. As such, clinical findings have revealed that membrane perforation occurs less frequently when the Schneiderian membrane thickness is 1 to 1.5 mm in
thickness for the lateral approach and 2 mm
in thickness for the crestal approach [31,32].

Figure . Depiction and histologic slide (Masson trichrome staining) of a Schneiderian membrane at X20 and
X40. Source: Monje et al. 2016 [21]. Reproduced with permission of the American Academy of Periodontology.
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6.2.5

Sinus septa

Another relevant anatomical feature are the
sinus septa due to their association with
membrane perforation. Primary septa are
embryologically derived whereas secondary
septa are the result of bone remodeling after
tooth extraction [33,34]. The overall incidence of septa is 28.4% (24.5% and 17.2% unilateral and bilateral, respectively) and their
height ranges from 3.55 mm to 9.2 mm [35].
The most common orientation is in mediolateral direction being taller medially and
the most common location is the first molar
area [36].

. Biological principles
MSFE was initially described using autogenous marrow to promote new bone formation for adequate anchorage of the fixtures
[37]. Recent advances in material sciences
along with the exhaustive knowledge in bone
biology illustrate the quintessence in regenerative dentistry, especially for MSFE. This fact
allows the predictable reconstruction of a
robust biological structure mimicking native
tissues that may withstand occlusal forces
transmitted during mastication in the posterior maxilla. Understanding the principles
for regeneration, the maxillary sinus cavity
represents a contained cavity where angiogenesis should not be a drawback due to the
large number of vessels supplying this area.
In this sense, the supply from the adjacent
walls together with the Schneiderian membrane to the avascular scaffold with oxygen
and nutrients is required for cell growth and
differentiation [38,39]. Numerous growth
factors, such as vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF), fibroblastic growth factor
(FGF), some subgroups of the β-transforming
growth factor family (TGFβ), transcriptional
factors to induce hypoxia (HIF), angioproteins (Ang-1), hepatocyte growth factor
(HGF), bone morphogenetic protein (BMP),
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF),
insulin-like derived growth factors (IGF-1,

IGF-2), and neurotrophins growth factors
(NGF) are involved in the process of bone
regeneration [40–42]. Moreover, the stability
of the clot must be granted in the maxillary
sinus owing to the cavity containment.
In addition, the Schneiderian membrane
has also been shown to possess reparative
potential by means of mesenchymal progenitor cells that could be induced to express
alkaline phosphatase, BMP-2, osteopontin,
osteonectin, and osteocalcin and to mineralize their extracellular matrix [43]. Although
the number of progenitor cells is deemed
low, this might provide a plausible biological rationale for (1) the newly formed bone
even in graftless MSFE procedures [44] and
(2) the higher vital bone formation in perforated Schneiderian membranes [45]. Along
these lines, it was demonstrated that, unlike
for guided bone regeneration, the placement
of a barrier membrane on the lateral aspect
of the access window does not positively
impact neither newly tissue characteristics
nor implant survival [46].
Last but not least, space creation must be
warrantied. Accordingly, Schneiderian membrane elevation must be carefully performed,
detachment from all walls being a requirement. This has shown to be more challenging and risky in the presence of a high septa
[47] or acute palato-nasal recess angulations
[12] (Figure 6.7). The ultimate goal is to

Figure . Presence of high primary septa induces a
higher chance of Schneiderian membrane
performation. (Figure provided courtesy of Prof.
Pablo Galindo-Moreno).
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attain free-tension and thus avoiding its collapse. This will ensure a proper hard tissue
compartment.

. Surgical techniques
Since the description of sinus augmentation as a feasible technique following the
Caldwell-Luc approach to achieve sufficient
bone height in the posterior atrophic maxilla,
a myriad of modifications has been reported
in the literature. As aforementioned, the
MSFE via lateral window approach was introduced by Tatum at an Alabama conference
on Implant Dentistry and later published by
Boyne and James [37,48]. Briefly, it consisted
of an osteotomy (antrostomy) on the lateral
aspect of the maxillary sinus with a round bur
to create a U-shape trap door to obtain access
into the antrum and thereafter using autologous bone to graft the site (Figure 6.8). In

the pursuit of reaching less invasiveness and
thus, higher patient satisfaction/lower morbidity, the crestal approach was proposed by
Summers [49]. Herein, it was claimed that by
using a sequence of osteotomes it was feasible
to reconstruct the atrophic maxilla vertically
and horizontally and to achieve implant primary stability during the same surgery, shortening and simplifying the therapy. It must
be highlighted that residual ridge height is
the most common determinant regarding the
decision making to select the appropriate
approach [50].
Nowadays, a large variety of modifications
have been introduced to both modalities.
This is mainly a consequence of advancements in material sciences. For instance,
early findings observed that by using a rotatory bur for the lateral window osteotomy,
the likelihood of Schneiderian membrane
perforation ranged from 0% to 58.3% with a
mean value of 19.5% [51]. On the contrary,

Figure . Maxillary sinus floor elevation performed via lateral wall approach in the presence of a moderately
pneumatized ridge where implant primary stability could be achieved. (Case performed by Dr. Alberto Monje).
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Figure . Use of piezo-electric surgery devices has
improved the ability for clinicians to reduce
complications associated with sinus augmentation
procedures utilizing a lateral approach. (Clinical
images courtesy of Dr. Michael A. Pikos).

novel devices such as piezoelectric using
ultrasound technology have shown to reduce
to 7% Schneiderian membrane perforation
(Figure 6.9) [52,53]. Alike, a Bayesian network
study has demonstrated that by using a minimally invasive piezoelectric instruments,
only 6% of membrane perforation occurred
[54]. Likewise, air driven sonic instruments
have shown to reduce to 7.5% the likelihood
of perforation [55]. These improvements are
not surprising since the main advantages of
these instruments are soft-tissue protection,
decreased excessive bleeding by avoiding
artery perforation as well as better visibility [56]. Furthermore, a reamer tool was
developed to perform the procedure in an
efficient manner. A report showed that the
use of the drill recently significantly shorten
the surgical time (11.1 versus 15.1 minutes)
as well as minimized membrane perforation
rate (8% versus 32%) when compared to

conventional rotatory instruments [56].
Another study found that indeed Schneiderian membrane perforation could be
minimized to 0% using the same tool if the
lateral wall thickness was <1.25 mm [57].
A more recent novelty that was brought
to market for MSFE was the use of a balloon to reach Schneiderian membrane and
assist in its lifting thereby avoiding tearing/perforation, particularly in areas where
there is adjacent dentition to the edentulous
site. Other advantages to this technique is the
need for a smaller lateral window, and minimal incision and mucoperiosteal flap reflection [58]. Moreover, this technique has also
been applied during the crestal approach
to gently lift the Schneiderian membrane
(Figure 6.10) [59]. Indeed, it has been demonstrated to be effective for lifting the membrane achieving comparable bone gain to the
osteotome approach and involving a low risk
of complications [60]. Nevertheless, the main
drawback of this technique is that if membrane perforation does occur, it cannot be
controlled and in such a case, the perforation
cannot be addressed due to the lack of visibility. Therefore, even though results seem to be
promising, its use is limited to low risk cases
(i.e., no presence of septa or other inconvenient anatomical features).
Recently, a classification containing three
main categories has been proposed to overcome maxillary complications derived from
the presence, orientation and number of
maxillary septa. Interestingly, it was proposed than when the septum is ≤6 mm high,
a wall-off/wall-gone technique could be used;
nonetheless when the septum is >6 mm, it is
very difficult to bypass a septum with such
a height from only one side of it and hence,
a two-access approach should be carried
out to minimize Schneiderian membrane
perforation [61].

. Clinical outcomes
MSFE has been shown to be effective by
means of bone gain and implant survival/
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Figure . Maxillary sinus floor elevation performed via crestal approach in the presence of a maxillary sinus
slightly pneumatized. (Case performed by Dr. Alberto Monje).

success in the long term. Indeed, if uneventful
healing is completed, early success is warrantied. The long-term stability of the periimplant tissues are therefore mainly dependent on other modifiable and non-modifiable
factors (i.e., smoking, occlusion, oral hygiene
or infection) [62]. Due to the continuous
development and improvements of bone biomaterials, clinical trials of implants placed
after MSFE are continuously being published
and consequently, systematic reviews aiming
at presenting the current state of the art. Data
from these high scientific evidence showed
that in the early 2000s implant survival was
on average 91.8% [63], while more recent
quantitative assessments indicate an increase
to 97.2% [64,65]. True is to note that higher
implant survival predictability as available
residual bone increases <5 mm: 96% (80%–
100%), and (2) >4 mm 99% (97%–100%)
[66]. This fact is of crucial importance in
MSFE via crestal approach where implant
survival was found to be 96% or higher when
pretreatment bone height was 5 mm but only
85.7% when it was <4 mm [67].
Regarding peri-implant bone stability, a
clinical retrospective study reported that for
maxillary reconstruction involving bilateral
MSFE, implant survival was 100% with only
1.4 mm of marginal bone loss 15 years after

loading [68]. Therefore, MSFE represents a
predictable option to restore the posterior
atrophic maxilla. Nonetheless, other alternatives such as short or tilted implants might
lead to higher patient satisfaction since they
are subject to less complications and a shorter
treatment protocols.

. Surgical and post-surgical
complications
In order to avoid potential complications, the
surgeon must be aware of the anatomical features described previously (Table 6.1). Complications related to MSFE most frequently
include but are not limited to:

r Schneiderian membrane perforation
r Acute and chronic infection
r Hemorrhage
r Sinus oro-antral communication/fistula
r Implant migration into the maxillary sinus
cavity

r Alterations in the voice quality
6.6.1

Schneiderian membrane perforation

Schneiderian membrane perforation is
indeed the most common intra-operative
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Table . Complications related to MSFE.

Risk indicators

Complication

Maxillary sinus Schneiderian membrane
septa
perforation

Level
of risk

Diagnostic
method

Clinical recommendation

+++

CBCT

r Large access window to
r

Schneiderian
membrane
thickening

Schneiderian membrane
perforation

Posterior
superior
alveolar artery

Hemorrhage

Palato-nasal
recess

Schneiderian membrane
perforation

++

Acute or
chronic
infection

Schneiderian membrane
perforation

++

Alveolar ridge
density

Implant failure/implant
migration to the
maxillary sinus cavity

+

CBCT

r Gentle management of the
Schneiderian membrane

++

CBCT

r The use of ultrasonic
r

CBCT

the Schneiderian membrane
to lift it in acute
palato-nasal recesses

CBCT

r Broad-spectrum antibiotics

++

Implant torque/
Implant stability
(ISQ)/CBCT

Alveolar ridge
height

Implant failure/implant
migration to the
maxillary sinus cavity

++

Smoking

Schneiderian membrane
perforation/early-late
implant failure

+++

Adjacent tooth
infection

Post-surgical maxillary
sinus infection

CBCT

should be the primary
choice
Referral to the
otolaryngologist (ENT) if
does not remit

r Achieve proper primary
stability

r Leading the implant loading
r

Post-surgical infection

instruments or scrappers to
access the sinus cavity
In case of vassal perforation,
prompt suture or
coagulation must be carried
out

r Carefully management of

r

Poor plaque
control

enhance visibility and
instrument accessibility/
manipulation
Two-window approach to
by-pass the septa

approach according to the
ISQ value
If ISQ is <60, follow a
two-stage approach and
submerge it.

r In <5 mm alveolar ridge

height, simultaneous
implant placement is not
advocated

++

Oral
communication
Plaque-index

r Smoking cessation

counseling prior to MSFE
procedure

r Prior to treatment plan fro
MSFE, plaque index must
be <15% to 20%

++

CBCT

r Infection control must be

managed and healed prior
to MSFE
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Figure . Medium size Schneiderian membrane
perforation (5 to 10 mm). (Clinical image courtesy of
Prof. Pablo Galindo-Moreno).

complication when performing MSFE.
Schneiderian membrane perforation rate
has dramatically decreased from over the
last decade due to novel tools such as
piezoelectric (7%) or reamer (12.5%) devices.
It has been observed that certain anatomical features such as presence of septa together
with operator inexperience might negatively
be associated with higher perforation rates
(Figure 6.11). Although it has not been shown
in an evidence-based manner that Schneiderian membrane thickness is significantly
related to perforation, it has been suggested
that very thin or very thick membranes may
be more susceptible to tear due to their elasticity properties (Monje et al., 2016a).
It is important to note that Schneiderian
membrane perforation may lead to postoperative infection, jeopardizing the stability
of the viability/stability of the graft and/or the
implant. Furthermore, if abundant grafting
material access within the lining membrane
is found, there is a higher risk for ostium
obliteration, impeding adequate drainage and
triggering an adverse foreign body reaction.
Its management is crucial for the success of the regenerative therapy. Although it
remains a matter of controversy, small perforations (<5 mm) seem straightforward to
treat. Accordingly, it could either be selffolded under a tension-free Schneiderian
membrane release or a biodegradable (i.e.,
collagen) membrane could be placed. In this

sense, platelet rich fibrin (PRF) represents a
promising autogenous material to be placed
as a substitute of allogeneic or xenogeneic
barrier membranes (discussed in the following chapter). In addition, this might offer an
alternative to further promote angiogenesis
at implant site development in the maxillary
sinus. When Schneiderian membrane perforation is >5 mm but <10 mm, more controversy is found in the literature due to the
increased difficulty to manage [69]. Again,
a larger autogenous or heterogonous barrier
membrane would be advocated. Contrarily,
in the presence of a larger membrane perforation, the surgical outcome could be compromised and thus, it may be wise to abort and
attempt a second stage surgery at >3 months
once the membrane is healed [70]. In the
meantime, the clinician could identify the
triggering factor and better address this issue
in a subsequent attempt.
6.6.2

Acute or chronic infections

As previously stated, Schneiderian membrane perforation may lead to post-operative
infection. This might occur via retrograde
infection of the biomaterial or displacement
of the grafting material within the lining
membrane. In order to address this issue, the
clinician must diagnose whether the infection is acute or chronic in nature. While typically acute infections last 4 weeks, chronic
infections have been described as being a
minimum of 12 weeks. Nevertheless, both
present with consistent and similar symptoms: suppuration, nasal congestion, facial
pressure-like feeling, and anosmia. Acute
sinusitis presents with a lack/reduced permeability of the airflow, whereas chronic sinusitis displays thickening of the Schneiderian
membrane and demonstrates histologically
the presence of epithelial damage including
impairment of the cilia function, absence of
cilia and epithelial erosion [71,72].
Sinus pathology is a frequent finding and
the inflammatory sinus condition is the
most common disease among the paranasal
sinuses [25]. Some reports have noted that
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40% of patients scheduled for sinus augmentation report some sinus pathology. Others
have reported a 45.1% sinus pathology among
patients undergoing implant therapy [73,74].
Mucosal thickening higher than 5 mm was
reported in 56.5% of the patients, presence
of polyps in 28.2%, and partial or complete
sinus opacification in 15.4% of cases [74].
Therefore, these findings seem to indicate
that after MSFE, a period of time must pass
to accurately diagnose the potential presence
of pathology.
The etiology of chronic sinusitis is multifactorial: anatomical issues, developmental disorders, bacterial, or viral infections,
among others [75]. In this sense, CBCT
rather than two-dimensional radiographic
tools result in high specific detection of
pathology and/or irritant that may be triggering an inflammatory reaction.
Regarding to treatment, broad-spectrum
antibiotics should be the primary choice.
If these are not effective in treating the
pathology, the biomaterial must then be
retrieved and the MSFE procedure should
restart following 6 months of total clearance.
The clinician may also consider a referral
to the otolaryngologist (ENT) with the
goal of promoting ostium permeability and
fostering an aerobic bacterial and fungal
environment.
6.6.3

Hemorrhage

Excessive hemorrhage might occur as a consequence of damage to the double anastomosis of the PSAA or due to the damage
to the arterial complex of the basal membrane of the Schneiderian membrane. Therefore, the osteotomy to obtain access to the
maxillary sinus antrum must be performed
under cautiousness in the presence of PSAA
and IOA anastomoses. The reported rate of
incidence has been reported in the range
of 0% to 47% according to radiographic and
cadaver studies [76,77]. It is generally located
18 to 19 mm above the ridge crest, although
it is case-dependent and 20% may even be
located at the 16 mm level, particularly in

severely atrophic posterior maxillae. Once
again, this fact highlights the importance
of pre-operative three-dimensional radiographic evaluation. The diameter is commonly <2 mm in 95.7% of the cases, whereas
4.3% of the cases have a reported size >2 mm
but it is actually <3 mm. In these scenarios,
the situation should be managed by applying hemostatic materials to reduce excessive
bleeding [77]. If on the contrary, the artery is
>3 mm and is damaged, obliteration must be
carried out with sutures.
Since this complication must be given
remarkable importance owing to the threat
that represents to the unprepared clinician, prevention must be exercised. As such,
CBCT should be advocated for every MSFE
case in order to better understand the vascular network and thus, reducing the risk
of complication. Moreover, ultrasonic technology (i.e., piezosurgery) should be utilized
to avoid undesired trauma to the arterial
complex.
6.6.4

Implant migration

Implant migration to the maxillary and the
ethmoid sinuses represents an uncommon
post-operative complication [78,79]. Several
theories have been proposed to explain this
fact such as changes in the intrasinusal and
nasal pressures, autoimmune reaction to the
implant or inadequate occlusal loading triggering a loss of osseointegration and thus,
migrating into the sinus cavity. An interesting study found out that 73.3% of sites that
did not receive any biomaterial to increase
available bone height experienced implant
migration. Moreover, it was elucidated that
cylindrical and narrow implants in scenarios of lesser residual ridge height (5 mm to
6.9 mm) were more prone to have migrations into the maxillary sinus cavity [80].
In this context, it is noteworthy to mention
that higher implant primary stability in the
posterior atrophic maxilla via drilling protocol modifications favor more optimal results
since this area presents with less bone density
[81,82].
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. Conclusion
Although, maxillary sinus floor elevation
has been widely explored in the last three
decades, it is essential that the treating
clinician be aware of the anatomy, risks,
and complications associated with maxillary
sinus floor elevation procedures. As such,
anatomical features of the maxillary sinus
including the maxillary sinus dimensions,
size of the lining membrane, and features
of the sinus septa are all factors affecting
the rate of complication. More recently, the
development of novel surgical instrumentation including piezoelectric devices has
drastically lowered the rate of perforation of
the Schneiderian membrane by improving
surgical handling. Nevertheless, the treating
physician must be aware and responsible for managing subsequent potential

complications that may nevertheless occur
including Schneiderian membrane perforation, acute and chronic infection, hemorrhage, sinus oro-antral communication/
fistula, implant migration into the maxillary
sinus cavity, as well as alterations in the
voice quality. This chapter highlights the
importance of utilizing three-dimensional
radiographic analysis (cone-beam computed
tomography) thereby minimizing the risk
of complication and improving patient
outcomes/satisfaction. As advancements in
radiography, surgical instrumentation, and
bone biomaterials continue to evolve, it is
imperative that the treating clinician be well
educated with this changing field in order
to further improve treatment outcomes and
reduce the risk and frequency of complications associated with MSFE treatment
protocols.
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Maxillary Sinus Floor Elevation Procedures with Platelet Rich Fibrin:
Indications and Clinical Recommendations
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Abstract
An array of bone biomaterials have now been utilized to regenerate the atrophic maxillary sinus.
While bone substitutes with or without collagen barrier membranes have most commonly been
utilized, more recently, the development of a second generation platelet concentrates (platelet rich
fibrin; PRF) has been investigated. Attempts were first made to determine whether PRF could be
utilized alone to replace conventional biomaterials by 100% autologous blood-derived fibrin scaffolds. Following 10 years of clinical testing, reports now show that PRF can be utilized as a sole
grafting material but more frequently should be combined with bone grafting particles to improve
their space maintenance as well as angiogenic potential within the sinus cavity. Interestingly, PRF
has also been frequently utilized for the repair of Schneiderian membrane perforations and investigated for window closure following maxillary sinus floor elevation utilizing the lateral approach.
While this chapter highlights the clinical studies that have been performed to date utilizing PRF for
maxillary sinus floor elevation procedures, conservative clinical recommendations are provided
with indications supporting its effective use for sinus grafting procedures.

Highlights

r The use of PRF as a sole grafting material
r Anatomical considerations for utilizing
PRF as a sole grafting material
of PRF in combination with bone
grafting materials for sinus elevation
procedures
Use of PRF for repair of Schneiderian
membrane perforation
Use of PRF to close the lateral window

r Use
r
r

. Introduction
The use of platelet rich fibrin (PRF) derived
from human blood has now been extensively
utilized in regenerative dentistry due to its

ability to increase angiogenesis via the release
of autologous growth factors [1]. While
these factors are not necessarily osteoinductive, they support new blood vessel formation by the release of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), the most potent
pro-angiogenic growth factor [2]. Due to
these biological advantages, PRF has been
investigated during sinus floor elevation procedures [3]. As expressed in the previous
chapter, the alveolar ridge undergoes various changes over time and most notably
following tooth loss where bone is rapidly
resorbed due to loss of compressive force
(Chapter 6). While bone-grafting materials
are most commonly utilized, over the past
decade, an array of investigations have been
performed utilizing PRF either alone or in
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combination with a bone substitute material. In 2006, Choukroun et al. demonstrated
that PRF could be successfully combined with
a bone grafting material with the hypothesis that its angiogenic potential could further facilitate new bone formation in the
maxillary sinus following a lateral window
approach [4]. While its direct effect was not
compared to bone-grafting material alone in
a randomized, controlled clinical study, it was
hypothesized that by adding pro-angiogenic
growth factors into the maxillary sinus where
blood flow is reduced, bone cell migration
from the maxillary sinus bony walls could
be increased, thereby speeding the ability for
osteoblasts to form new bone.
Interestingly, more recently the use of
PRF has been utilized alone as a sole grafting material during sinus lifting procedures
either using the lateral or crestal approach as
discussed later in this chapter. While original studies were performed investigating PRF
even in extreme cases with limited crestal
bone volume, conservative approaches have
more recently been recommended to reduce
the potential risk of failure later discussed.
Nowadays, the utilization of PRF has three
relevant areas of practice with documented
evidence supporting its use. As previously
stated, PRF has been utilized alone or in combination with bone grafts to augment lost or
missing bone during maxillary sinus floor elevation procedures. More recently, PRF has
also been utilized either to repair Schneiderian membrane tears, or to close the bony
window following lateral sinus augmentation procedures. Below we demonstrate case
reports and documented evidence from the
literature supporting its use in each of the
indications presented below.

. PRF as a sole grafting
material during sinus lifting
procedures
A variety of bone-grafting materials have
been utilized to date to augment lost or
missing bone as a result of pneumatization

of the sinus [5,6]. One of the main focuses of
research has addressed the question whether
or not PRF could be utilized as a sole grafting material during sinus floor elevation
procedures. While most of these studies
demonstrate the use of PRF in case reports,
various studies have shown that PRF alone
could lead to increases in new bone formation around implants (Figures 7.1 and 7.2).
For this approach to be successful, it is an
absolute requirement that implants be placed
simultaneously. This is because the use of an
implant by itself will act as a space creator
to provide needed space for bone to ingrow.
So far, studies have supported the notion that
implants can be placed alone with no use of
biomaterials. So long as a blood clot is formed
around the implant surface, new bone formation will follow [7–9].
Although the addition of PRF to bone grafting materials is more common and generally
the accepted standard to regenerate missing
bone in the sinus resulting in high rates of
success, several authors have demonstrated
that its use could be utilized to promote
bone healing with vertical bone height gain
reported at 7.52 mm [10], 10.1 mm [11],
and 10.4 mm [12] between the sinus floor
and the top of the alveolar ridge following
augmentation with PRF alone. Although no
controls were utilized in these studies, the
results demonstrate that PRF alone could
be used as a treatment modality and no
implants were lost at 6 months, 1 year, and
6 years in their respective studies [10–12]. In
total, eight studies have now followed a similar approach utilizing PRF as a sole grafting material (Table 7.1). While some authors
have suggested that its use alone may be a
valid treatment option for the majority of
maxillary sinus floor elevation procedures, a
lack of controls and limited data regarding
patient inclusion and characterization of the
sinuses were made available. In this sense, it is
crucial to understand that the treatment outcome that these studies applied was primarily radiographic bone gain and consequently,
it can only be speculated that the formation
of new bone is better ascertained with histologic analysis.
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Figure . Sinus augmentation procedure performed with PRF utilized as a sole grafting material. Following
implant placement, sinus cavity filled with PRF alone. X-rays taken at day 0, following 6 months, and following
6 years of healing. Notice the appreciable amount of new bone formation when PRF was utilized alone. Case
performed by Dr. Alain Simonpieri.

Due to the preferred osteoconductive
properties of bone substitute materials, it is
more common to recommend the combination of PRF with a bone-grafting material
for sinus floor elevation [13–16]. While few
studies have compared PRF in combination
with bone graft to bone graft alone, they have
generally reported improvements in new
bone formation as determined by the study
endpoints, and the majority of these studies
report the possibility of shortening the
overall healing period when PRF is utilized
[13–16]. A systematic review investigating
the use of PRF for sinus elevation procedures
published in 2015 found that of 290 initial
clinical publications searched on the topic
of PRF, only 8 met the inclusion criteria

with half not utilizing controls or other
biomaterials to compared results [17].
Furthermore, the major described limitation reported was the great heterogeneity
regarding the surgical technique utilized
(osteotome versus lateral window approach),
time of implant placement (simultaneous
versus delayed), outcomes measures, biopsy
analysis and follow-up period [17]. Therefore, based on the results obtained and the
limited comparative studies, to this day it
remains difficult to assess the “ideal” treatment protocol utilizing PRF for sinus lifting
procedures. Nevertheless, the use of PRF
has been shown to lead to improvements in
bone regeneration even when utilized alone
as depicted in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. It remains
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Figure . Sinus augmentation procedure performed with PRF utilized as a sole grafting material. Once again,
notice the appreciable amount of new bone formation taking place around these implants. Case performed by
Dr. Alain Simonpieri.
Table . Use of platelet rich fibrin (PRF) utilized as a sole grafting material for sinus lift augmentation
procedures.
Diss et al. (2008); OOOE

Osteotome sinus floor elevation using Choukroun’s platelet rich
fibrin as grafting material: a 1-year prospective pilot study with
microthreaded implants.

Mazor et al. (2009); JPerio

Sinus floor augmentation with simultaneous implant placement
using Choukroun’s platelet rich fibrin as the sole grafting material:
a radiologic and histologic study at 6 months.

Simonpieri et al. (2011); Implant
Dent.

Simultaneous sinus-lift and implantation using microthreaded
implants and leukocyte- and platelet rich fibrin as sole grafting
material: a 6-year experience.

Tajima et al. (2013); IJOMI

Evaluation of sinus floor augmentation with simultaneous implant
placement using platelet rich fibrin as sole grafting material.

Jeong et al. (2014); J
Craniomaxillofac Surg

Simultaneous sinus lift and implantation using platelet rich fibrin
as sole grafting material.

Zhao et al. (2015); J Formos Med
Assoc.

Clinical application of platelet rich fibrin as the sole grafting
material in maxillary sinus augmentation.

Aoki et al. (2016); Case Rep Dent.

Sinus augmentation by platelet rich fibrin alone: a report of two
cases with histological examinations.

Kanayama et al. (2016); Implant
Dent.

Crestal approach to sinus floor elevation for atrophic maxilla using
platelet rich fibrin as the only grafting material: a 1-year
prospective study.
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Figure . Another large Schneiderian membrane
perforation covered with a double layer of PRF
membranes. Case performed by Dr. Alain Simonpieri.

Figure . Large Schneiderian membrane
perforation covered with a double layer of PRF
membranes. Case performed by Dr. Alain Simonpieri.

prominent that much further research be
performed to support the predictability of
its use.
Interestingly, in 2010, Avila et al. published an article titled: “The Influence of the
Bucco-Palatal Distance on Sinus Augmentation Outcomes” [18]. In that study, it was
found that the width of the bucco-palatal distance had a major impact on new bone formation for lateral sinus augmentation procedures performed with an allograft. Narrow
sinuses regenerated with a higher percentage
of new bone formation when compared to
wide sinuses. For these reasons, it has been
generally recommended by many clinicians
that wide sinuses (>15 mm) should not be
regenerated utilizing PRF alone (due to its
limited bone-inducing capacity) and should
thereby be combined with a bone-grafting

material when sinus regeneration is extensive [18]. For narrow sinuses (<10 mm), PRF
alone may be utilized. While no study has
thus far investigated the bucco-palatal distance for regenerated sinuses utilizing PRF
alone, these guidelines provide a conservative
protocol when used as a sole grafting material
for sinus lifting procedures.

. PRF for the repair of
Schneiderian membranes
A second use of PRF during sinus lifting procedures has been for the repair of
Schneiderian membranes (Figure 7.3). It has
been shown that generally 20% of sinus lifts
(most commonly lateral window) report a
Schneiderian membrane perforation [19,20].
Typically, these are covered with absorbable
collagen barrier membranes with simultaneous implant placement or implant placement
following a 4- to 6-month healing period
[19–21]. Interestingly, a second-generation
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of the Schneiderian membrane treated with
PRF alone. These cases are treated with
PRF alone, whereby the consistency of the
membrane allows the PRF membrane to act
slightly as a sticky fibrin matrix able to rapidly
repair perforations and allow subsequent
placement of bone grafts and implants when
needed. Generally, it is recommended that
any perforation should be utilized in a double
layering technique to cover tears 3 mm in
size predictably. For larger perforations, PRF
can be utilized either alone or in combination
with a collagen barrier membrane depending
on the clinician’s preferences. Two PRF
membranes are always recommended to be
placed overtop of tears to assure adequate
coverage and extend the resorption period
of 10 to 14 days typically seen when PRF is
utilized as a membrane alone.

. PRF for the closure of the
lateral maxillary access window

Figure . Lateral window sinus augmentation
procedure performed with two PRF membranes
utilized to protect the Schneiderian membrane,
followed by allograft placement and lateral window
closure with PRF. Case performed by Dr. Alain
Simonpieri.

platelet concentrate has been shown to act
as an available material to be placed over
Schneiderian membrane perforations due
to its 100% biocompatible source [4,22,23].
Figure 7.4 illustrates a case of a perforation

PRF has also been utilized to cover the lateral maxillary window in two studies [24,25].
In a first study, Gassling et al. utilized a split
mouth design to investigate 12 sinuses from
six patients requiring bilateral sinus floor
augmentation treated with a two-stage surgical approach. The sinuses were grafted with
autologous bone and bone-substitute material (Bio-Oss® ) mixed in a 1:1 ratio covered
with either 1) a PRF membrane or a 2) conventional collagen membrane (Bio-Gide® ).
Five months later, threaded titanium dental
implants were inserted and bone specimens
were harvested with a trephine burr and
evaluated histomorphometrically. Mean vital
bone formation after 5 months was reported
at 17.0% and 17.2%, for the PRF and collagen sites, respectively. The mean residual
bone-substitute was 15.9% and 17.3% for PRF
and collagen groups, respectively. No local
complications, such as dehiscence or membrane exposure were detected at either sites
in any of the treated patients and all implants
reached primary stability. The conclusion
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Figure . Case presentation of a sinus lifting procedure performed in the maxillary right quadrant. Case
performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos.

from this first study was that the coverage of
the lateral sinus window could be achieved
equally with either PRF or absorbable collagen membrane resulting in a similar amount
of vital bone formation and residual bonesubstitute [25].
Similarly, in a second nearly identical
study, Bosshardt et al. evaluated in humans
the amount of new bone after sinus floor
elevation with a synthetic bone substitute material consisting of nanocrystalline
hydroxyapatite embedded in a highly porous
silica gel matrix [24]. A collagen membrane
(group 1) or a PRF membrane (group 2) was
placed over the bony window. After healing
periods between 7 and 11 months, 16 biopsy
specimens were harvested with a trephine
bur during implant bed preparation. For
group 1, the amount of new bone, residual
graft material, and soft tissue was reported
at 28.7% ± 5.4%, 25.5% ± 7.6%, and 45.8% ±
3.2%, respectively. For group 2, the values
were 28.6% ± 6.90%, 25.7% ± 8.8%, and

45.7% ± 9.3%, respectively. All differences
between groups 1 and 2 were not statistically
significant. In conclusion, there was no differences between PRF membranes over the
non-cross-linked collagen membranes [24].
Therefore, and based on these two reports,
it may be concluded that sinus windows may
be closed with PRF as a low-cost, completely
autogenous membrane with no reported statistical differences to standard commonly utilized collagen membranes (Figure 7.5).

. Discussion and future
outlook
The available literature to date has demonstrated that PRF can safely be utilized during
sinus lifting procedures and facilitates
angiogenesis due to the local release of
blood-derived growth factors. It has also
been concluded in numerous reports that
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Figure . Case from Figure 7.6 following opening of a lateral window. Schneiderian membrane tear covered
with PRF membranes followed by a collagen barrier membrane. Thereafter, bone-grafting material was mixed
with PRF and placed inside the sinus. Case performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos.

it may further be utilized alone as a sole
grafting material to augment missing bone
(although caution is recommended for wide
sinuses due to the lack of containment), has
the ability to be utilized for the repair of perforated Schneiderian membranes, and can
be utilized to close a lateral window during
sinus augmentation procedures as efficiently
as collagen barrier membranes. Noteworthy,
however, is that future research is absolutely
essential to better understand and character-

ize the potential of PRF specifically during
the bone regenerative process. It remains
interesting to point out that data from other
chapters have demonstrated that PRF has
been shown to limit dimensional changes
post extraction when utilized alone, but has
limited additional benefit when combined
with a bone-grafting materials during guided
bone regeneration (GBR) procedures. Therefore, the mechanisms by which PRF is able
to improve bone formation around implants
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Figure . Implant placement from case presented in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 following sinus augmentation
procedure performed with PRF and a bone grafting material. Case performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos.

during sinus lifting procedures remains to be
investigated. Based on these findings, it may
be hypothesized that PRF is able to increase
blood flow into the sinus cavity via the release
of potent growth factors, however, its exact
role remains inconclusive. Nevertheless, PRF
may be utilized to protect the Schneiderian
membrane from damage caused by implant
placement and for these reasons has been an
additional beneficial tool during sinus lifting
procedures both via a crestal approach where
PRF plugs can be utilized prior to implant

placement to minimize the chance of implant
damage to the Schneiderian membrane.
One prominent area of research that also
requires a great deal of further investigation is to determine the dimensional width
whereby PRF can be utilized as a sole grafting
material as opposed to combined with a bone
graft. Case 1 presents a large sinus regenerated via a lateral approach utilizing PRF
with a grafting material (Figures 7.6–7.8).
Similarly, Case 2 also depicts a conservative
approach whereby the sinus is regenerated by
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Figure . Case presentation of a sinus lifting procedure performed in the maxillary right quadrant with
extensive bone loss. Case performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos.

Figure . Opening of the sinus cavity via a lateral approach using piezo instrumentation. Case performed by
Dr. Michael A. Pikos.
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Figure . Scheiderian membrane protected with both PRF in combination with a collagen membrane. Case
performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos.

combining PRF with a bone grafting material
(Figures 7.9–7.14). Clinical researchers have
suggested that a bucco-palatal width of more
than 15 mm of the sinus absolutely necessitates the additional use of bone grafting
materials, whereas a sinus width of <10 mm
can be predictably augmented with PRF
alone. Nevertheless, proper characterization of when to utilize PRF alone versus in
combination with a bone grafting material is
lacking. Thus, future research is necessary.

While PRF has been shown to act as a more
suitable autogenous biomaterial for the repair
of the Schneiderian membrane, it is generally recommended that two PRF membranes
are always utilized to assure enough thickness/stability over the initial healing period.
Nevertheless, with Schneiderian membrane
perforation being reported around 20% in
multiple studies, clinicians may utilize PRF as
a low-cost completely natural way to repair
tears without the associated higher costs of
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Figure . Three PRF membranes cut and mixed with a bone-grafting material (Case in Figures 7.10–7.14). Case
performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos.

Figure . Implant bed preparation and filling of the sinus cavity with a bone grafting material combined
with PRF from case presented in Figures 7.9–7.14. Case performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos.
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Figure . Implant placement followed by coverage of the lateral window with PRF membranes. Case
performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos.

utilizing a collagen barrier membrane. Furthermore, since PRF is 100% autologous, a
foreign body reaction is not present as with
the use of collagen-derived barrier membranes from bovine or porcine sources and

therefore healing is expected to be more
uneventful. In conclusion, PRF may therefore be recommended as a safe and efficient
low-cost biomaterial for sinus augmentation
procedures.
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Use of Platelet Rich Fibrin for the Treatment of Muco-Gingival
Recessions: Novel Improvements in Plastic Aesthetic Surgery Utilizing
The Fibrin Assisted Soft Tissue Promotion (FASTP) Technique
Alexandre-Amir Aalam and Alina Krivitsky Aalam

Abstract
The use of platelet rich fibrin (PRF) has been utilized for a wide variety of procedures in both the
medical and dental fields. Results from many randomized clinical trials have now pointed to its
marked ability to promote soft-tissue wound healing where PRF has been documented to facilitate wound closure and speed regeneration of muco-gingival recessions. Within this chapter, a
systematic review of the various clinical studies utilizing PRF for recession coverage procedures is
presented. Furthermore, a new surgical concept is introduced following years of clinical experience
with PRF described as the “Fibrin Assisted Soft Tissue Promotion” FASTP technique.

Highlights

r PRF
r
r
r

for the regeneration of soft-tissue
healing
Early studies using PRF for the treatment
of gingival recessions
Systematic review of the randomized clinical trials using PRF for gingival recessions
Presentation of the Fibrin Assisted Soft
Tissue Promotion (FASTP) technique

. Introduction
Periodontal plastic surgery plays an evergrowing role in modern dentistry due to the
increasing demand for optimal aesthetics. In
the United States, reports have now shown
that by the age of 60, 90% of the population will have at least one tooth with a 1 mm

recession with up to 40% of the same population presenting sites with a greater than
3 mm recessions [1–3]. These studies combined with the fact that untreated recessions
may worsen the periodontal status necessitates regenerative procedures aimed at augmenting lost tissues. The ultimate outcome
of a root coverage procedure is resolution
of the defect by providing a thicker keratinized and attached tissue that is esthetically
seamless with the neighboring tissue as well
as re-establishes the functional attachment
apparatus [4].
In the case of multiple adjacent teeth
with recessions, there is considerably more
avascular exposed roots making the reparative procedure increasingly invasive and
less predictable due to the reduced blood
supply to the surgical site (Figures 8.1 and
8.2). Multiple periodontal plastic surgical
procedures have been proposed to correct
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Figure . Pre-treatment. Class 2–3 Miller
recessions associated with inflammation and a lack
of attached tissue.

these mucogingival deformities and, thus,
rebuild the lost attachment apparatus, as
well as increase the zone of attached and
keratinized tissue required for the long-term
maintenance of a healthy dentition [1,2,5,6].
Traditionally, connective tissue grafts from
the palate utilized in combination with a
pedicle flap (coronal or lateral positioned
flap) has been a gold standard treatment for
such defects [4,7]. Limiting factors including
insufficient amount of connective tissue,
patient refusal to harvest within a second
surgical site as well as the additional morbidity associated with these invasive procedures
have necessitated the use of alternative
strategies from autogenous connective tissue
grafting [4,7]. For these reasons, a variety
of allograft and xenograft dermal tissue
substitutes are routinely used in periodontal
plastic surgery with various reported clinical outcomes [8,9]. While these substitute

Figure . Pre-treatment. Sectional view showing
the advanced severity of the gingival deformity, the
canine root prominence and concavities.

materials act as a three-dimensional scaffold
that allow “fibro-conduction,” the natural
healing potential as well as the final longterm stability of keratinized tissues has been
controversial.
Similarly, another strategy has been to
employ an enamel matrix derivative product
(EMD) derived from porcine origin as a
bioactive agent [10]. EMD has been shown to
lead to some positive clinical and histological
results when combined with a coronally
advanced flap procedure to induce periodontal regeneration [10]. While the clinical
results are significant when compared to
the use of coronally positioned flap alone
[7], a lack of evidence comparing EMD to
connective or allograft tissue grafts are not
reported.
In the last decade, blood-derived biological modifiers have been commonly utilized to
enhance hard and soft tissue healing. Platelet
rich plasma (PRP) was initially described as
a first generation of such platelet concentrates having seen widespread use in the field
of maxillofacial surgery [11]. Some of the
reported drawbacks included lack of hardtissue growth factors, poor physical properties, lengthy centrifugation protocols, and
rapid release of growth factors [12]. The use
of PRP application for root coverage and
muco-gingival procedures has therefore not
been adapted for routine surgical procedures
in the field of periodontology.
In the early 2000s, a new concept was
developed by Dr. Joseph Choukroun whereby
the removal of anticoagulants from PRP and
modifications to centrifugation procedures
led to the development of Platelet Rich Fibrin
(PRF) [7,13,14]. This second-generation
blood derivative was therefore used in the
form of a fibrin membrane (also containing
leukocytes and growth factors), which has
since been utilized for a variety of surgical
procedures either alone or in combination
with bone graft materials for periodontal
regeneration, sinus grafting, and ridge augmentation as highlighted throughout this
textbook. Below we describe its use in plastic
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periodontal surgery for the treatment of
gingival recessions.

. Plastic periodontal
procedures with PRF
In the early years, limited data existed investigating the use of PRF for the treatment of gingival recessions. In a first study, Aroca et al.
compared 20 patients treated with a coronally
positioned flap with and without PRF membranes. It was found that at 6 months, the
PRF group benefited from an increased zone
of keratinized tissue but a lower percentage
of complete root coverage [15]. Aleksic et al.
[16] and Jankovic et al. [17] compared the use
of a connective tissue graft to PRF as a sole
graft material for the treatment of Miller class
I and II gingival recessions in 19 patients.
Following 6 months of healing, no statistical difference was found between the
groups when comparing the amount of root
coverage and zone of keratinized tissue,
thereby supporting the use of PRF for such
procedures when compared to the gold
standard connective tissue graft. An added
advantage of PRF from these studies was
that patients reported higher comfort of
the procedure and less post-operatory pain
since no intra-oral donor site was utilized to
harvest CTGs from the palate. Tunali et al.
further compared PRF versus a connective
tissue graft in 20 patients over a 12-month
follow-up [18]. Both treatment modalities
significantly reduced the amount of recession
(76% and 77% respectively) and increased the
clinical attachment levels (2.9 m and 3.04 m
respectively) to near identical outcomes [18].
In total, 13 studies have now investigated
in randomized clinical trials the use of PRF
versus other regenerative modalities as
highlighted in Table 8.1 [19–31]. In general,
the use of PRF has been found to successfully
regenerate Miller class 1 and 2 gingival
recessions as predictably as CTG, whereas
generally Miller class 3 and a limited amount

of keratinized tissue have less predictable
data supporting the use of PRF alone, due to
a limited keratinized tissue dimension.

. Fibro promotion: the basic
mechanism of Fibrin-Assisted Soft
Tissue Promotion (FASTP)
technique
One aspect requiring further research was to
determine whether the wound healing benefits associated with PRF were optimized
in the field of plastic periodontal aesthetic
surgery; specifically as it relates to root coverage procedures. After a comprehensive
review of the surgical techniques and clinical applications of PRF, the authors attributed
the non-conclusive results to multiple key
points requiring further surgical modifications to optimize the clinical outcomes.
One of the major oversights found analyzing the literature is the comparative studies
investigating PRF versus a connective tissue
graft. Even though they share very similar
physical characteristics by both being autologous, the mode of surgical operation and the
final product obtained are different.
Naturally, the connective tissue graft harvested from the palate will transfer its genetic
expression (keratinization) from the donor
site to the recipient site. Karring et al. have
described this concept in an animal model
convincingly [32]. The recipient site has little input in the quality or quantity of the final
tissue obtained. We describe this mechanism
of action as “Fibro-Genesis.”
Interestingly, years of experimenting with
PRF revealed that it functions via an increase
in fibrin associated with angiogenesis. Naturally, the fibrin is considered as a biological
matrix with an increased source of VEGF and
growth factors. PRF will therefore promote
and induce the formation of neovascularization and new tissues at the recipient site. It
thus becomes apparent that the quality of
the recipient bed soft tissue is crucial for the
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Table . Effects of PRF on intrabony defect regeneration (PPD = Probing Periodontal Depth; CAL = Clinical
Attachment Level; OFD = Open Flap Debridement; PRF = Platelet Rich Fibrin; DFDBA = Demineralized
Freeze-Dried Bone Allograft, MF = Metformin; HA = Hydroxyappatite).

Author

Defect
#

Healing
Time

Groups

𝚫PPD
(mm)

CAL Gain
(mm)

P Value

Thorat (2011)

32

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

3.56
4.56

2.13
3.69

ΔPPD: <0.01
CAL: <0.01

Sharma (2011)

56

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

3.21
4.55

2.77
3.31

ΔPPD: 0.006
CAL: n.s.

Pradeep (2012)

90

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

2.97
3.90

2.67
3.03

ΔPPD: 0.002
GAL: n.s.

Pradeep (2012)

90

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

2.97
3.77

2.83
3.17

ΔPPD: 0.018
GAL: n.s.

Shah (2015)

40

6 months

OFD + DFDBA
OFD + PRF

3.70
3.67

2.97
2.97

n.s.

Pradeep (2015)

120

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF
ORF + 1% MF
OFD + 1% MF + PRF

3.01
4.01
3.93
4.9

2.96
4.03
3.93
4.9

ΔPPD: <0.001
CAL: <0.001 both
treatment groups

Ajwani (2015)

40

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

1.60
1.90

1.3
1.8

PPD: <0.001
CAL: <0.001

Elgandhy (2015)

40

6 months

OFD + HA
OFD + HA + PRF

3.42
3.82

3.55
3.9

PPD: <0.02
CAL: <0.027

Agarwal (2016)

60

12 months

OFD +DFDBA
OFD + DFDBA + PRF

3.60
4.15

2.61
3.73

PPD: <0.05
CAL: <0.05

Panda (2016)

32

9 months

barrier membrane
membrane + PRF

3.19
3.88

3.38
4.44

PPD: 0.002
CAL = 0.001

procedure to be successful. It goes without
saying that if an existing band of keratinized
tissue is available, it will further promote
the fabrication of more keratinized tissue.
If on the contrary, only a loose mucosal
non-attached tissue is present, a similar
formation of poor quality tissue should be
expected. We describe this mechanism of
action as “fibro-promotion.”
For fibro-promotion to occur, two conditions are needed: “biotensegrity” and “volume.” Over extensive clinical experience
using PRF, it was observed that these conditions are necessary for augmentation procedures involving the use of any biological biomodifier. The failure to satisfy either of these
two parameters will translate into graft failure minimizing the regenerative potential of

PRF and thus resulting in sub-optimal clinical
outcomes.
8.3.1

Biotensegrity

The notion of Biotensegrity was introduced
by Dr. Ingber DE, physician from Harvard
school of medicine, who demonstrated that
the positive or negative forces (tension/
pressure) generated at the surface of a cell
are transferred through the acto-myosin
filaments complex through the cytoskeleton
and finally transmitted to the nucleus [33].
Therefore, a balance exists between the extracellular forces and the intra-cellular compartments. Biotensegrity is the theory that helps
to guide force transmission and orchestrate
multi-molecular responses to stress at all
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Table . Effects of PRF on root coverage of gingival recessions (CAF = Coronally Advanced Flap; PRF =
Platelet Rich Fibrin; EMD = Enamel Matrix Derivative; CTG = Connective Tissue Graft; DLSBF = Double Lateral
Sliding Bridge Flap; AM = Amniotic Membrane).

Patient # Healing Period

Author

Study Type

Aroca (2009)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

20

6 months

CAF
CAF + PRF

91.5
80.7

<0.004

Jankovic (2010)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

20

12 months

CAF + EMD
CAF + PRF

70.5
72.1

n.s.

Aleksic (2010)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

19

12 months

CAF + CTG
CAF + PRF

88.6
79.9

n.s.

Jankovic (2012)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

15

6 months

CAF + CTG
CAF + PRF

88.7
92

n.s.

Padma (2013)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

15

1, 3, 6 months

CAF
CAF + PRF

68.4
100

<0.0001

Eren (2014)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

22

6 months

CAF + CTG
CAF + PRF

94.2
92.7

n.s.

Tunaliota (2015) Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

22

12 months

CAF + CTG
CAF + PRF

77.4
76.6

n.s.

Thamaraiselvan
(2015)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

20

3 and 6 months

CAF
CAF + PRF

65
74.2

n.s.

Gupta (2015)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

26

3 and 6 months

CAF
CAF + PRF

86.6
91

n.s.

Keceli (2015)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

40

3 and 6 months

CAF + CTG
CAF + CTG + PRF

79.9
89.6

<0.05

Dogan (2015)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

20

6 months

CAF
CAF + PRF

82.1
86.7

n.s.

Rajaram (2015)

Split-mouth; Miller
class II

20

12 and 24 months

DLSBF
DLSBF + PRF

80
78.8

n.s.

Agarwal (2016)

Split-mouth; Miller
class I or II

30

3 and 6 months

CAF
CAF + AM
CAF + PRF

33
36
56

<0.05

size scales in all organ systems. When the
mechanical external forces applied on the
cell surface (cell surface mechanoreceptors)
are beyond the scope of the intra-cellular
tolerance, an alteration in the cytoskeletal
structure inside the cell leads to changes in
intracellular gene expression changed from
their original programmed expression. One
of the clinical translational applications of
this concept is the impact of flap tension on
neo-angiogenesis. Mammoto et al. showed
convincingly in an animal model that

Treatment Groups

Root
Coverage
(%)
P Value

pressure generated from stretching the
mucosa of mice significantly reduced the
amount of VEGF production and thus a
vascular reduction of the flap was observed
[34,35]. Shortly afterwards, bone loss was
also observed [34,35]. Pini Prato et al.
confirmed this hypothesis in a randomized controlled clinical study performed
by measuring the tension of the coronally
advanced flap before suturing (high and low
values) and thereafter comparing recession
following coronally advanced flap therapy
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[36]. The statistical analysis demonstrated
that minimal flap tension (ranging from
0.0 to 0.4 g) favored less recession, while
higher tension (ranging from 4 to 7 g) was
associated with statistically higher recession.
This negative impact of flap tension is now
generally understood and observed also in
the field of maxillofacial bone reconstruction
[36]. Leaders in this field attribute the success
of vertical bone augmentation procedures
to the passive, non-tensile nature of flap
closure that result from the maintenance of
the cellular integrity of large bone grafting
procedures [37].
8.3.2

Volume

In order to generate clinically relevant Fibropromotion using PRF, a maximum quantity
of platelets and leukocytes are needed during
harvesting procedures to increase the final
quantity of growth factors released. These
growth factors are embedded into a tight
and well-organized fibrin mesh, which will
be released over time following a 10- to
15-day period (resorption rate of the PRF
membranes). For this reason, the quality and
quantity of soft tissues obtained after surgery
is directly related to the amount of fibrin
matrix grafted.
Interestingly, Ghanaati et al. evaluated
the composition of PRF membranes in a
quantitative histomorphometric analysis
of cell populations and penetration [38].
By utilizing lower centrifugation speeds as
highlighted in Chapter 3, a higher percentage
of leukocytes and growth factors could be
contained within PRF membranes. The
totality of these findings correlates well with
the author’s clinical experience, which have
found that by using three to four PRF membranes per pair of teeth, fibro-promotion
may be clinically predictable.

Subperiosteal Technique Access (VISTA)[39]
and an improvement of the Tunnel Technique [40].
8.4.1

Incision

The vertical mucosal incision allows a horizontal (mesio-distal) and apico-coronal full
thickness flap resulting in a total relaxation
and passive coronal displacement of the
mucco-gingiva-papillary complex.
8.4.2 Root preparation and
decontamination

Root preparation follows the same indications already proposed for periodontal
mucco-gingival
procedures
described
below:

rA

r

thorough root preparation is created
with a flat or negative root surface allowing for more volume of PRF as well as
a lower flap tension leading to minimal
PRF membrane resorption (Biotensegrity)
(Figure 8.3).
The root decontamination using 17%
EDTA (double application for two minutes) allows the removal of the smear layer
created by the root planning/preparation
and will enable the collagen fibers of
the tome’s tubule to be exposed and
thus improves the quality of the type of
attachment expected (Figure 8.4).

. FASTP: the surgical technique
The surgical technique proposed is a
simplification of the Vestibular Incision

Figure . Root preparation. Achieved with rotary
instruments and finished root planning instruments.
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Figure . Root decontamination. EDTA 17% is
applied for two minutes. Two rounds of
decontaminations are used.

8.4.3

Volume packing

A minimum of three to four membranes per
pair of teeth is recommended to enhance
clinical outcomes. A “back packing concept”
from distal to mesial will provide a homogenous density of PRF membrane volume
(Figures 8.5–8.7). As a result of the flap
relaxation and dense back packing technique,
the flap is displaced physiologically coronally without tension or pull. This tensionfree concept is the primary core value of the
biotensegrity concept.
8.4.4

Figure . Flap relaxation. The vertical mucosal
full thickness flap allows for a horizontal
instrumentation of the flap resulting in a complete
flap relaxation and the creation of a space able to
hold numerous PRF membranes.

Suturing

1. Apical periosteal mattress sutures are the
core values of the suturing technique and
provides two purposes (Figure 8.8):
a) Avoids marginal suture tension on the
PRF membranes.

Figure . Interproximal flowable composite is used
without etching or bonding. The curing induces
shrinkage of the composite and creates a
mechanical lock interproximally. The lack of bonding
will ease the removal of the composite once sutures
are removed.

b) Stabilizes and maintains the membranes on the roots surface by avoiding any unwanted displacement of the
membranes in the mucosal area.
2. Interproximal vertical sling sutures are
used to coronally advance the flap and
obtain root coverage without putting any
facial pressure on the buccal flap, thus
reducing the risk of premature resorption
of the PRF membranes (Figure 8.9).
The clinical reproducibility of the root coverage procedure associated with an increase
in the zone of keratinized tissue depends on
(Figures 8.10–8.12):
1. The comprehensive understanding of the
PRF mechanism of action and biological
principles.

Figure . Packing. Three to four membranes are
recommended per pair of teeth. The packing will
induce a physiological coronal displacement of the
flap. This will assure a passive tensionless closure
respecting the laws of biotensegrity.
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Figure . Sutures. Deep apical mattress is utilized to assist the maintenances of PRF membranes close to the
periodontal ligament fibers and immobilize the flap against excessive movement from the muscle of
mastication.

Figure . Sutures. Interproximal vertical sling sutures around the composite tracks the flap coronaly to cover
the exposed roots.

Figure . Post-op. Three weeks post-surgery. Note the amount of root coverage and tissue thickness visible.
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2. The precise execution of the surgical technique that relies heavily on:
◦ Flap relaxation
◦ Easy access to membrane packing and
positioning on roots (volume)
◦ Physiological displacement of the flap
(biotensegrity)
◦ Passive closure without tension
Figure . Post-op. Two years post-operative. Note
the amount of vertical root coverage obtained. No
pocket depth deeper than 2 mm is measured.

Figure . Post-op. Sectional view at two years
post-surgery. Note the amount of three-dimensional
soft-tissue fill. The roots are covered; the attached
apparatus is restored and the muco-gingival
deformity is corrected.

. Conclusion
The use of PRF has been shown to increase
the speed and quality of soft-tissue regeneration of gingival recessions. The “FASTP”
technique for the purpose of root coverage using PRF is a surgical protocol meant
to favor an increase in soft-tissue regeneration of muco-gingival defects. The fundamental concepts of this procedure reside in
the understanding of sound biological principles already established in medicine and
the clinical translation of such concepts into
the clinical arena of dentistry. Although this
innovative surgical procedure is still in its
infancy, it holds great potential for future
clinical and histological studies to validate its
long-term use.
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Use of Platelet Rich Fibrin for Periodontal Regeneration/Repair of
Intrabony and Furcation Defects
Richard J. Miron, Brian L. Mealey, and Hom-Lay Wang

Abstract
Over the past 20 years, an increasing trend has been observed in periodontology whereby the regeneration of intrabony and furcation defects has been accomplished by means of biological agents
and growth factors. These followed a series of pioneering studies utilizing barrier membranes,
which first established the concept of guided tissue regeneration (GTR) with/without various bonegrafting materials. Growth factors and biological agents were then introduced as potential regenerative agents for intrabony and furcation defects roughly 20 years ago following the introduction of
recombinant human platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) and enamel matrix derivative (EMD).
Similarly, an entire field of platelet concentrates including platelet rich plasma (PRP) and platelet
rich fibrin (PRF) have all been investigated for tissue regeneration of periodontal defects. With the
advancements made in platelet formulations over the past decade, PRF has recently been introduced
and utilized as a supra-physiological concentration of autologous growth factors without necessitating the use of anticoagulants. The additional fibrin network has further been shown to serve as
a space-making provisional matrix supporting angiogenesis and blood clot formation within periodontal pockets. This chapter focuses on over 20 randomized clinical trials investigating the use
of PRF for intrabony and furcation defect regeneration/repair. We further highlight comparative
studies demonstrating that this low-cost regenerative modality reduces periodontal pocket depths
and increases clinical attachment levels when utilized either alone or in combination with other
periodontal biomaterials.

Highlights

r How does PRF compare to current stan-

r What is true periodontal regeneration?
r Why is periodontal regeneration more dif-

r Future research direction of PRF for peri-

r
r

ficult than bone regeneration?
What are the currently available treatment modalities supporting periodontal
regeneration on the market?
What do the randomized clinical trials utilizing PRF for intrabony defect regeneration demonstrate?

dards in the field?

odontal regeneration?

. Introduction
The periodontium is a complex functional
unit derived from several tissues responsible
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Figure . Micrograph illustrating the periodontal
ligament (PL) with its collagen fiber bundles
spanning between the root covered with cementum
(C) and the alveolar bone (AB). D, dentin.
Undecalcified ground section, unstained and viewed
under polarized light. Source: Bosshardt et al. 2015 [2].
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

for the connection of teeth with their surrounding bone. This is accomplished by
collagen Sharpey’s fibers that span from the
root cementum through the periodontal
ligament and attach to bundle alveolar bone
(Figure 9.1) [1,2]. The periodontium provides
a flexible defense system with various host
cells responsible for the maintenance and
structural integrity of the tooth apparatus. It
has been well described in the literature that
failure to prevent infection by periodontal
pathogens may cause gingivitis and without
treatment may lead to the development
of periodontitis and the eventual loss of
periodontal structures [1].
Periodontal disease is one of the most
prevalent diseases known to man. It begins
as a superficial inflammation of the gingiva

without attachment or bone loss (gingivitis)
and later progresses to attachment loss with
subsequent bone destruction (periodontitis).
Results investigating the distribution of the
disease from a national survey conducted in
the United States found that over 47% of the
adult population was affected [3]. Furthermore, it was found that 38.5% of the population had either a moderate or severe case of
periodontitis. This finding is most alarming
as the disease is characterized with an exponentially more difficult resolution and regeneration once advanced progression has taken
place.
Treatment of periodontal disease has now
been deemed of utmost importance. Surveys
and epidemic studies have shown that periodontitis plays a role in a number of systemic diseases including cardiovascular diseases (heart attack/stroke), diabetes, obesity,
and premature births, amongst others [4].
It, therefore, becomes vital that dental practitioners and healthcare providers alike be
aware of the disease progression and more
research be put into regeneration of these tissues that have been lost due to periodontal
disease [5–7]. Since true periodontal regeneration comprises not only the regeneration of the periodontal ligament, but also
the surrounding alveolar bone, cementum,
and also the overlying soft tissues including
new connective and epithelial tissues, complete periodontal regeneration remains but a
desired end goal, with much future research
still necessary to fulfill these criteria predictably. Therefore, the aim of this chapter
is to present research that has been conducted over the years including uses of barrier membranes and bone grafting materials.
We then highlight how growth factors and
biological agents have more recently become
a preferred choice for intrabony and furcation defect regeneration. Lastly, platelet concentrates are described with a large focus on
the number of randomized clinical trials that
now support the use of platelet rich fibrin
(PRF) for the repair/regeneration of intrabony and furcation defects.
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. Role of barrier membranes in
periodontal regeneration
The use of barrier membranes for guided
tissue regeneration (GTR) represents one of
the first modalities adapted for periodontal
regeneration. It was originally believed that
in order to optimize periodontal regeneration, cells from periodontal ligament and
alveolar bone should be exclusively separated
from the overlaying soft tissues (epithelium
or fibrous connective tissue) in order to
allow repopulation of the periodontal defects
(Figure 9.2). In 1982, Nyman et al. first introduced this concept using a cellulose acetate

laboratory filter by Millipore to act as a barrier separating periodontal structures from
overlaying soft tissues [8]. Today, a variety
of barrier membranes derived from several
sources have been developed with a number
of necessities including biocompatibility with
host tissues, space-making characteristics,
mechanical strength, and ideal degradation properties all being requirements for
GTR treatment of periodontal intrabony or
furcation defects.
Although findings from initial studies
utilizing barrier membranes confirmed
greater clinical attachment levels [9], a
second surgery was required to remove the
membrane and was shown to compromise
some of the beneficial effects obtained during the regenerative procedure [10]. These
drawbacks often outweighed the positive
benefits and for these reasons, collagen
absorbable membranes have since been
developed [11]. Today a wide variety of
resorbable barrier membranes are available,
with various reported degradation rates
and fabrication sources most suitable for
the clinician’s preferences. Still, complete
periodontal regeneration is not possible
utilizing barrier membranes alone.

. Role of bone-grafting
materials in periodontal
regeneration

Figure . Schematic drawing illustrating the
principle of guided tissue regeneration. A barrier
membrane is used to form a secluded space with the
aim to prevent the apical growth of gingival cells
and allow cells from the periodontal ligament and
alveolar bone to repopulate the space under the
membrane. (Courtesy of DD Bosshardt).
Source: Bosshardt et al. 2015 [2]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley & Sons.

Much can be dedicated to the role and
improvements in bone-grafting materials
over the years. Originally, grafts were developed to serve as a passive, structural supporting network with the main criteria being
biocompatibility, but advancements made in
the field of tissue engineering have introduced a large array of materials, each possessing various advantages and disadvantages.
The global market has now surpassed 3 billion U.S. dollars per year and as the population ages, the number of bone-grafting procedures for diseases such as osteoporosis,
arthritis, tumors, or trauma will continue to
rise [12].
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Bone grafts are typically characterized into
four groups, including autografts, allografts,
xenografts, and alloplasts. While autogenous bone is considered the gold standard
for a wide variety of grafting procedures
[13], its main drawback includes its fast
turnover rate, which prevents its effectiveness for intrabony defect regeneration.
Furthermore, a limited supply is another
drawback. Therefore, bone allografts harvested from another human cadaver has
been the most common alternative. Freeze
or fresh-frozen bone, freeze-dried bone allograft (FDBA) and demineralized freeze-dried
bone allograft (DFDBA) have all been utilized successfully for the regeneration of
intrabony/furcation defects [14–17]. Similarly, while certain countries do not allow
the use of allografts, xenografts derived
from various animal sources have also been
widely used [18–22]. Lastly, alloplasts are
synthetically developed bone replacement
grafts fabricated from various laboratory
materials including hydroxyapatite and betatricalcium phosphate. Although they demonstrate some advantages when compared to
open flap debridement (OFD) alone [23–29],
the majority of clinicians do not fully support their use when compared to allografts or
xenografts.

. Biologic agents/growth
factors for periodontal
regeneration
The use of biologic agents such as growth
factors to promote periodontal regeneration
has increased tremendously during the
last decade in periodontology. A variety of
novel research in the mid-1990s focused
on developing delivery systems for growth
factors accordingly to support periodontal
regeneration. Since the regeneration of
periodontal tissues is much more complex
than most tissues due mainly to the fact
it comprises many tissues/cell types from

different embryonic origins, a variety of
biological agents including enamel matrix
derivate (EMD), platelet-derived growth
factor-BB
(rhPDGF-BB),
recombinant
human fibroblast growth factor-2 (rhFGF-2),
bone morphogenetic proteins BMPs (BMP-2
and BMP-7), teriparatide PTH, and growth
differential factor-5 (GDF-5). PRP and PRF
have been investigated for periodontal
regeneration. The understanding of root
cementum development and formation
led to the development of EMD where the
proteins comprised within EMD, mainly
amelogenins, were aimed at mimicking
normal tissue development [30–34]. Similarly, rhPDGF was granted FDA approval
for both medical and dental purposes and
has been the first such growth factor of its
kind [35,36]. Its main action is to promote
rapid cell migration, proliferation, and angiogenesis to wound sites, and research has
further shown it supports intrabony defect
regeneration in human randomized clinical
trials [37–48].
Derived from megakaryocytes, platelets
are small irregular cells with a diameter
of 2 to 4 micrometers. Platelets have an
average life span of 8 to 12 days, with normal platelets count between 150,000 and
400,000 platelets/microliter. Their key role
in hemostasis and being a natural source of
growth factor, make platelets a component of
paramount importance during wound healing. Depending on the processing technique,
different types of platelet concentrates have
been described, including but not limited
to platelet rich plasma (PRP), pure platelet
rich plasma (P-PRP), leukocyte- and platelet
rich plasma (L-PRP), and platelet rich fibrin
(PRF). The potential of this substances as a
biologic agent in periodontology relies on the
growth factors stored within platelet alpha
granules including platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF), vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF), insulin-like growth factor
(IGF), platelet-derived angiogenic factor,
and transforming growth factor-beta (TGFB) [49]. An alternative method to obtain
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natural autologous PDGF was first introduced by using PRP, an autologous concentration of growth factors derived from typical
platelets following centrifugation. PRP was
first utilized extensively by many clinicians
in the oral maxillofacial surgery field [50–52]
and has since been extensively utilized for
intrabony defect regeneration mainly in
combination with bone grafts [18,53–67].
While the results from these studies are
somewhat controversial, one of the potential
reasons for these findings was hypothesized
to be due to the use of anti-coagulants in
preparation of the PRP.

. Platelet rich ﬁbrin (PRF) as a
potential autologous biological
agent for periodontal
regeneration
Following the regenerative outcomes with
PRP, several authors began to hypothesize
whether PRF, a natural platelet concentrate
without the use of anti-coagulants, could further improve the outcomes observed with
PRP. PRF not only differs from its predecessor by its lack of anticoagulant use during
preparation, but more importantly it is easier
to fabricate (requires one centrifugation cycle
with less time, as opposed to two centrifugation cycles with PRP) [68]. There are three
main added advantages that further support
its use. First, PRF contains a fibrin network
that facilitates blood clot formation and tissue repair [69]. Secondly, its growth factor
release kinetics have been shown to occur
more slowly when compared to PRP, and
therefore regeneration may take place over a
more extended period of time [70]. Moreover,
PRF contains leukocytes and macrophages,
known cell types implicated in immunity
and host defense [71,72]. Since periodontal
defects are the result of invading bacterial
pathogens, the inclusion of white blood cells
contained within PRF is hypothesized to further act as a bacterial resistant matrix capable
of fighting bacterial pathogens.

. Intrabony defect
regeneration with PRF: results
from controlled clinical trials
To date, 17 randomized clinical trials (RCTs)
have investigated the use of PRF for the
repair/regeneration of periodontal intrabony
defects [73–89]. The various RCTs have compared the additional use of PRF to OFD
versus OFD alone and have further investigated its use with various biomaterials and/or
antibiotics (Table 9.1). The clinical parameters in Table 9.1 are reported in periodontal pocket depth (PPD) reductions and clinical attachment level (CAL) gains following
therapy with PRF. All 17 studies found that
the additional use of PRF increased PPD
reductions and CAL gains when compared
to OFD alone (Table 9.1). Two studies comparing defect healing with PRF versus a bone
grafting material (DFDBA) found no significant differences between treatment groups
(Figures 9.3–9.11) [80,85]. Three studies
found that the use PRF in combination with
a bone-grafting material was superior to
either PRF alone, or bone-grafting material
alone [73,75,86]. It was similarly found that
the supplemental use of PRF in combination with a barrier membrane was superior to barrier membrane alone PPD reductions and CAL gains at intrabony defects
sites [77]. In a recent study, the additional
use of PRF with EMD found no differences
between the test and control (EMD alone)
groups [84].
In summary, the collected RCTs have all
shown that the use of PRF leads to statistically superior CAL gains and PPD reductions
when compared to OFD alone and may be
combined with either a bone graft or barrier
membrane to further enhance results. No differences were reported when EMD was combined with PRF. Despite the large number of
RCTs performed to date (17 trials), it remains
interesting to point out that no histological
study has confirmed whether the results
obtained are truly characterized as periodontal “regeneration” versus periodontal
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Table . Effects of PRF on intrabony defect regeneration (PPD = Probing Periodontal Depth; CAL = Clinical
Attachment Level; OFD = Open Flap Debridement; PRF = Platelet Rich Fibrin; DFDBA = Demineralized
Freeze-Dried Bone Allograft, MF = Metformin; HA = Hydroxyapatite; RSV = Rosuvastatin; DBM = Demineralized
Bone Matrix; ALN = Alendronate; ATV = Atorvastatin; EMD = Enamel Matrix Derivative). Data reports significant
difference between PRF and control.

Author

Defect Healing
#
Time

Groups

𝚫PPD
(mm)

CAL
Gain
(mm)

P Value

Thorat (2011)

32

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

3.56
4.56

2.13
3.69

ΔPPD: <0.01
CAL: <0.01

Sharma (2011)

56

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

3.21
4.55

2.77
3.31

ΔPPD: 0.006
CAL: n.s.

Pradeep (2012)

90

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

2.97
3.90

2.67
3.03

ΔPPD: 0.002
GAL: n.s.

Pradeep (2012)

90

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

2.97
3.77

2.83
3.17

ΔPPD: 0.018
GAL: n.s.

Shah (2015)

40

6 months

OFD + DFDBA
OFD + PRF

3.70
3.67

2.97
2.97

n.s.

Pradeep (2015)

120

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF
ORF + 1% MF
OFD + 1% MF + PRF

3.01
4.01
3.93
4.90

2.96
4.03
3.93
4.90

ΔPPD: <0.001
CAL: <0.001 both
treatment groups

Ajwani (2015)

40

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF

1.60
1.90

1.30
1.80

PPD: <0.001
CAL: <0.001

Elgendy (2015)

40

6 months

OFD + HA
OFD + + HA + PRF

3.42
3.82

3.55
3.90

PPD: <0.02
CAL: <0.027

Agarwal (2016)

60

12 months

OFD +DFDBA
OFD + DFDBA + PRF

3.60
4.15

2.61
3.73

PPD: <0.05
CAL: <0.05

Panda (2016)

32

9 months

barrier membrane
membrane + PRF

3.19
3.88

3.38
4.44

PPD: 0.002
CAL = 0.001

Pradeep (2016)

90

9 months

OFD
3.10
OFD + PRF
4.03
OFD + PRF + 1.2% RSV 4.90

2.47
3.30
3.93

PPD: <0.001
CAL: <0.001

Chatterjee (2016)

90

9 months

OFD
PRF
titanium PRF

3.68
5.46
6.25

4.14
6.57
6.74

PPD and CAL: <0.001
between groups 1 and 2/3
N.S. btw groups 2 and 3

Chandradas
(2016)

36

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF
OFD + PRF + DBM

3.00
3.82
4.25

2.25
3.27
3.92

PPD: <0.001
CAL: <0.001

Pradeep (2016)

90

9 months

OFD
PRF
PRF + ALN

2.86
3.70
4.53

3.03
4.20
5.16

PPD: <0.001
CAL: <0.001

Martande (2016)

96

9 months

OFD
OFD + PRF
OFD + PRF + 1.2%
ATV

2.76
3.76
4.06

2.50
3.40
3.66

PPD and CAL: <0.001
between groups 1 and 2/3
N.S. btw groups 2 and 3

Chadwick (2016)

36

6 months

PRF
DFDBA

2.12
2.00

1.03
1.16

PPD: N.S. CAL: N.S.

Aydemir Turkal
(2016)

28

6 months

EMD
EMD + PRF

3.88
4.00

3.29
3.42

PPD: N.S.
CAL: N.S.
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Figure . Pre-op Probing Depth of a left lower
lateral incisor (23D) (Case performed by resident Dr.
Jane Chadwick under supervision from Dr. Brian
Mealey for Figures 9.3–9.11).

Figure . Flap reflected, defect debrided, perio
probe in defect for measurement.

Figure . Preop bone sounding.
Figure . PRF place into defect and overfilled (PRF
was then compressed with a moist gauze).

Figure . Flaps sutured.

Figure . Preop radiograph with Fixott-Everett grid.
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Figure . Six-month postop probing depth.

Figure . Six-month postop bone sounding.

Figure . Six-month postop radiograph with
Fixott-Everett grid—notice the defect fill when
compared to Figure 9.5 (Case performed by resident
Dr. Jane Chadwick under supervision from Dr. Brian
Mealey).

“repair” (Figure 9.12). Future research is
therefore needed.

. Furcation defect
regeneration with PRF
Similarly, PRF has also been utilized in four
RCTs investigating class II furcation defects
(Table 9.2). In all studies, PRF was shown
to be statistically superior to controls (OFD
alone) and resulted in higher CAL gains [90–
93]. While these studies reveal the potential
for PRF to improve clinical parameters, once
again no data exist to date confirming periodontal regeneration via histological evaluation. Furthermore, while a number of studies
investigating intrabony defect regeneration
have compared PRF to common regenerative
modalities including bone grafts, barrier
membranes or bioactive factors, no study to
date exists for furcation defect regeneration.
Therefore, future RCTs remain needed.

Figure . Light micrograph illustrating
periodontal regeneration as demonstrated by new
periodontal ligament fibers (NPLF) inserting into
new bone (NB) and new cementum (NC).
Source: Bosshardt et al. 2015 [2]. Reproduced with
permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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Table . Effects of PRF on furcation defect regeneration (OFD = Open Flap Debridement; PRF = Platelet Rich
Fibrin; HA = Hydroxyapatite, ALN = Alendronate).

Number
of Cases

Healing
Period

Treatment

Gain in
CAL
(mm)

P value

Author

Defect #

Sharma (2011)

Class II
Furcations

36

9
months

OFD
OFD + PRF

1.28
2.33

<0.001

Bajaj (2013)

Class II
Furcations

72

9
months

OFD
OFD + PRF

1.37
2.87

<0.05

Pradeep (2016)

Class II
Furcations

105

9
months

1. OFD + placebo gel
2. OFD + HA + PRF
3. Rosuvastatin + HA +
PRF

1.82
3.31
4.17

<0.05 between
all groups

Kanoriya (2016)

Class II
Furcations

72

9
months

OFD
OFD+ PRF
ORF + PRF + ALN

2.41
3.69
4.40

<0.05 between
all groups

. Discussion and future
research
Despite the fact that PRF is not commonly
utilized in routine clinical practice by many
clinicians for the regeneration of intrabony
defects, it remains interesting to note that
21 RCTs have thus far evaluated its potential
for periodontal regeneration either for intrabony or furcation defects. While periodontal regeneration remains complex due to the
number of tissues needed to be regenerated
(new cementum, periodontal ligament and
alveolar bone), as well as the fact Sharpey’s
fibers need to be oriented functionally to support the tooth apparatus, it remains difficult
to assess PRF for periodontal regeneration
without histological evidence. Nevertheless,
it is known that periodontal disease is caused
by bacterial pathogens and an increase in
leukocyte number will certainly speed tissue
resolution. Furthermore, angiogenesis is an
important factor for tissue regeneration, and
PRF releases a number of pro-angiogenic and
pro-fibrotic agents capable of speeding periodontal tissue repopulation [7,94].
The biological advantages of PRF have
been shown to act locally by quickly stimulating a large number of cell types by influencing

their recruitment, proliferation, and/or differentiation. These include endothelial cells,
gingival fibroblasts, chondrocytes, and
osteoblasts, thereby having a potential effect
on either soft- or hard-tissue repair [95,96].
While it is known that beneficial effects of
PRF may partially be due to the large number
of secreted autologous blood-derived growth
factors, it remains of interest to determine
how these may compare to the food and drug
administration (FDA)–approved recombinant proteins PDGF and BMP2 [35,36,97,98].
Interestingly, although recombinant proteins
have a regenerative potential well documented in the literature [99–101], their
associated costs and other secondary adverse
effects including biocompatibility, lower
stability and potential swelling, may favor
the use of autogenous PRF [102,103]. Future
cost-benefit research remains necessary.
Another aspect requiring future research
is to investigate histologically whether PRF
has the same stimulatory effect on soft
and hard tissues as other well-researched
recombinant proteins. The literature to date
seems to indicate that PRF favors soft-tissue
regeneration when compared to hard tissues
[104]. Since periodontitis is characterized
by not only periodontal ligament breakdown
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Figure . Photo of an Erbium:YAG laser. (Image
supplied by Dr. Fabrice Baudot).

but also that of alveolar bone and cementum,
the regenerative potential of each of these
tissues needs to be further characterized via
histological investigations, at least in animal
studies.
It remains interesting to point out that
blood clot formation alone has been shown
to be one of the key necessary features in
order for periodontal regeneration to take
place, as long as bacterial pathogens have
been completely eliminated. Evidence from
the literature suggests that blood clot formation alone is enough to treat a number
of intrabony defects where space maintenance is not an issue [94]. For such procedures, the additional use of PRF acts primarily in a similar fashion whereby the PRF
scaffold can be inserted into the periodontal

Figure . The Erbium:YAG laser allows optimal
precision required for minimally invasive surgery.
(Case performed by Dr. Fabrice Baudot).

Figure . Intra-operative view with microsurgical
access to the deep periodontium: aggressive
periodontitis. Note the tissue stability. (Case
performed by Dr. Fabrice Baudot).

pocket acting as a clot, favoring tissue regeneration. Future research is therefore needed
to determine what factors in the PRF clots
(cells/leukocytes, growth factors, or fibrin
matrix) are most necessary to help regenerate periodontal tissues.
Interestingly, the use of PRF has been
shown to decrease the rate of localized alveolar osteitis 9.5-fold following third molar
extractions, suggesting a beneficial wound
healing effect of PRF in extraction sites [105].

Figure . Pre-operative x-ray of an aggressive
periodontitis, in smoker patient, 45 years old with
Vitamin D deficiency. (Case performed by Dr. Fabrice
Baudot).
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Figure . Completion of the micro-surgical
approach utilizing the Erbium:YAG laser in
combination with PRF. The PRF membranes are
packed within the intrabony defects and sutured for
stability. (Case performed by Dr. Fabrice Baudot).

This may be due to the presence of leukocytes
in PRF. For intrabony periodontal defects,
the presence of leukocytes in PRF may
improve anti-bacterial host defense, however
no basic science experiments have investigated this phenomenon. Furthermore, much
research looking into photodynamic therapy (Er:YAG lasers) for periodontal decontamination has been investigated utilizing
micro-surgical debridement of pockets (Figures 9.13 and 9.14) [106]. From this perspective, such treatments have been combined
with PRF and demonstrated quite favor-

Figure . Post-operative view after two months of
an aggressive periodontitis treated by microsurgical
protocol and flapless PRF. Note the access to oral
hygiene and the tissue stability after a two-month
healing period. (Case performed by Dr. Fabrice
Baudot).

able results (Figures 9.15–9.18). While this
area of research remains preliminary, future
investigation aims to reveal this combination
approach as a potential source for regeneration of periodontal and peri-implant defects.
In conclusion, the literature shows that
the use of PRF is able to significantly
improve PPD reductions and CAL gains in a
large number of RCTs. Nevertheless, future
research is necessary to further characterize
histologically periodontal regeneration utilizing PRF.
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Platelet Rich Fibrin as an Adjunct to Implant Dentistry
Howard Gluckman
Abstract
Dental implants have gradually become the standard of care for the treatment of missing teeth.
Today the potential for osseointegration is no longer considered a question, but rather a certainty in
implant dentistry. As with all successful techniques, the focus has now shifted to the finer details of
treatment protocols and techniques. In recent years, the speed and quality of osseointegration and
interventions to improve the bone type to enhance primary stability has received much attention.
This, in turn, has shortened the time to implant loading as well as the ability to achieve desired
treatment goals. Other critical issues now include the long-term aesthetic stability, which is affected
by the periodontal biotype, the quantity and quality of bone supporting the implant, the soft tissue
surrounding the implant, and its restoration among others. Consequently, the issue of maintenance
of these supporting tissues is now known to be critical for the long-term health and stability of the
implant.
Implant placement has, therefore, many factors to consider, as has been highlighted throughout
this textbook. However, this chapter on implant dentistry would be remiss without mentioning
the importance of bone and soft tissues surrounding the implant for long-term success. Today,
the symbiotic relationship between bone and soft tissue to maintain the integrity of the implant is
increasingly being understood. Past and current trends have focused on bone and its augmentation
as keys to implant success, however, it is the symbiotic relationship between the bone and soft tissue
that maintains long-term health and aesthetics. The bone supports the soft tissue and in return
the soft tissue reinforces bone stability. For this reason, it is essential to ensure that implant sites
are developed appropriately to ensure optimum bone and soft tissues. The focus of this chapter,
therefore, deals with the issues of tissue healing around implants, with a focus on bone healing
during osseointegration as well as soft-tissue enhancement around implants with PRF to favor faster
treatment protocols and contribute to their long-term maintenance.
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. Introduction
It is well understood that tooth loss leads to a
reduction in ridge tissue and the most obvious benefit of PRF as a biomaterial is that it
may accelerate growth and healing during the
augmentation and reconstruction of those
sites [1]. One of the first instances where the
clinician may use PRF is within extraction
sockets to limit dimensional changes postextraction, presumably with the intention of
later placing implants. The chapter by Miron
and Du Toit addresses the topic of socket
management with PRF in detail. To follow
thereon, the topic of utilizing PRF at placed
implants is covered within this chapter. As
such, the clinician may have numerous questions in this regard: can I or should I use PRF
when I place implants? What are the benefits? When or how should I use PRF? Unfortunately to date the literature can only in part
contribute to answering these. What is certain is that the loss of ridge architecture following tooth extraction often demands augmentation to provide adequate, healthy hard
and soft tissue to accommodate the future
implant [2,3]. The literature is abundant with
sound data that prescribes to the clinician the
parameters needed—the quantity of healthy
bone and soft tissue [4,5]. Indeed, numerous authors have reported on combining PRF
with augmentation materials at implant sites
[6,7]. The distinction is again made that preimplant site development is not addressed in
this chapter and rather its use with implants
is the focus.
A second distinction can also be made
between PRF’s contribution to hard-tissue
healing and soft-tissue healing. To address
the latter, it may be noted that the critical
importance of soft-tissue quality and volume
at implants is a more recent focus of attention [4,8,9]. Sufficient, stable bone is key to
the long-term success of implants and the
difficulty in predictably regenerating this
bone when lost remains a major challenge
[2]. It has been shown that a minimum of 2
to 4 mm of bone around the implant is essential to maintain stability of the soft tissue.

Vice versa, it is essential that a minimum of 2
to 3 mm of attached soft-tissue thickness in
both the vertical and horizontal dimension
be present to protect bone from resorption
[4,5]. Far too often, one or the other of these
components is neglected which leads to
potential long-term breakdown [10–12]. As
such, the clinician may seek to better understand what effects PRF may provide, not only
during osseointegration but also for the healing of soft and hard tissues during implant
placement.
Hereafter the topic of PRF’s use with
dental implants is explored, describing
the contributions of this material’s growth
promoting factors that may contribute to the
success and performance of these biomedical
devices. Its use during implant placement
may include the treatment of peri-implant
defects, osseointegration, and soft-tissue
healing at implant sites.

. PRF treatment of
peri-implant defects
The two peri-implant defect types receiving the most attention is coronal bone loss
seen in peri-implantitis and the buccal gap
at immediate implant placement. It is widely
known that immediate implant placement
dictates a more palatal or lingual approach
and a deeper placement to establish primary stability. The so-called buccal gap is
observed as the implant is placed away from
the buccal plate (Figure 10.1) [5]. The literature reports on a variety of approaches
to manage this gap; although no intervention other than allowing a whole blood clot
to organize into bone, or grafting this space
with an assortment of materials [5,13,14]. It
is apparent that PRF may contribute its leukocyte cytokines and growth factors to this process that may have a positive influence on
the healing of this bony defect (Figure 10.2).
Lee and coworkers created buccal gap defects
during implant placement to experimentally
simulate this in an animal model [15]. Positive
results were demonstrated with an increase
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Figure . Implant placement slightly lingually; a
buccal gap is created between the implant surface
and the buccal bone wall.

in bone volume in the defect area and in
the interthread spaces when augmented with
PRF. Additional studies have also shown that
PRF alone or with particulate bone material
in non-infective peri-implant defects showed
high bone to implant contact (BIC) of 61%
and 73% respectively [16,17]. As such the literature seems to support the use of PRF as
beneficial during the filling within this buccal
gap during immediate placement, or in combination with a bone biomaterial.

Contrary to the augmentation of the buccal gap, treating peri-implant defects as a
result of peri-implantitis is far more complex
[18]. This topic remains largely unresolved
and its exact etiology with reliable treatment
options is poorly understood [19]. That said,
various reports have now investigated the
use of PRF in human studies [20]. In such a
study, the implants had full thickness flaps
raised and decontaminated. The experimental group additionally utilized PRF placed
within the bone defect before the flap was
closed. When healing occurred with PRF, a
minor difference in probing depth reduction
was seen [20]. Furthermore, clinical attachment levels seemed to benefit and an increase
in keratinized mucosa was reported. These
results suggest that PRF may be beneficial
for the treatment of peri-implantitis defects;
however, much further research remains necessary to validate these preliminary findings.
Again, the clinician should be aware that the
treatment of peri-implantitis is at present
unpredictable, with great variations in bone
defects and diverse responses to treatment
[21].

. PRF and soft-tissue healing
at implants

Figure . The buccal gap filled with PRF.

It has been shown that thick soft tissue favors
coronal peri-implant bone stability [4,5,8].
As mentioned previously, a symbiosis relationship between bone and soft tissue is necessary to maintain the stability and integrity
of the implant. Bone and its augmentation
in numerous reconstruction techniques
traditionally has been a keen topic in implant
dentistry [2]. Current understanding now
stresses the importance of bone to maintain
the soft tissue and the soft tissue to reinforce
bone stability. The lack of adequate soft- and
hard-tissue development could be one of the
reasons why high levels of peri-implantitis is
observed in the current literature [22]. This
raises the question, “could PRF contribute to
soft-tissue healing and augmentation when
placed within soft-tissue flaps raised during
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Figure . Case presentation with a missing central incisor. Lack of facial-lingual thickness.

implant placement?” The concept certainly
seems biologically plausible by locally
applying an autogenous biomaterial rich
in growth factors that stimulate neoangiogenesis and collagen formation within the
soft-tissue flap atop an implant (Figures 10.3–
10.9). Moreover, PRF when compressed into
membranes can maintain the integrity of
an augmentation procedure, enhancing
site protection when used in conjunction
with other barrier membranes, and contributing to the healing of the overlying flap
[23,24].
While to date, approximately 164 publications across the health sciences have reported

on PRF and its effect on soft-tissue regeneration and healing, only one study has
reported on PRF and soft-tissue healing at
placed implants [24]. Hehn and coworkers
had experimented with the insertion of PRF
within a split flap at implant placement and
reported this to reduce soft-tissue thickness [25]. These findings here suggest that
splitting the flap may unnecessarily strains
the soft-tissue healing in addition to a full
mucoperiosteal flap raised for implant insertion. An ideal procedure would be to place
the PRF beneath the flap without additionally dividing the tissue. Chapter 2 on the
biological background of PRF may further

Figure . Autogenous bone block harvested from the lower ramus to be utilized in the case presented in
Figure 10.3.
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Figure . Contour augmentation in the esthetic
zone utilizing an autogenous bone block filled with
particulate bone graft.

Figure . Implant placement in the esthetic zone
utilizing a bone-level implant.

shed light on the topic of soft-tissue healing
with PRF.

. Osseointegration
The term osseointegration was introduced
by Brånemark following his work in the early
1950s, and at first was considered a “functional ankylosis,” but was further revised as “a
direct structural and functional connection
between ordered, living bone and the surface
of a load-bearing implant”[26]. In essence,

the placement of a biologically inert material
such as titanium or zirconium will lead to
the apposition of bone around the implant,
which is strong enough to withstand the
forces of occlusion. This demonstrates the
normal physiology of bone in function with
both deposition and resorption with respect
to the load of the implant following integration. The phases of osseointegration are
synonymous with routine inflammation and
wound healing seen in traumatic bone injury
[27]. Trauma by the osteotomy drill cuts
and orderly fractures bone, and ruptures its
supplying blood vessels in the process. This
surgical intervention initiates a cascade of
complex but orderly wound healing events,
highlighted by hemostasis, inflammation,
proliferation, and tissue maturation [28].
The implant osteotomy fills with blood that
coats the implant as it is inserted [29]. Initially, its support is derived entirely from friction with the bone, and is defined as primary
stability. Later, secondary stability is derived
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Figure . Defect augmented with autogenous bone block and particulate bone graft covered with a
collagen barrier membrane and several layers of PRF membranes.

as the blood and cellular products produce
healing that apposes newly formed bone
on the implant surface. Following insertion,
platelets are activated and aggregate, forming
a clot that seals the ruptured vessels at the
osteotomy [29,30]. The platelets degranulate
and release a variety of growth factors and
cytokines that stimulate perivascular cells
during neoangiogenesis [30]. Thereafter,

Figure . PRF membrane utilized on the buccal
surface of the abutment.

activated fibrin within the forming clot provides a provisional matrix within the wound
microspaces surrounding the implant surface
[29,30]. Inflammatory cells are then recruited
from the vessels and into the wound to participate in clearing debris. This ingress of
leukocytes also contributes to the overall
increase in release of inflammatory cytokines
that recruit future cells, kill bacteria, clean
the wound, and promote healing. The inflammatory cytokines recruit macrophages that
migrate to the area to remove tissue debris
and mediate the inflammatory process [30].
Macrophages also secrete growth factors that
recruit fibroblasts to synthesize collagen to
reinforce the wound matrix [30]. Osteoclasts
initially resorb the microscopic fractured
bone, and in turn release growth factors
from bone that stimulate osteoblasts. The
perivascular cells also migrate to the healing
bone and implant surface and differentiate
into osteoblasts [29,30]. These cells then produce a matrix that mineralizes, producing
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Figure . Provisionalization of the left maxillary central incisor.

woven bone within the first and second
weeks. With time the bone is remodeled and
ordered into trabeculae via osteoblast and
osteoclast interactions [29,30].
Since these highly complex interactions
between cells and their products of inflammation is the basis of osseointegration, it is
therefore biologically feasible to apply PRF
in the osteotomy to promote these processes
(Figure 10.10). Although the scientific data
is sparse with respect to PRF and implants,
there is an enormous amount of data that
can be extrapolated to contribute to educated
clinical decision making.

. Techniques to improve
primary stability in poor bone
quality
Primary stability is key for the success of
osseointegration [31]. Fibrous encapsulation
of the implant may result when there is no

Figure . Implant surface coated with
blood-derived growth factors prior to implant
placement.

primary stability leading to early failure. It is
essential during the first 6 weeks following
implant placement until secondary stability
is established [27]. Gaining stability during
implant placement is easily accomplished in
hard bone (types 1 and 2). However, in type
3, 4, and 5 bone, this is not as predictably
achieved. As such, various techniques have
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been proposed with the aim of improving primary stability in such cases.
1. Under-preparation of the osteotomy
site
This is an old technique typically omitting the final osteotomy preparation drill
from the drilling sequence [32]. The rationale of the technique is that the implant
itself will then partially compact the bone
as it is inserted and hence improve primary stability. This leads to an improvement in the initial BIC due to the compression of the fine trabeculae. Utilizing
this approach depends on the initial bone
density, since the softer the bone, the less
drills are required, and a wider implant
may be placed to increase the compression and thus favors primary stability.
This is a very simple concept however
very experience-dependent; and inadvertent over-compression of the osteotomy
may result in bone loss [33].
2. Osteotome bone condensation
In this technique the osteotomy is not
prepared by a drilling sequence but
rather sequential compression by sharp
osteotomes [34]. These lancing instruments apply force by hand and mallet to
advance the osteotomy size correct to the
implant. In the lower jaw mobility renders
the technique obsolete, and thus it is primarily utilized in the maxilla where bone
density is poorer and the head remains
immobile. The technique is, however,
quite traumatic since the malleting is not
well tolerated by most patients and should
be avoided when possible. If the technique
is to be used, the operator’s leg may
support the head to dissipate the force.
The clinician is to note there have been
reports of vestibulocochlear disturbances
resulting from malleting force and the
patient may suffer from a postoperative
vertigo [35].
Like the “under preparation of the
osteotomy drilling” technique, osteotome
preparation has been shown to result in
bone loss [36]. This is possibly a result of

over-compression of the bone beyond its
elastic limit.
3. Osseodensification
This technique has been newly introduced
and utilizes a specialized set of burs with
uniquely designed flutes that when operated in reverse will condense the bone
instead of removing it by cutting [37]. This
results in bone particles being deposited in
the wall of the osteotomy rather than being
carried out. Histological confirmation of a
greater BIC and denser bone at the implant
site with higher implant stability quotient
values (ISQ) have been reported [37,38].
4. Implant design
The design of the implant plays a major
role in primary stability with two aspects
being important. The first is the implant’s
body design. Parallel walled implants will
have poorer primary stability than an
implant that has a tapered design. The
tapered design itself has the ability to
increase the primary stability as a result
of a wedging effect [39]. The second factor is its thread design. Implants with very
short threads, and threads spaced closely
together, tend to have poorer primary stability than implants with wider and more
aggressive cutting threads. Logically, better primary stability can be achieved with
implants having more aggressive threads
in poor bone density [40]. One would
usually use this in conjunction with the
under-preparation of the osteotomy. It is
important to note that wider threads in
practicality equate to a wider implant. The
operator needs to be aware of the space
required to accommodate these.

. The use of PRF at osteotomy
preparation
The high predictability of osseointegration
has prompted clinicians and researchers
to push the boundary to accelerate healing
and expedite the completion of treatment.
Developments in micro-roughened implant
surface technology has largely facilitated this
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and successfully shown to increase ISQ at
shorter time intervals [41]. This means a
restoration present in the mouth earlier for
the patient and patient functioning earlier
than previously possible. The downside,
however, is that micro-roughened implant
surfaces may be more susceptible to bacterial
colonization and peri-implantitis [42].
Numerous studies over the years have
investigated implant surfaces enhanced
with growth factors with varying results
[43]. Some studies utilizing cell adhesion
molecules or bone morphogenic proteins
(BMPs) can increase osteoblastic differentiation and functional integration and
have shown increases in BIC values [44].
PRF delivers platelets and leukocytes to the
wound or osteotomy and releases growth
factors locally (namely platelet-derived
growth factor [PDGF], transforming growth
factor-β, insulin-like growth factor (IGF), and
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF))
that accelerate the healing process by
attracting undifferentiated endothelial cells
and mesenchymal cells to the injured site

Figure . Case presentation with four missing
maxillary incisors.

[27,28,45]. This theoretically could improve
the healing response around implants (Figures 10.11–10.14). A recent study reported
increased ISQ values during the early healing

Figure . Implant bed preparation and insertion of PRF membranes into defect sites.
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Figure . Implant placement with PRF membranes utilized on the buccal surface.

. The future of PRF and
implants

Figure . Final case presentation with four
implants placed in the anterior maxilla.

period when PRF was applied inside the
osteotomy during insertion and the implant
itself coated in plasma extruded from the
PRF [46]. However, these studies have
showed statistically significant improvement
in type 2 bone, limited data exists supporting
other types of bone, and it is typically types
3 and 4 of poorer density that presents
clinical challenges. The significance of PRF
and implants seems to be limited to the
early stages of osseointegration. This is an
interesting development in PRF’s uses and
deserves much further research.

A consistent theme in discussions regarding PRF is that experts on the topic are
recommending more research to substantiate the exciting possibilities it presents.
The potential for PRF in conjunction with
implant therapy is limitless. While some
studies have investigated PRF’s value in accelerating osseointegration, some evidence has
been provided and even more will be needed
to fully determine its evidence-based validity.
Likely a great opportunity presents in inquiring PRF’s potential when combined with particulate bone material at guided bone regeneration (GBR) procedures with implants.
Similarly, the question whether PRF can augment soft tissue thickness at implants and
contribute to coronal bone stability remains
unanswered. These are exciting times in
implant dentistry and much awaits to be discovered regarding the use of PRF in conjunction with placed dental implants.
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Abstract
Barrier membranes have played a prominent role in regenerative dentistry since the mid-1980s
by preventing infiltration of fast-growing soft tissues from slower-growing bone and mineralized
tissues. These concepts were first applied to teeth in what is now known as “guided tissue regeneration” (GTR) and were shortly thereafter utilized in bone as “guided bone regeneration” (GBR).
Over the years, much development has been made with respect to the osteoconduction and biocompatibility of bone-grafting materials as well as barrier membranes. While original PTEF nonresorbable membranes were first utilized requiring a second surgical procedure, thereby increasing
patient morbidity, more recently various biodegradable collagen membranes, biodegradable polymers, as well as platelet rich fibrin (PRF) have been developed as next-generation membranes for
GBR procedures. Similarly, bone-grafting materials were first utilized as passive materials, yet have
more recently gained additional advantages by employing biologics to speed new bone formation,
including various growth factors and bioactive modifiers. Despite bone morphogenetic proteins
being deemed the gold standard to facilitate new bone formation, a concurrent wave of research
derived from platelet concentrates (platelet rich plasma (PRP)) have been found to speed angiogenesis, a key component of bone regeneration. While the effects of utilizing PRP has been heavily
debated in the literature due to their incorporation of anti-coagulants, a second more autologous
platelet concentrate (PRF) has seen more frequent use in dentistry due to its easier preparation
protocols and additional handling benefits. This chapter focuses on the history of GBR, currently
utilized biomaterials, and discusses the advantages and limitations for combining PRF into routine
GBR procedures.
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periodontists, and more frequently general
dentists for the successful and predictable
regeneration of periodontal and bone tissues.
Interestingly, in the mid-1980s, a series of
studies occurred based on the hypothesis
that in order to optimize tissue regeneration
of periodontal and alveolar bony structures,
the overlaying fast-growing soft tissues
needed to be excluded [1]. Since then, a
plethora of research in both the periodontal
field as well as the bone regeneration field
have exploded in popularity with various
methods and biomaterials being utilized to
facilitate this task.
Another popular trend in recent years
has been related to the development of
platelet rich fibrin (PRF), which was initially
introduced in 2001 [2]. Since then, a rapid
growth in use has been observed due to its
100% naturally derived autologous source
of growth factors obtained at relatively low
cost. PRF differs significantly from previous
platelet formulations including platelet
rich plasma (PRP) and platelet rich growth
factors (PRGF) in that it does not contain
anti-coagulants and thus forms a fibrin
clot during the centrifugation process. It is
therefore not a liquid and instead acts as a
clot containing numerous autologous growth
factors. PRF can either be cut into small
pieces and combined with various bone biomaterials/grafting materials, or subsequently
flattened and utilized as a barrier membrane
in GTR/GBR procedures. It offers numerous
advantages when compared to traditional
collagen membranes in that it contains
autologous growth factors as well as living
host-immune leukocytes. These cells act to
fight against incoming pathogens and therefore the rate of infection may be reduced
as much as 10-fold [3]. For these reasons,
PRF membranes bear the advantage in that
they may be left exposed to the oral cavity
without much fear of contamination due to
their abundant supply of host-immune cells
capable of fighting pathogens from the oral
cavity. Nevertheless, while the effects of PRF
on angiogenesis have been well documented,
the subsequent influence on bone regener-

ation and GBR procedures has been scarce.
The majority of the literature to date has
focused solely on its influence on soft-tissue
wound healing [4] with limited data available
investigating its effect on bone regeneration.
This chapter aims to provide an overview
of GBR and the most commonly utilized
biomaterials, and thereafter highlights the
effects of PRF in GBR procedures either
utilized in combination with a bone-grafting
material, or serving as a barrier membrane.

. Overview of GBR
In order to maintain stable teeth and
implants, a sufficient quantity of bone
volume in the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the alveolar ridge is mandatory [5].
Interestingly, the concept of GBR and the use
of barrier membranes were introduced in the
field of periodontology and implant dentistry
nearly 30 years ago [6–9]. These concepts
were derived from the fact that different rates
of cell growth and migration properties were
observed between alveolar soft tissues when
compared to underlying hard tissues [6].
The concept originally attempted to hamper
fast-growing non-functional epithelial cells
from infiltrating into bone defects to allow
for the unimpaired healing of slower growing
bone [10] (Figure 11.1 and 11.2). Over the
years, a variety of additional parameters
including space maintenance, ability to
form a blood clot, mechanical stabilization,
cellular infiltration potential, biocompatibility, and resorption properties have been
investigated to achieve more favorable bone
tissue healing [11].
Although originally synthetic expanded
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes
were shown to provide successful outcomes
[6,7], it was later argued that a second surgical
intervention mandatory to remove the barrier membrane provided additional patient
morbidity, which could be prevented by utilizing biodegradable materials [12,13]. For
these reasons, resorbable collagen and synthetic membranes have become available in
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commercially available products brought to
market on a yearly basis [5,18]. Below we
summarize the available options and later
present PRF as a low-cost, easily producible
membrane derived from 100% autologous
sources as its potential use in combination
with bone grafting materials as well as acting
as a functional living autogenous barrier
membrane.

. Available options of GBR

Figure . Illustration of standard guided bone
regeneration procedure around a dental implant.
First the bone-grafting material is placed in the bone
defect and thereafter a barrier membrane is utilized
to prevent soft-tissue infiltration into bone.
Regeneration may then take place due to the space
maintenance ability of the barrier membrane.

the last decade practically replacing original
PTFE membranes.
Overall, GBR has seen extremely high
predictable results with well-established and
well-documented protocols leading to high
implant survival rates ranging from 91.9%
to 92.6% during a median follow-up of 12.5
years in current prospective long-term studies [5]. Various animal and clinical studies
have further demonstrated the successful
applicability of GTR in periodontal defects
including intrabony, furcation recession, and
supra-alveolar defects [14–17]. Nevertheless, a sufficient primary wound closure is
mandatory using standard GBR-techniques
to prevent soft-tissue ingrowth, bacterial
contamination, early membrane degradation, or soft-tissue dehiscence and graft
exposure.
Membranes for GBR have ranged tremendously with hundreds of commercially available products now available. Furthermore,
bone grafting and bone substitute materials
have reached a multi-billion-dollar per year
industry with an exponential growth in

Fundamental requirements for biomaterials utilized in GBR are biocompatibility of
the material to prevent an adverse host
reaction and certain degradability properties to allow adequate bone regeneration
and eventual replacement with native host
bone. Ideally, GBR materials must provide
proper mechanical strength to guarantee
space maintenance for migrating cells from
the surrounding bone tissue to facilitate bone
regeneration. Therefore, barrier membranes
must prevent the infiltration of fibrous tissue (cell-occlusiveness properties) to avoid
impaired bone healing, whereas the bonegrafting material must facilitate the migration of osteogenic cells such as osteoblasts to
the material surface [19]. A wide range of barrier membranes have been made commercially available for various clinical approaches
with distinct advantages and disadvantages of
each presented in Table 11.1 and summarized
below [19–21].

. Non-resorbable PTFE
membranes
Non-resorbable
membranes
include
expanded, high-density and titaniumreinforced expanded polytetrafluoroethylene
(e-,d-PTFE and Ti-e-PTFE) membranes
[21]. In general, the main disadvantage
of synthetic non-resorbable membranes
is the requirement for a second surgical
intervention to remove the membrane since
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Figure . Clinical demonstration of a GBR procedure performed in a horizontal deficiency of the alveolar
crest around a dental implant. Following implant placement, bone-grafting materials may be packed on the
buccal aspect with a barrier membrane utilized to prevent soft-tissue infiltration. Lower image demonstrates
re-entry after 5 months with new bone formation.

they are not biodegradable (Figure 11.3)
[22]. Although the use of ePTFE membranes
have demonstrated higher levels of new
bone formation and clinical attachment
levels around teeth [23], the requirement
of a second surgical intervention to remove
the barrier 4 to 6 weeks after implantation

is a significant drawback often resulting in
re-injury of tissues [19]. Furthermore, the
second surgical procedure leads to extra
surgical time and therefore incurs additional
costs and patient discomfort. For the abovementioned reasons, PTFE membranes are
seldom utilized in modern dentistry.

Nonresorbable
membranes

Membranes

Titanium
mesh

d-PTFE

e-PTFE

M-TAM

Frios BoneShields

Tocksystem Mesh

Ti-Micromesh ACE

Non-resorbable
ACE

TefGen FD

Cytoplast

High-density
Gore-Tex

Gore-Tex-TI

Gore-Tex

Commercial name

Dentsply Friadent,
Germany

Tocksystem, Italy

W. L. Gore &
Associates, Inc.,
USA
Osteogenics
Biomedical., USA
Lifecore
Biomedical, Inc.,
USA
Surgical supply,
Inc., USA
Surgical supply,
Inc., USA

W. L. Gore &
Associates, Inc.,
USA

W. L. Gore &
Associates, Inc.,
USA

Manufacturer and
nation

Ti

d-PTFE

Ti-e-PTFE

e-PTFE

Material

Easy to detach
Limited cell
proliferation
Ideal long term
survival rate
Minimal resorption
and inflammation
Sufficient bone to
regenerate
Excellent tissue
compatibility

<0.2 μm pores
0.2 mm thick
1700mm pores
0.1mm thick
0.1 to 6.5mm pore
0.1mm thick
0.03mm pores
0.1mm thick
1700mm pores
0.1 to 0.3mm thick

Primary closure
unnecessary

Avoid a secondary
surgery

Titanium should
not be exposed
Commonly used in
ridge augmentation

Longest clinical
experience

Comments

0.2–0.3 μm pores

<0.3 μm pores

0.2 μm pores

Most stable space
maintainer
Filler material
unnecessary

Properties
Good space
maintainer
Easy to handle

Table . List of available membranes for guided tissue regeneration. Source: Zhang et al. 2013 [19]. CC-BY.
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Synthetic resorbable
membranes

Polyglycolic acid
Polyglactin 910
Polyglicolid/polyl
actid 9:1

Bioscience Oy,
USA
Johnson &
Johnson, USA

Tolmar, Inc., USA

Biofix

Vicryl

Atrisorb

Poly-DL-lactid/Coglycolid

W. L. Gore &
Associates, Inc.,
USA

Polyganics B.V. NL

Resolut

Vivosorb

DL-lactide-εcaprolactone
(PLCL)

Poly-DL-lactic acid

Kensey Nash
corporation, USA

EpiGuide

Poly-DL-lactide
and solvent

Hydrolyzable
polyester

W. L. Gore &
Associates, Inc.,
USA

OsseoQuest

Well adaptable
Resorption: 4–12
weeks
Resorption: 36–48
weeks
Interesting
resorptive
characteristics
Three-layer
membrane
Resorption: 6–12
weeks
Resorption: 10
weeks
Good space
maintainer
Anti-adhesive
barrier
Up to 8 weeks’
mechanical
properties

Resorption: 24–48
weeks

Resorption: 16–24
weeks

(continued)

Act as a nerve
guide

Good tissue
integration
Separate suture
material

Self-supporting
Support developed
blood clot

Custom fabricated
membrane “Barrier
Kit”

Isolate the space
from cells from soft
tissue and bacteria
Woven membrane
Four prefabricated
shapes

Good tissue
integration
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Natural biodegradable
material

Membranes

Table . (Continued)

Porcine I and III

Osteohealth
Company, SUI

Bio-Gide

Bovine I
Porcine I

3M ESPE, USA

Citagenix, CAN

BIOMET 3i, USA
OraPharma, Inc.,
USA

Biosorb membrane

Neomem

OsseoGuard

Ossix

Bovine I

Bovine I

Zimmer, USA

Bio-mend

Bovine I

Patients’ own blood

Material

BTI Biotechnology
Institute, Vitoria,
Spain

Manufacturer and
nation

Plasma rich in
growth
factors(PRGFEndoret)

Commercial name

Resorption: 16–24
weeks

Resorption: 24–32
weeks

Properties
Abundant growth
factors and
proteins mediate
cell behaviors
Different
formulations for
various usages
Total resorption
Resorption: 24
weeks
Mechanical
strength: 7.5 MPa
Resorption: 8
weeks
Mechanical
strength: 3.5–22.5
MPa
Resorption: 26–38
weeks
Double-layer
product
Resorption: 26–38
weeks
Improve the
aesthetics of the
final prosthetics
Increase the woven
bone

Used in severe
cases

Tissue integration

Fibrous network
Modulate cell
activities

Usually used in
combination with
filler materials

Comments
Enhance
osseointegration
and initial implant
stability
Promote new bone
formation
Encourage soft
tissue recovery
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Figure . Non-resorbable PTFE membrane utilized following extraction socket healing with GBR. Advantages
include their ability to prevent soft-tissue infiltration. Their main drawback is, however, the requirement of a
second surgical procedure required to remove the non-resorbable membrane (Case performed by Dr. Michael
A. Pikos).

. Titanium mesh
Due to the high biocompatibility and
strength of titanium, titanium-reinforced
barrier membranes were introduced as an
option for GBR (Figure 11.4). This allows for
superior mechanical support, which favors
a larger space for bone and tissue regrowth
without compression on the underlying
bone. Based on these advantages, titanium

meshes have been more frequently utilized
as non-resorbable membranes [24].

. Collagen-based resorbable
membranes
The main advantage of this second generation resorbable barrier membranes is that
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Figure . Large GBR procedure performed with a titanium grid to protect the graft from pressure. Due to
their high mechanical strength, titanium meshes are frequently utilized due to their space-maintenance ability
and superior strength (Case performed by Dr. Dominique Caspar).

they permit a single-step procedure, thus
alleviating patient discomfort and additional
morbidity/tissue damage caused by a second surgery. Initially, one of the main disadvantages of resorbable membranes was
the unpredictable resorption time, which
directly affects new bone formation [25].
Various barrier membranes each reporting different resorption rates are presented
in Table 11.1 (Figure 11.5). These may be
derived from human skin, bovine achilles
tendon, or porcine skin and have been characterized by their excellent cell affinity and
biocompatibility. While they are most frequently utilized, drawbacks include their lack
of space-maintenance ability/rigidity, high
costs, potential for creating a foreign body
reaction, and risk of infection if left exposed
to the oral cavity.

. Synthetic resorbable
membranes
In addition to collagen resorbable membranes, a series of synthetic resorbable
membranes fabricated from polyesters (e.g.,
poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid)
(PLA), poly(-caprolactone) (PCL), and their

copolymers have been introduced (Table
11.1) [19,26]. Their main advantage is that
polyglycolide or polylactide can be made in
large quantities at low costs with different
physical, chemical, and mechanical properties. Their main disadvantage has been the
fact they are more prone to foreign body
reactions thereby influencing their wound
healing properties. For these reasons, collagen barrier membranes are more frequently
utilized.

. Plasma-rich proteins as
growth factors for membranes
One area of research that has gained more
popularity over the past decade has been the
use of platelet concentrates as potential barrier membranes. Since the 1990s, it has been
known that platelets are critical during the
wound-healing process. PRP was one of the
first autologous modifications that could be
combined with barrier membranes but its
main limiting factor included the use of additional anticoagulants preventing the natural
healing process [27–30].
More recently, PRF was developed [31–35].
The PRF preparation is much simpler only
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Figure . Large GBR procedure performed with a titanium mesh to protect the graft from pressure. Due to
the high mechanical strength, titanium meshes are frequently utilized due to their space-maintenance ability.
Platelet rich fibrin (PRF) is utilized above and below the titanium to improve vascularization to both bone and
soft tissues (Case performed by Dr. Michael A. Pikos).
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(c)

(d)

Figure . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis of collagen barrier membrane. a,b Membrane surface
reveals many collagen fibrils that are intertwined with one another with various diameters and directions
(magnification A = ×50, B = ×200). c High-resolution SEM demonstrates collagen fibrils ranging in diameter
between 1 and 5 μm (magnification = ×1,600). d Cross-sectional view of collagen barrier membrane of
approximately 300 μm (magnification = ×100). Source: Miron et al. 2013 [36]. Reproduced with permission of
Springer-Verlag.

requiring one centrifugation cycle and is less
expensive not requiring any anticoagulant/
activator additives. PRF clots may also be
compressed into flattened fibrin able to
serve as a barrier membrane during GBR
procedures (Figure 11.6) [36]. This fibrin
scaffold can then be used as a natural barrier
membrane alone or subsequently cut and
combined with bone grafts discussed later in
this chapter.

. Choice of bone-grafting
materials during GBR procedures
An extensive array of bone grafts is currently available on the market. While the
goal of this chapter is not to go in detail
of the available options, it is noteworthy,
however, to mention that most GBR procedures are routinely augmented with bone

grafts, which may consist of either utilizing
autografts, allografts, xenografts, and alloplasts (synthetic bone grafts) (Table 11.2)
[37]. Naturally, autogenous bone grafts are
still considered the gold standard due to their
combined osteoconductive, osteoinductive,
and osteogenic properties [38]. However,
the availability is limited and the harvesting procedure leads to donor site morbidity [39]. Allografts demonstrate good osteoconductive properties and certain classes are
known to be slightly osteoinductive, which
is attributed to the release of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) in the demineralized grafts [40]. Xenografts are available from
different species (bovine, porcine, equine)
and have exclusive osteoconductive properties. Similarly, synthetic materials (hydroxyappatite, tri-calcium phosphate, biphasic
calcium phosphate, and bioactive glass) display osteoconductive properties with no
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Table . Classification of bone grafting materials used for the regeneration of periodontal intrabony defects.
Material Characteristic

Ideal

Autograft

Allograft

Xenograft

Alloplast

Biocompatibility

+

+

+

+

+

Safety

+

+

+

+

+

Surface characteristics

+

+

+

+

+

Geometry

+

+

+

+

+

Handling

+

+

+/−

+

+

Mechanical characteristics

+

+

+/−

+

−

Osteogenic

+

+

−

−

−

Osteoinductivity

+

+

+/−

−

−

Osteoconductivity

+

+

+

+

+

osteogenic or osteoinductive potential currently available on the market [37,39,41.]

. Alternative strategies to
induce new bone formation
during GBR procedures
All bone-grafting materials provide the
essential osteoconductive properties in
that they facilitate three-dimensional bone
regrowth. Nevertheless, the main feature
sought by many clinicians is the ability for a
bone grafting material to provide osteoinduction [42]. Therefore, two main strategies
exist, whereby bone grafting materials may
either be combined with 1) osteogenic cells
or mesenchymal stem cells or 2) bioactive
growth factors [43–45]. This first approach
aims to utilize mesenchymal stem cells for
regenerative procedures by isolating stem
cells and seeding them directly onto bone
scaffolds [46]. While this strategy has shown
positive outcomes in randomized clinical
trials, the complexity of such procedures
limits its current use as a viable treatment
option for everyday dental practice. The
more utilized scenario has therefore been the
combination of bone grafting materials with
the use of biological agents/growth factors
capable of speeding new bone formation
including BMPs, enamel matrix derivative,
or platelet-derived growth factor [22,47,48].

Of this group, it has been especially demonstrated that BMP2 has the most potent
ability to induce new bone formation, which
has been commercially available with FDA
approval [44,49–53]. Interestingly, PRP and
PRF have also been investigated as bioactive
modifiers as potential sources of growth
factors for bone regeneration. The rest of
this chapter focuses specifically on the use of
PRF during GBR procedures.

. Recent surgical approaches
using PRF in combination with
GBR
To date, there exist two methods to combine
PRF with GBR procedures. The first acts as
a barrier membrane, whereby the PRF scaffolds can be flattened into natural autologous
barrier membranes with a resorption time
of between 10 to 14 days and serves to provide additional wound healing properties to
the overlaying soft tissues (Figure 11.3). The
second aim is to supply bone-grafting particles with PRF by cutting PRF membranes
into small “fragments” and thereafter mixing
them with bone-grafting materials. This has
been shown to improve the handling properties of bone grafts by making them “stickier”
but also additionally provides the proteins
and growth factors responsible for facilitating angiogenesis of bone biomaterials. Below
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we highlight these two separate techniques in
case reports.

. PRF as a barrier membrane
in GBR procedures
As expressed in previous sections of this
chapter, the main principles of GBR are to
protect the slower growing bone tissues from
fast-growing soft tissues. To accomplish this
task, a variety of barrier membranes have
been brought to market especially in recent
years. While initially PRF was utilized for
a variety of biological procedures in dentistry, it became clear that its main effects
on soft tissues led to the hypothesis that PRF
could potentially serve as a barrier membrane in GBR procedures. It is now well
understood that PRF is able to accomplish
both soft-tissue regeneration of overlaying
tissue, protect the underlying bone tissues
from incoming pathogens (due to its accumulation of host-defense immune cells such as
leukocytes), and facilitate angiogenesis to the
underlying bone structure.
A first case presents a typical PRF membrane following centrifugation (Figure 11.7).
It may easily be compressed in a PRF box
to produce flattened PRF membranes that
may thereafter be used as a replacement
to commonly utilized collagen barrier

membranes. This may therefore serve as
a barrier in simple or complex cases of
GBR either utilized around bone grafts but
also in combination with advanced implant
placement (Figure 11.8). One of the common
questions that frequently arises is whether
PRF should be utilized alone, or concurrently
combined with a collagen barrier membrane.
Furthermore, if combined with a collagen
membrane, should PRF be placed overtop or
underneath this collagen membrane? Following years of research and in agreement with
a recent consensus report, PRF membranes
may be utilized alone for GBR procedures when re-entry is not expected. The
advantages are that the periosteum, which
additionally contains a number of progenitor
cells, is in contact with living cells from the
PRF matrix as opposed to being entirely
blocked by a non-living collagen membrane.
Interestingly, however, if re-entry is expected
and due to the expected attachment occurring between the periosteum and PRF, raising
a subsequent periosteal flap following use of
PRF is more easily accomplished when PRF
is utilized in combination with a collagen
barrier membrane. Therefore, if a two-stage
surgery is expected, PRF should be utilized
in combination with a collagen barrier
membrane whereby the collagen barrier
membrane is placed directly adjacent to the
bone-grafting material to facilitate re-entry,

Figure . Platelet rich fibrin (PRF) scaffolds that have been flattened to be later utilized as barrier membranes
during GBR procedures.
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Figure . Guided bone regenerative procedure performed on a missing upper incisors performed with a
bone-grafting material in combination with liquid PRF. Thereafter, a GBR procedure was performed with a
titanium mesh to protect the graft from pressure (Case performed by Dr. Adina Manuela Hahaianu).

and the PRF membrane placed overtop and
in contact with the soft tissues where it has
a more pronounced effect [4]. In this way
collagen barrier membranes are additionally
protected from membrane exposure leading
to a potential risk of infection.

. PRF in combination with
bone-grafting materials
More recently, PRF has been cut into small
fragments and mixed with bone-grafting
materials. While the effects of platelet
concentrates on bone-forming osteoblast

behavior have been long debated, it is now
generally accepted that PRF acts mainly by
facilitating angiogenesis of bone tissues, a
highly relevant and critical factor during
bone regeneration. For these reasons, two
PRF membranes are seen in Figure 11.9
cut into small fragments and thereafter
mixed with an equal volume of bone-grafting
materials. Similarly, the additional use of
an injectable liquid PRF can thereafter be
combined with bone grafts to improve the
stability of the bone graft by acting as a
“sticky” matrix. One issue that has been
reported in the literature has been whether
the combination of PRF into bone grafts has
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Figure . Example of two PRF membranes that are cut with surgical scissors and thereafter mixed with
particulate bone grafts. Notice the sticky consistency and the better handling properties of bone grafts
following this combination approach.

the potential to act as a bone-inducing agent.
While PRF alone is not considered osteoinductive by its ability to form ectopic bone
formation, its combination with progenitor
cells improves the osteoinductive potential
of stem cells [54]. Therefore, given the right
milieu for bone regeneration, its combination
may improve bone regeneration. Below we
summarize studies on this topic accordingly.

. Studies investigating PRF
for GBR
While PRF has been utilized often in various
studies investigating dimensional changes
post extraction [3,55–59], much less research
has investigated the influence of PRF on pure
bone regeneration during GBR procedures.
In fact, all studies investigating histologically
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or radiographically the effect of PRF on GBR
have been performed in animal studies with
one clinical study investigating implant stability following regeneration with PRF (Table
11.3). In a first study by Liao et al. (2011), PRF
was examined when combined with MSCs
and a GBR membrane to verify the osteogenic
potential of bone substitutes. It was found
that PRF + MSCs have good potential for
bone regeneration, although no valuable controls were investigated supporting the use of
PRF [60]. Thereafter, Ozdemir et al. (2013)
investigated in 24 adult male New Zealand
rabbit’s calvarium 1) empty, 2) PRF, 3) anorganic bovine bone (ABB, BioOss), and 4)
biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) at 1 and
3 months of healing. It was found that significantly more new bone area was noted
in the PRF alone group than in the control group, however, no statistically significant differences were found among PRF, BCP,
and ABB groups after 1 month. PRF and ABB
had superior new bone formation when compared to the control and the BCP group after
3 months [61]. Yoon et al. (2014) investigated the influence of PRF on angiogenesis
and osteogenesis in GBR procedures using a
xenogenic bone graft in rabbit cranial defects
at 1, 2, and 4 months. Each of the experimental sites received bovine bone with PRF,
and each of the control sites received bovine
bone alone; therefore, a direct comparison
was possible. At all experimental time points,
immunostaining intensity for VEGF was consistently higher when PRF was utilized when
compared to the control group. However, the
differences between the control group and
the experimental group were not statistically
significant in the histomorphometrical and
immunohistochemical examinations for new
bone formation [62]. Therefore, PRF did not
additionally improve new bone formation in
this study.
Angelo et al. (2014) reported in the only
clinical study the biomechanical stability of
augmented sites in maxillary bone when bone
grafts were used with or without the addition
of PRF [63]. Eighty-two patients with horizontal atrophy of the anterior maxillary crest

were treated with biphasic (60% HA/40%
bTCP) or monophasic (100% bTCP) bone
grafts with or without addition of PRF [63].
In total, 109 implants were inserted into the
augmented sites with an 8.3 month followup and the insertion-torque-value (ITV) was
measured as a clinical indication of the
(bio)mechanical stability of the augmented
bone. The results from this study concluded
that the use of PRF did not influence late
stability of implants in sites augmented with
a bone-grafting material with/without PRF
[63].
Knapen et al. (2015) investigated the effect
of PRF in a total of 72 hemispheres created in
the calvaria of 18 rabbits and filled with three
different bone fillers: PRF, bovine hydroxyapatite (BHA), BHA + PRF. Empty hemisphere
were used as controls (Figure 11.10) [64]. Six
rabbits were sacrificed at three distinct time
points including at 1 week, 5 weeks, and 12
weeks, and thereafter, histological and histomorphometrical analyses were carried out. It
was found that although at the early phase of
bone regeneration (1 week), a higher proportion of connective tissue colonized the regeneration chamber in the two groups containing BHA particles, no statistical differences
were found within the four groups in terms
of bone quantity and quality at each timepoint (p = .3623) (Figure 11.11) [64]. According to the present study, PRF did not seem to
provide any additional effect on the kinetics
or quantity of bone in the present model for
GBR [64].
Ezirganli et al. (2015) assessed the effects
of PRF, BioOss, and BCP bone grafts on
total volume resorption levels following bone
augmentation in nine New Zealand rabbits
[65]. Computed tomography was performed
at 90, 120, 150, and 180 days. Statistically significant differences between groups DBBG
and BCP were not found; however, statistically significantly lower values were found
between bone BioOss/BCP and PRF (P <
0.001). While this study did not investigate if
bone regeneration could be improved when
combined with PRF, it demonstrated that
GBR alone with PRF is not sufficient [65].

Defect

Guided Osteogenesis in
dogs

rabbits, GBR calvaria

rabbit, calvarial circular
defects

Biomechanic stability after
augmented maxillary

72 hemispheres in rabbits

18 bone defects in rabbits

mice, subcutaneous defects

Author

Liao et al. (2011)

Ozdemir et al.
(2013)

Yoon et al. (2014)

Angelo et al. (2015)

Knapen et al.
(2015)

Ezirganly et al.
(2015)

Kawase et al. (2015)

10-21 days

90, 120, 150, 180
days

1, 5 and 12 weeks

8 months

1, 2, 4 weeks

1, 3 months

2 and 4 months

Healing Period

Main Outcomes

1) PRF, 2) iron-heated PRF

1) PRF, BioOss, 3) BCP

1) empty, 2) PRF, 3) BIoOss,
4) BioOss + PRF

1) bone graft, 2) bone graft
+ PRF

1) BioOss, 2) BioOss + PRF

1) control, 2) PRF, 3)
BioOss, 4) BCP

The heat-compression technique doubled the resorption
rates (21 days) when compared to standard PRF (10 day
resorption in mice)

According to the total volume on the 90th and 180th
days, statistically significant differences between groups
BioOss and BCP were not found; however, statistically
significant differences were found between group PRF
and the others groups (P < 0.001).

According to the present study, L-PRF does not seem to
provide any additional effect on the kinetics, quality, and
quantity of bone in the present model of guided bone
regeneration.

The use of PRF did not influence late stability of
implants in sites augmented with a bone grafting
material with/without PRF.

At all experimental time points, immunostaining
intensity for VEGF was consistently higher in the
experimental group than in the control group. However,
PRF along with xenogenic bone substitutes does not
show a significant effect on bony regeneration.

Significantly more new bone area was noted in the PRF
alone group than in the control group, no statistically
significant differences were found among PRF, BCP, and
ABB groups after 1 month. PRF and ABB also had
superior effects in new bone formation area control to
the BCP group after 3 months.

1) GTR + PRF, 2) PRF MSC, Autologous PRF plus osteoinductive MSCs have good
3) GTR alone, 4) empty
potential for bone regeneration.

Groups

Table . Use of Platelet Rich Fibrin (PRF) during various procedures of guided bone regeneration (GBR) in animals and human studies. (GTR = guided tissue
regeneration; MSC = mesenchymal stem cells; BCP = bicalcium phosphate bone graft).
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Figure . Animal experiment investigating new bone formation utilizing PRF with a bone-grafting material.
(A) PRF preparation, the red cell clot is removed; (B) the partial osteotomies; (C) PRF placed in the hemisphere;
(D) the hemispheres inserted in the partial osteotomies; (E) periosteal closure; (F) wound closure.
Source: Knapen et al. 2015 [64]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

Figure . Study published demonstrating that PRF did not facilitate new bone formation when combined
with a bone grafting material. The same scale was used for A, B, C, D, and E, F, G, H, respectively. SEM pictures at
the 5-week time point: (A) empty hemisphere, the white arrow shows the bone growing against the wall;
(B) L-PRF hemisphere; (C) BHA hemisphere; (D) BHA + L-PRF hemisphere. Methylene blue/basic fusine pictures:
(E) empty hemisphere, the white arrow indicates a massive blood clot; (F) L-PRF hemisphere; (G) BHA
hemisphere, the white arrow indicates the titan wall; (H) BHA + L-PRF hemisphere, the white arrow indicates
the titan wall. BHA = bovine hydroxyapatite; L-PRF = leukocyte- and platelet rich fibrin; SEM = scanning
electron microscopy. Source: Knapen et al. 2015 [64]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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In a final study by Kawase et al. (2015), it
was observed that the resorption properties
of PRF membranes could be altered by heating, although the use of such a technique has
not been brought to clinical practice [66].
In conclusion, it may be reported that 1)
PRF alone cannot be used to increase horizontal or vertical bone and must be combined
with bone grafting materials. 2) PRF has mild
potential to enhance new bone formation for
GBR procedures as a result of 3) enhancement on early vascularization of bone tissues,
important for new bone formation in complex regenerative cases. Therefore, and based
on the presented literature, there is limited
data with much further research needed to
further characterize the use of PRF in GBR in
humans.

. Discussion and future
research
Despite the increasing popularity of PRF and
its use in regenerative dentistry, it remains
interesting to point out that there is limited availability of studies (especially clinical)
that support its effectiveness during GBR.
Data from soft tissues regenerated with PRF
strongly support its use [4]. Therefore, the
use of PRF as a barrier membrane is hypothesized to strongly contribute to tissue regeneration in GBR procedures yet no study to
date has characterized its regenerative potential. This missing study is therefore greatly
needed. As potential for future research,
it becomes imminent to further characterize the soft-tissue wound healing parameters in well-controlled studies when PRF
is utilized as a barrier membrane for GBR
procedures.
Interestingly, research has now shown that
PRF acts to promote new bone formation
post-extraction. Therefore, more research
determining why under one clinical scenario,
PRF leads to enhanced new bone formation in extraction sockets, whereas during
GBR procedures, the data is limited. PRF

for extraction socket management has ultimately been shown to preserve the quality and density of the residual ridge, reduce
infection rates and operation time. These
benefits are increasingly associated with a
low cost of operation and a minimal or no
risk of infection. In a recent systematic review
article, it was concluded by a group of 20
leading experts that there remains a great
necessity to further study the effects of PRF
during new bone formation. While collagen
barrier membranes are standard during such
procedures, additional use or replacement
altogether with PRF may provide further
regenerative advantages when compared to
collagen barrier membranes alone. Future
studies are thus necessary to validate these
potential advantages.
Another area of research where PRF could
potentially show some benefit is following GBR procedures with either autologous/
allogeneic bone blocks or in combination
with titanium meshes. For instance, one
reported problem in the literature while using
autogenous and more specifically allogenic
bone blocks has been the risk of exposure
(Figure 11.12). For these reasons, it may be
worthwhile to completely cover autogenous
bone blocks with PRF membranes to favor
revascularization of these tissues and reduce
risk of block exposure/infection. A similar
risk of exposure has also been observed while
utilizing titanium meshes during GBR procedures [67]. Therefore, attempts have been
made to cover titanium meshes with PRF
membranes either with/without additional
collagen membranes (Figure 11.13). While
this strategy has been adapted more frequently by many clinicians, few studies have
published the long-term results to determine
if the rate of exposure is in fact reduced.
It must also be mentioned that since PRF
stimulates tissues mainly due to its angiogenic properties, it has the potential to
increase the regeneration of many tissues
simultaneously as opposed to one specific
tissue. PRF has therefore been shown to
affect many cell types by stimulating the
recruitment and proliferation of endothelial
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Figure . GBR procedures with either autologous/allogeneic bone blocks pose the potential risk of
exposure following surgery (Case corrected by Dr. Michael A. Pikos).

cells, gingival fibroblast, chondrocytes, and
osteoblasts thereby heavily promoting tissue
repair and angiogenesis at the site of injury
[68,69]. It remains to be investigated what
effect the use of local autologous growth factors found in PRF compared to the growing
use of recombinant growth factors such as
PDGF or BMP may play in regeneration of
various tissues in the oral cavity [42,70–72].
Since the main blood protein found in PRF
is also PDGF, it remains of interest to compare the wound healing properties of both
rhPDGF to PRF in standardized defects in

Figure . GBR procedures demonstrating the use
of a PRF membrane to cover a titanium mesh to
reduce the risk of exposure (Case performed by
Dr. Michael A. Pikos).

well-controlled studies. Although recombinant proteins have a well-documented regenerative potential [73–75], many biological
limitations to their use, including low stability, fast degradation rates, coupled with
extremely high costs, might favor the use of
PRF. Future research should therefore compare the half-life and bioactivity of the growth
factors found in PRF in comparison to recombinant growth factors.
One additional area of research highly relevant to the PRF field that has gained much
attention in recent years has been that of personalized medicine. It remains interesting to
point out that based on the authors personal
experience, it is well understood that not all
centrifugation protocols are equivalent and
lead to the same amount of growth factor
concentrations. This is mainly due to the
patient’s individual variability with respect to
their hematocrit values as well as other factors such as patient age, patient sex, patient
medical history, and patient medication. It
remains virtually unknown how any of these
parameters may affect PRF clot formation/
stability and growth factor release over
time. Therefore, future research investigating
patient differences/variability, most notably
hematocrit values may further play a role in
the centrifugation protocols utilizing PRF.
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In conclusion, the literature seems to
point to the fact that the use of PRF for
regenerative procedures seems to favor
soft-tissue regeneration when compared to
hard tissues. To date, only a limited supply of
available study support the ability for PRF to
improve new bone formation and therefore
future study is eminently needed. Overall,
studies do demonstrate that use of PRF favors
rapid angiogenesis of tissues, an area highly

relevant to bone regeneration. Additionally,
the handling properties of bone grafts may
be further improved when combining PRF
to bone particles, particularly favoring graft
stability. Future research investigating PRF
as a barrier membrane and as a replacement
to standard collagen membranes seem to be
a potential future use of PRF during GBR
procedures.
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Modern Approach to Full Arch Immediate Loading:
The Simonpieri Technique with PRF and i-PRF
Alain Simonpieri

Abstract
The dental rehabilitation of patients with complete edentulism remains a prominent challenge for
the daily practitioner. It is now estimated that over 20% of the population aged 65 and older has complete tooth loss and it is further estimated that with an increasingly aging population, this number
will only continue to rise. While conventional dentures have been utilized over decades as a means
to restore function in edentulous patients, dental implants have played a significant role in both
patient quality of life and patient satisfaction by providing stable and fixed anchorage of dentures.
For these reasons, a number of full arch dental restorative techniques with implants have more frequently been utilized in modern dentistry with various advantages/disadvantages based on patient
anatomy, financial means, and criteria for inclusion. During immediate loading, the survival rate
is often based on the outcomes of osseointegration with little regard for final aesthetic outcomes.
While the main goal is to achieve osseointegration and aesthetics in order to maintain long-term
stability, very few have focused on the stability of bone around implants over long-healing periods
or focused on soft-tissue thickness, whereby failure in either of these two factors will induce the
loss of the second factor.
This chapter focuses on the requirements needed to achieve and maintain long-term stability by
utilizing autologous platelet rich fibrin (PRF) as a biological agent capable of inducing early vascularization of tissues. Furthermore, anatomical and surgical considerations are discussed to optimize
implant placement and positioning (Fast Guide, sub-crestal insertion, platform switching). Lastly,
the prosthetic requirements are discussed as essential criteria for long-term aesthetics as a guidance for soft-tissue design (rigid and screwed provisional prosthesis). This chapter reports on over
14 years of clinical experiments utilizing PRF for more than 1100 full arch immediate implant cases
with over 7500 documented implants.
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. Introduction
Full edentulism remains a prominent challenge in dentistry [1]. While national epidemiological surveys conducted throughout
the world have suggested that the percentage of fully edentulous patients has gradually decreased over time [1], the drastic rise
in the aging population predicts more fully
edentulous patients by 2020 than ever before
encountered [1,2]. Other national surveys in
third-world countries now estimate over 30%
of the population aged 65 and over are fully
edentulous [3]. In 2012, Eke et al. estimated
the prevalence, severity, and extent of periodontitis in the adult U.S. population [4].
It was found that over 47% of the population (representing over 60 million adults in
the U.S. alone) had periodontitis, distributed
as 8.7%, 30.0%, and 8.5% with mild, moderate, and severe cases, respectively. Adults
aged 65 years and older had even poorer
results with 64% having either moderate
or severe periodontitis [4]. Unfortunately,
tooth loss is a prominent endpoint for such
patients.
Interestingly, it has now been shown that
due in large part to the aging “baby boomers,”
over 14% of the world’s total population is
65+ years of age with an edentulous rate
ranging from 20% to 30% in this population. It is estimated that between 200 and
300 million people worldwide will require
full dentures. While the classical full arch
denture is most frequently utilized, it has
numerous reported drawbacks documented
over the years including poor denture stability, difficulty eating, and pain associated with
areas of discomfort [5]. Furthermore, lack of
salivary flow, decreased muscle motor control, and reduced bite forces have also been
commonly reported problems [6–10]. Masticatory forces for patients wearing complete
dentures report less than 20% of original bite
forces registered when compared to the natural dentition [11,12].
For these reasons a number of rehabilitation procedures have been introduced over

the past three decades making use of dental implants as anchorage devices in order
to improve the stability and support of
full arch dentures [1]. While original studies focused on the long-term survival of
implants loaded following delayed periods,
more recent research has aimed at complete
rehabilitation of the edentulous patient utilizing immediate-functional loading of fixed
prostheses supported by implants [13–19].
These reports are highlighted by high longterm survival rates after complete rehabilitation [13–19].
Noteworthy, however, are the few investigators who have more recently attempted
to successfully load full arch immediate
implants into fresh extraction sites, drastically reducing the total surgical time needed
to fully restore patient oral function [20–26].
While various protocols have been enhanced
by modifying implant design, implant length,
implant size, and/or angulation of implants,
very little study has focused on long-term
aesthetic outcomes or long-term soft- and
hard-tissue stability over time, an equally
important parameter for the longevity of
implant success and prevention of future
peri-implant tissue disease [27]. While the
majority of research in implant dentistry has
focused on hard-tissue osseointegration, it
is well known that for long-term survival of
dental implants, regeneration of soft tissues
also carries vast importance [28].
This chapter focuses on results from over
7500 implants placed immediately into fresh
extraction sockets loaded immediately in
over 1100 full arch cases. A 98% success rate
has been achieved in these cases with important surgical concepts being key parameters
later discussed throughout this chapter. Discussion over the use of platelet rich fibrin
(PRF), either as an injectable-PRF or as a PRF
fibrin matrix have been the driving force propelling soft-tissue wound healing and angiogenesis at earlier time points. Below, I summarize my experiences with PRF during
full arch immediate implant placement and
loading.
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. Immediate loading in
implant dentistry—what is
success?
It has been well-documented in the literature that immediate loading has short- and
long-term survival rates of greater than 95%
[29–33]. In full arch restorations, however,
this does not necessary correspond to success especially as it relates to aesthetics. Figure 12.1 demonstrates numerous examples of
full arch immediate implants that maintain
their osseointegration, however, the facial
aesthetic outcomes in each of these cases may
easily be characterized as extremely poor.
Therefore, true success in such cases should

be defined by not only the osseointegration
of dental implants but also the final aesthetic
outcomes (Figure 12.2). It has been reported
by the International Team for Implantology
at the ITI Consensus Conference that softtissue stability is an essential criterion for
long-term stability of implants and essential
for bone volume [34]. Nevertheless, it is also
known that soft-tissue stability depends on
bone volume.
They are, therefore, both requirements for
one another [35–37]. Simply stated: “If you
lose bone, you will lose soft tissue. If you lose
soft tissue, you will lose bone” (Figure 12.2).
The field of immediate implant dentistry
has gradually evolved over time and we now

Figure . Various cases of osseointegrated implants with insufficient aesthetic outcomes.
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Figure . Definition of true aesthetic
outcomes with both soft-tissue
contours and thickness with underlying
bone.

know that a triad of requirements must be
fulfilled in order to improve the success
of these complex protocols (Figure 12.3).
These include a) biological requirements, b)
anatomical and surgical requirements, and
c) prosthetic requirements. This triad of
requirements is absolutely essential and provides the guidelines and framework for longterm stability as discussed below.

. Biological requirements
In many senses, of primordial importance
for any tissue to grow is an adequate blood
supply [38]. It has been shown that by simply adding blood to bone biomaterials, a

drastic and marked increase in new vessel
ingrowth is observed [39]. Two key concepts important for all surgery is that a)
bone density is directly related to blood
vessel density [40], and b) tissue tension
negatively impacts tissue angiogenesis [41].
For these reasons, tension-free flap closure
has been a reported concept in many surgical disciplines in dentistry [42]. Other
important factors include patient systemic
conditions, including the negative influence
of diabetes, cholesterol levels, and vitamin
D deficiencies on wound healing [43–50].
Other biological factors that may potentially
speed tissue regeneration include the use
of growth factors and bone grafting materials with collagen-incorporation being a key

Figure . In order to respect the
conditions required for full arch
immediate loading, a triad of
requirements including a) biological, b)
anatomical + surgical, and c) prosthetic
requirements must be ideally managed
to reach our goal of long-term stability.
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Figure . Keys to improve revascularization of
tissues is by reducing pressure by utilizing
tension-free flap closure, specific flap management,
and the use of an apical mattress suturing technique.

factor [51–56]. A last avenue that has tremendously helped in the biological realm of
regeneration is the ability to naturally derive
growth factors from blood via platelet concentrates [57–60]. Platelet rich fibrin contains an array of growth factors along with
a naturally derived three-dimensional fibrin matrix. This combination has drastically
improved the ability for oral tissues to be revascularized favoring future tissue regeneration. Nevertheless, tension-free flap closure,
specific flap management, and apical mattress sutures are all requirements and help
by reducing pressure on these revascularized
tissues (Figure 12.4).

. Anatomical and surgical
requirements
12.4.1

Implant placement

One advancing area of research where a great
deal has been learned over the past decade
has been the effect of implant placement on
aesthetic outcomes [61]. When single teeth
are replaced by immediate implant placement in their natural position, it was found
that buccal mucosal recession was often
encountered with implants threads being
often left exposed [62,63]. This is further
complicated in the aesthetic zone where the
remaining facial bone is less than 1 mm in
the majority of cases [64]. For these reasons,

Figure . During immediate implant placement
and for implants placed in general, a palatal
placement of implants is generally advised in order
to maintain/reconstruct the thin facial wall as well as
to allow for screw retained fixed prosthetics.

the International Team for Implantology and
others adapted a more palatal approach to
implant placement being a crucial key factor
for long-term stability. This is equally and
potentially more important in immediate
implant full arch restorations. As depicted
in Figure 12.5, implants are always placed
palatally in the prosthetic corridor favoring
screw-retained prosthetics. More recently
and with additional surgical experience, it has
further been shown that the axis of implant
preparation and placement is a key component to the long-term aesthetic success. For
these reasons, a variety of surgical procedures including digital planning, and surgical
guides have been developed to facilitate this
task. Interestingly, one of the most natural
ways to plan ideal axis of implant placement
is to follow the naso-palatal foramen (Figure
12.6). It therefore remains possible to simply
place a nasopalatal pin into the foramen
as part of a fast guide surgical kit to better
guide axial inclinations during implant placement (Figures 12.7 and 12.8). The pin may
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Figure . Logically, one of the most natural ways to plan for the ideal axis of implant placement is by
following the naso-palatal foramen, which follows the natural axis of the central incisors.

Figure . Several methods now exist to choose the ideal implant axis including digital planning systems as
well as surgical guides. However, the most ideal way is to follow the natural anatomy by utilizing the axis of the
nasopalatal foramen.

Figure . Model demonstration of the nasopalatal pin being placed in the naso-palatal foramen. Notice the
ease of placement and the axis of insertion ideal for subsequent implant placement.
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Figure . Clear demonstration of the nasopalatal
pin being placed in the naso-palatal foramen. Notice
the ease of placement and the axis of insertion ideal
for subsequent implant placement.

thereafter be followed surgically during
implant placement in a linear axis with the
pin (Figure 12.9). All implants can therefore
be placed with the same axis and with the
same result.
It is equally as important for ideal aesthetics to obtain symmetry (Figure 12.10).
This concept has long been forgotten especially in full arch implant dentistry where
Figure . Implant placement utilizing
this technique was first achieved during
conventional implant therapy, but has
since been most frequently utilized
during immediate implant placement.

Figure . Implant placement utilizing this
technique must place implants with a symmetry of
the incisors, canines, premolars, and so on.

implants are commonly placed at different
heights and distances. As part of my full
arch technique utilizing the Fast Guide System, it remains essential that all implants be
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Figure . This technique can be achieved in both the maxilla but also the mandible. Once again, symmetry
of implant placement, distance and depth is a critical factor for the long-term aesthetic outcome of such cases.

placed at the same depth, with symmetry
of the collars at an ideal distance of 7 mm
between implants (Figure 12.11). This technique can be achieved either in the maxilla or
the mandible (Figure 12.12). All implants are
placed 2 mm sub-crestally to avoid pressure
on the cortical bone. Therefore, empty spaces
around the abutments are noted with the use

of platform switching being utilized to further minimize crestal bone loss. By utilizing
these principles, it is easy to obtain adequate
height of interproximal bone papilla with a
2 mm sub-crestal approach avoiding engagement of the cortical bone (thereby avoiding
possible resorption) (Figure 12.13).

Figure . Implants are placed in a sub-crestal position at 2 mm. Platform connections are utilized in order to
maintain the bone above the implants as depicted in this figure. Furthermore, no pressure is placed directly on
the cortical bone. By utilizing this method, it is much more possible to obtain easy formation of the
interproximal bone and respective papilla.
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Figure . This technique requires placing between 8 to 10 implants in the maxilla and 4 to 8 in the mandible
depending on the patient morpho-type and occlusal function.

Another interesting feature that has been
modified over time especially with the development of newer implants, is the concept
of utilizing implants with a narrow diameter. Recent research has shown how titanium alloys and/or incorporation of various metals such as zirconia have allowed
more strength in implants facilitating the
use of smaller diameter implants [65,66].
Narrower implants are able to generate less
bone trauma and less vessel damage/loss, and
therefore, more bone is achieved and maintained around smaller implants. Furthermore, narrow implants allow less marginal
bone loss around the implants as a 3 mm
recommended distance can be maintained
[67]. Typically, this procedure is performed
by placing 8 to 10 implants in the maxilla
and 4 to 8 in the mandible depending on the
patient morpho-type and occlusal function
(Figure 12.14).

Figure . Following bone augmentation of the
buccal wall with FDBA in combination with an
injectable-PRF, an overlaying advanced matrix of PRF
(A-PRF) is applied to provide additional wound
healing to the soft tissues and to increase overall
vascularization.
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Figure . One of the keys to immediate implant placement with full arch loading is the prosthetic
requirements. A provisional is designed purely from metals for strength. In this way, a reduction in mechanical
stress exerted on each implant can be minimized with prevention of micro-movements. Furthermore, and very
important for the provisional restoration, the design is made to guide the future gum profile.

12.4.2

Systematic apposition graft

One of the key requirements of full arch
immediate implant placement and loading
is the necessity of utilizing bone-grafting
materials during surgery. Due to the complexity of such cases, it is well known that
many patients present themselves with severe
bone loss and complex diseased periodontal

tissues throughout the maxilla and mandible.
Furthermore, and additionally complicating the regenerative surgeries, many present
themselves to our dental clinics in France and
Italy where smoking is of higher prevalence
[68,69]. It has therefore been recommended
that in order to augment missing bone, and
prevent further bone resorption following
tooth loss, a 2 to 4 mm buccal thickness
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Figure . Profile of soft tissues after
only 6 or 7 days of healing. Notice the
excellent adaptation of tissues to the
fixed provisional prosthesis with
excellent contouring at very early time
points. Notice the excellent
vascularization of tissues with little
evidence of surgical intervention.

is recommended for aesthetic reasons. In
these cases and due to poor vascularization,
two critical components are required. First,
bone grafts containing accessible collagen
such as freeze-dried bone allograft (FDBA)
are always utilized. Second, the use of an
injectable-PRF with an overlaying matrix of
PRF is combined with surgery to improve
vascularization (Figure 12.15). Therefore,
this concept may be explained with two
key concepts including the “Generous Bone
Graft” concept and with additional use of
PRF to re-introduce blood flow immediately
into these complicated defects.
12.4.3 Flap management and suture
technique

Another key component for not only this
technique but all surgical approaches is
to utilize tension-free flap closure. This is
achieved by two methods, by flap preparation (incision in the periosteum, low tension,
flap mobility) and also by utilizing the apical
mattress suture technique. The advantages of

utilizing the apical mattress suture technique
are that it provides a tension-free closure of
the flap with full immobilization. For this
technique to be successful, the penetration of
the needle must occur at least 1 cm from the
margin to allow adequate tension-free closure (Figure 12.14). Sutures are routinely performed with monofilament glycolon with an
expected resorption time of 3 to 4 weeks.

. Prosthetic requirements
Equally as important for the long-term success of immediate implant placement and
loading of full arches is prosthetic planning.
Excellent collaboration with equally skilled
team members is key to predictable success.
Surgery should never begin without ideal
planning. In all our cases, provisional restorations are placed at 4 to 8 days following
surgery and must be rigid and screw retained
[70]. Interestingly, Hruska et al. placed 1300
immediate implants and found that the success rates achieved over 21 years was 99.3%
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Figure . Demonstration of another example of a bi-maxillary case treated utilizing this protocol. Once
again a 2 to 4 mm buccal bone graft is created using i-PRF followed by a provisional restorations respecting the
same principles presented in the previous sections.

Figure . Provisional prosthetic component fabricated with rigid metals with a 4-day and 6-month
follow-up. Notice the soft tissue adaptation around the provisional at 6 months.
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Figure . Final ceramic restoration in the
bi-maxillary case presented in Figures 12.18 and 12.19.

with the intraoral welding machine, 98.3%
with the provisional plastic prosthesis with
metal frame, 97.9% with metal wings, and
88.02% with provisional plastic prosthesis.
Therefore, the use of plastic provisional prosthesis has been discontinued due to these
significantly lower results [70]. In this way,
a reduction in mechanical stress exerted on
each implant can be minimized with prevention of micro-movements [71,72]. Furthermore, and very important for the provisional restoration, the design should guide
the future gum profile (Figure 12.16).
Thereafter, post-operatory visits are recommended at 1 week. In Figure 12.17,
observe the wound healing after 6 days
of post-operation following application with
PRF. The additional use of PRF in this technique greatly enhances soft-tissue healing via
vascularization of these tissues. Furthermore,
the absence of having to use a collagen barrier membrane allows for the periosteum to
interact within 10 to 14 days with the underlying bone tissue since the PRF membranes
are fully replaced by host tissues within this
time frame. Notice the soft-tissue healing in
all cases, the symmetry of the tissues, and also
the ability for the papilla to gradually creep
coronally and fill the voids creating a naturally looking final restoration.

Figure . One of the long-term concerns with immediate implant placement is the long-term aesthetic
results. Notice the improvements in soft tissues over time utilizing this technique with platelet concentrates
being added to speed soft-tissue wound healing.
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Figure . Another case demonstrating long-term improvements utilizing full arch immediate implant
placement with immediate loading over an 8-year period with gains in soft-tissue thickness.

Figure . Radiographic evidence of bone maintenance on the facial/buccal surface in the maxilla utilizing
immediate implant placement with FDBA. Implants were placed the day of surgery with a 2 to 4 mm buccal
bone thickness created using FDBA. Results depict the radiographic evidence following 7 years.
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Figure . Radiographic evidence of bone maintenance on the facial/buccal surface in the mandible
utilizing immediate implant placement with FDBA. Implants were placed the day of surgery with a 2 to 4 mm
buccal bone thickness. Results depict the radiographic evidence following 7 years.

Figure . My long-term results utilizing immediate implant placement with immediate loading of full
arches. Over 1100 documented cases have been performed with approximately 7700 implants. Only 79 implants
were lost throughout this entire period.
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Figure . Components contained within the Fast Guide System.

. Final results

Figure . Pin insertion from the Fast-Guide
System into the naso-palatal foramen.

By utilizing this set of principles, it brings
great pleasure to report the long-term outcomes of these cases that have been documented over the past 15 years. Figure
12.18 demonstrates another example of a bimaxillary case treated using the same protocol. Once again a 2 to 4 mm buccal bone
graft is created using i-PRF followed by a
provisional restoration respecting the same
principles presented in the previous sections. Figure 12.19 demonstrates the provisional restorations at 6 days and 6 months.
Notice the ability for soft tissues to heal
and also the bone papilla to create adequate
soft-tissue design with indexed papillae for
the final restoration (Figure 12.20). When
this is achieved, the final ceramics can easily be inserted and maintained over a long
period.
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Figure . The main advantage of using the Fast Guide System is that implants are placed with a parallel axis
with symmetry between quadrants 1 and II or III and IV.

. Documented long-term
stability
Most important during immediate implant
placement is the long-term stability. Many
reports have now documented how immediate implant placement leads to soft-tissue
mucosal recession, lower keratinized tissues
followed by peri-implant infection and possible loss of implants. Figure 12.21 demonstrates a case performed in 2008. Interestingly, observe this same case 9 years later in
2016. Notice the long-term increase in softtissue keratinization with excellent stability. One might even consider this long-term
improvement over time. Figure 12.22 demonstrates another such case with excellent stability over time. One of the reasons for these
successful outcomes is the ability to easily
maintain these tissues with adequate cleaning. After performing over 1000 full arch
cases, it becomes evident that both soft tissue
is necessary for bone maintenance and bone
tissue is necessary for soft-tissue maintenance. Furthermore and interestingly, notice
that despite the fact that FDBA grafts were

Figure . The development of an injectable-PRF
allows for the top 1mL of a 10mL blood collection to
be utilized following a 3-minute centrifuge at 700
rpm (60G). This formulation of i-PRF contains
proportionally a higher number of leukocytes and
growth factors.
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Figure . Immediate implant placement followed by a 2 to 4 mm buccal bone grafting procedure with
FDBA. Afterward, an injectable-PRF is utilized to adsorb fibrin i-PRF onto the graft to provide stability following
a 1- to 2-minute clotting period. Thereafter, advanced-PRF membranes are utilized over the bone grafting
material and implants.

utilized in all cases, bone stability is maintained even years after surgery due to the
fact a 2 to 4 mm buccal bone augmentation was utilized without risk of resorption (Figure 12.23). This protocol is used in
the mandible with similar long-term success
(Figure 12.24).

. Long-term statistical results:
full arch immediate implant
placement and loading
Since 2002, over 1100 cases have been performed utilizing this technique with over
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Figure . Immediate implant placement in a compromised case utilizing both i-PRF and PRF in both the
maxilla and mandible. Notice the excellent healing at 6 months (bottom row) in these initial severely
compromised cases utilizing this technique with immediate implant placement.

7700 implants placed (Figure 12.25). Of the
7700 implants, only a 1% failure rate has
been reported. Almost all implants were lost
in the posterior maxillary region. Interestingly, almost all failures occurred before the
year 2009 (between 2002 and 2008) where
the failure rate was roughly 2%. Based on my
personal experiences, the following protocols
were adapted:
1. Stopped immediately loading implants
placed in the sinus when less then 4 mm
of crestal bone was remaining.

2. Conscience effort to evaluate biological
factors such as vitamin D and cholesterol
prior to implant placement.
3. Introduction of the apical matrix
suturing technique has improved revascularization of tissues by reducing
tension on bone and soft tissues.
4. Improved experience with immediate
implant placement and loading since
2002.
Furthermore, around the year 2014, three
additional improvements have been made
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2. An injectable PRF (i-PRF) was developed that helped stabilize bone grafts and
induce vascularization of these tissues.
3. A collagen Twin Matrix has been developed to further help complex cases by
facilitating keratinized tissues over time.
12.8.1 The “Fast Guide” System for
immediate implant placement
Figure . Development of a Twin Matrix has
allowed for more keratinized tissue formation in
compromised cases. This matrix acts as both a
barrier membrane for soft tissues as well as a matrix
for soft-tissue regeneration, thereby increasing
keratinized tissues.

that have all contributed to the regenerative
outcomes utilizing this approach:
1. The Fast Guide has been introduced that
allowed for better parallel implant placement.

One of the pioneering abilities to improve
surgical full arch immediate implant placement has been the development of a “Fast
Guide” system that I helped co-develop. Figure 12.26 illustrates the components that
revolve around inserting a pin into the nasopalatal canal to provide an axis of future
implant placement. This atraumatic instrument may be utilized to improve parallel implant placement with optimal implant
symmetry. Figure 12.27 demonstrates the
Fast Guide System, which is placed in the
naso-palatal foramen to guide implant axis in

Figure . Clinical and radiographic
images of a case of chronic periodontitis.
Figures 12.34 through 12.36 illustrate how
immediate implant placement and
loading can be achieved in such
compromised cases with excellent
aesthetic results following healing.
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the maxilla. The main advantage of using this
system is that implants are placed with a parallel axis with symmetry between quadrants I
and II or III and IV (Figure 12.28).
12.8.2 An injectable-PRF (i-PRF) for
adequate graft stability and compaction

One often-neglected factor is the impact of
graft stability on graft consolidation. The literature has routinely shown that for block
grafts, an adequate primary stability of bone
blocks via the use of screws is necessary
for the successful integration of autogenous
bone grafts into host tissues [73–75]. Therefore, despite using autologous bone tissues,
it remains interesting to point out the necessity to stabilize these grafts adequately to prevent micro-motion. Since the development of
an injectable PRF (i-PRF) in 2014, many possibilities now exist since i-PRF is harvested
in liquid formulation that quickly coagulates
following contact with bone-grafting materials (Figure 12.29). Therefore, its use has
vastly improved the potential of these surgeries with no unnatural additives being utilized. Figure 12.30 demonstrates how i-PRF
and PRF are used in combination for regenerative procedures. Figure 12.31 confirms the
use of both techniques even in severely compromised cases.
12.8.3

The collagen Twin Matrix

The last regenerative biomaterial that has
greatly facilitate immediate implant placement in full arches has been the development of a thick collagen Twin Matrix utilized
for soft-tissue regeneration to increase keratinized tissues (Figure 12.32). This matrix
acts as both a barrier membrane for soft tissues as well as simultaneously acts as a matrix
for soft-tissue regeneration and increasing
keratinized tissues.
12.8.4

Can we get more soft tissue?

In Figure 12.33, observe how a loss of bone
due to periodontitis has resulted in loss of

Figure . Immediate implant placement in the
case presented in Figure 12.33 utilizing i-PRF and a
Twin Matrix.

soft tissue with a resulting disastrous case.
In this scenario, very limited regenerative
options are available. Figure 12.34 demonstrates the use of PRF and Twin Matrix simultaneously to improve the regenerative outcomes. Figure 12.35 demonstrates the final
provisional full arch immediate restoration
following implant placement. Notice the 6month restorative outcomes utilizing this
strategy (Figure 12.36).
12.8.5 Potential wound healing: example of
aesthetic failure without management of
tension and regeneration with a Twin Matrix
and PRF

This section is to further supplement the
concept of biological healing using platelet
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Figure . Provisional restoration for the case presented in Figures 12.33 and 12.34. Middle row represents 4
days post-surgery. Bottom row represents 6 months post-surgery.

Figure . Final restoration of the severe
periodontitis case presented in Figure 12.33. Notice
the soft-tissue healing as well as the ability for
keratinized tissue to form with papilla after
6 months.

concentrates. Figure 12.37 demonstrates a
case with high tension resulting in aesthetic
failure. Such a case requires a retreatment
to reach sufficient aesthetic outcome but
remains extremely complex to regenerate due
to the shallow vestibule.
In a first step of the surgery, the tension was
removed by creating a split incision into the
vestibule below the keratinized tissue (Figure 12.38). Ideally the goal was to create more
keratinized tissue, however, such cases are
not routinely performed and thus long-term
outcomes have not been documented. In this
case, an equine collagen matrix was placed
(Figure 12.38) with eight PRF membranes
to cover this matrix followed by suturing

12 Modern Approach to Full Arch Immediate Loading

Figure . This case presents with high tension resulting in aesthetic failure. Such a case requires a
retreatment to reach sufficient aesthetic outcome but remains extremely complex to regenerate due to the
shallow vestibule.

to maintain stability of the PRF membranes
(Figure 12.38). Since PRF contains an abundance of immune defense cells (leukocytes), it
may therefore be left exposed in the oral cavity. Such a case could not be performed with
an acellular collagen matrix due to risk of
exposure and risk of infection. What’s interesting about this case is the remarkable tissue healing that occurred after only 15 days
(Figure 12.39). The keratinized tissue was
once again further increased by 6 months.
Figure 12.40 shows the before and after
case of the final restoration. Most noticeably,

observe the soft- tissue healing. We, therefore, can conclude the potent regenerative
potential of PRF and i-PRF and most notably
the ideal wound healing properties facilitating the aesthetic outcomes in this case.

. Conclusion
Fourteen years of full arch immediate
implant placement and immediate loading
have allowed an established protocol with
success rates over 98%. The long-term
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Figure . The first goal of this case was to eliminate the tension in the vestibule by creating a split incision
below the keratinized tissue. Thereafter, an equine collagen matrix was placed followed by 8 PRF membranes.
Thereafter, immediate loading of the full arch restoration was placed.

aesthetic outcomes in over 7700 placed
implants and 1100 full arches testifies to softand hard-tissue healing properties of this
technique. Many technical aspects have been
optimized and studied including the necessity for optimal 1) biological requirements,
2) anatomical and surgical requirements, and
3) prosthetic requirements. We have also
introduced surgical guides and biomaterials

such as the “Fast Guide System” that facilitate implant placement. We’ve introduced
i-PRF and a collagen matrix as biomaterials
that further support vascularization and
keratinized soft tissues, respectively. In
conclusion, the use of PRF has made such
a technique possible by further promoting wound healing and graft stability with
excellent long-term follow-up.

Figure . Healing of the widened
vestibule after only 15 days. Notice the
gain in soft tissue by utilizing this
technique for expanding the vestibule.

12 Modern Approach to Full Arch Immediate Loading

Figure . Before and after case of this aesthetic failure with a low vestibule. After 6 months of healing,
notice the new formation of keratinized tissue utilizing PRF.
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Use of Platelet Rich Fibrin in Facial Aesthetics and Rejuvenation
Cleopatra Nacopoulos

Abstract
While this book focuses on the use of platelet rich fibrin (PRF) in dentistry, it remains remarkable
to note the growing number of dental practitioners who now adopt training in facial aesthetics.
As the population continues to age and are equally more concerned with their aesthetic appearances, an increasing use of products including Botox, hyaluronic acids, PDO threads and platelet
rich plasma (PRP) among other materials have been utilized for facial rejuvenation procedures. It
is now estimated that over 16 million aesthetic procedures are performed annually in the United
States alone and this trend is only expected to continue to rise as the population ages and procedures are deemed more convenient, cost-effective, and safe. Interestingly, the development of
lower centrifugation speeds for PRF has pioneered the use of a liquid PRF that can be utilized as
a replacement to conventional PRP therapies, but bears the advantage of not containing any additives including anti-coagulants—known inhibitors of tissue regeneration. This chapter highlights
conventional treatments for facial aesthetics and thereafter discusses the use of a liquid injectable
PRF for facial rejuvenation.

Highlights

r An introduction to the field of facial aesthetics

r The increasing demand for facial aesthetics worldwide
currently utilized materials on the
market and their disadvantages
The natural approach with PRF
Surgical illustrations of PRF utilized for
facial rejuvenation

r The
r
r

. Introduction
Aging skin is an inevitable process that
occurs as we gradually get older (Figure
13.1) [1,2]. Several factors, both genetic

and environmental, such as exposure to sun
and pollution, have been shown to affect
skin by causing DNA damage [3]. A cluster
of different physical changes to the skin
including atrophy, telangiectacia, fine and
deep wrinkles, yellowing (solar elastosis),
and dyspigmentation can also occur. Poor
diet, lack of exercise, caffeine consumption,
smoking, and drugs are also known factors
that speed the aging process [4]. One key
issue that favors good general health is
hydration. Adequate hydration is of course
necessary for health in general, but hydration
of the skin is related to a healthy skin barrier
preventing excessive trans-epidermal water
loss. From this standpoint, dehydration of
skin is a major known risk factor for aging
and other severities such as dryness of skin,
apoptosis of epithelial cells, and excessive
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Figure . The age-related changes associated with aging skin. In young skin, volume and optimal
distribution is seen through the face that begins to droop.

oil production causes a blurry and flaky skin
complexion. Aging has also been associated
with obvious demarcations of the face,
for instance, at the corners of the mouth,
cheeks, eyelids, forehead, eyebrows, and
nose all affected [5]. Based on the visible
differences that occur with aging, a variety
of treatment procedures have therefore been
proposed with the aim of favoring a youthful
appearance.
One of the first known methods introduced for facial rejuvenation incorporated
acupuncture into their therapies [6]. The
concept was fabricated based on the fact that
trauma to skin with a needle and syringe,
derma pen, or derma roller could induce
slight cell damage leading to new angiogenesis and growth factor release, both enhancing
the healing process in the local areas. More
invasive techniques were also commercialized including face lifts, aggressive laser
treatments, and various forms of grafting
procedures [7–9]. These were much more
invasive and often left the patients in pain
with longer healing periods with the added
fact that many surgeries were non-reversible
with possible secondary complications.
Naturally, the more recent trend has been

to seek alternative strategies that are more
minimally-invasive and more natural by
nature. Therefore, a variety of procedures
were introduced including Botox, fillers (silicone, calcium hydroxyapatite, polymethylmethacrylate hyaluronic acid products,
hyaluronic acid + calcium hydroxyapatite,
poly-lactic acid), various laser therapies at
different wavelengths/intensities, and PDO
threads, among others [10–12].
These less-invasive therapies have been
more commonly utilized due to the
decreased risk of surgery/patient fear, as
well as their associated complications. It
is now estimated that roughly 16 million
aesthetic procedures are performed annually
in the United States alone as reported by the
American Society of Plastic Surgery (Figure
13.2 and 13.3). These striking numbers
describe the prominent increase in facial
aesthetic procedures and the trend continues
to demonstrate that less-invasive procedures
are becoming the norm with biological
agents that are natural. Therefore, by using
natural blood, which can be centrifuged
to reach supra-physiology concentrations
of growth factors, one can expect a natural healing process without intentionally
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Figure . The field of aesthetic medicine focuses on improvements in physical and mental well-being by
improving patient scars, skin laxity, wrinkles, moles, liver spots, excess fat, cellulite, unwanted hair, skin
discoloration, and spider veins to name a few.

inducing a foreign body reaction with an
unknown biomaterial such as fillers. This
chapter highlights the use of PRF in aesthetic
dentistry with a focus on patient selection,
background and previously utilized procedures. The application of an injectable PRF
is further introduced for several indications
in facial aesthetics.

. Features of the skin
The skin serves the main function to protect
internal organs from physical biological and
chemical agents as well as from ultraviolet
(UV) radiation [13]. It also serves a prominent defense role in preventing dehydration
by controlling the loss and gain of fluids.

Figure . The field of aesthetic dentistry and medicine has now reached over 16 million procedures
performed annually in the United States alone categorized into dermatology, reconstructive surgery, and
plastic surgery.
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Figure . Various layers of the skin.

From a biological point of view, it comprises
of two layers—an outer epidermis and an
internal dermis. The function of the epidermal barrier has been described as having five
primary functions including: 1) pathogen
defense, 2) water-ion balance and protection
against 3) mechanical, 4) chemical insults as
well as 5) solar radiation. One must successfully understand the physiological functions
of the epidermis to better understand the
relevance of these tissues during aging and
rejuvenation (Figure 13.4) [14].
The epidermis is made up of a stratified
squamous epithelium of four to five layers
of cells in thickness containing several cell
types. These layers can be further classified into the strata basale (germinativum),
spinosum, granulosum, lucidum (only in
thick skin) and corneum, and include host
cells primarily consisting of keratinocytes
but also melanocytes, Langerhans cells, and
Merkel cells.
The stratum basale is a single layer of
cuboidal basal cells firmly attached to one
another by cell-cell junctions called cadherins and desmosomes. When they attach
to the basement membrane, cell-membrane
junctions (termed hemi-desmosomes) contain integrins. One of the main functions in
this layer are that keratinocytes are continuously proliferating and renewing the epidermis layer of the outermost superficial layer
that are lost with epidermal turnover.

The stratum spinosum is the outermost
layer of the stratum basale and consists of
several layers of cells from the stratum basale
that slowly lose contact with the basement
membrane. These cells appear histologically
more flattened as they move toward the outer
surface and become less active over time.
The stratum granulosum comprises even
more cells that are flattened in appearance
with keratohyalin granules. These granules
contain pro-filaggrin, a precursor of filaggrin
that bundles the keratin filaments together.
The stratum lucidum is a cell layer where
cells have lost their nuclei and organelles and
contain a keratin-rich cytoplasm.
Lastly, the stratus corneum consists of
dead, highly keratinized cells. Keratin filaments polymerize by forming strong disulphide bonds. Lamellar granules have been
shown to discharge their lipids that fill the
intercellular spaces, which contributes to the
barrier properties of the epidermis.
The combination of these aforementioned
layers in normal tissues provides the skin with
the properties to provide host defense from
incoming insults. These include desmosomes
that prevent bacterial infiltration, lipid discharge from lamellar granules, and constant
migration and shedding of keratinocytes.
While one might expect that the epidermal
barrier serves the only function in skin, it
is important to note that several other cell
types are comprised within skin that have
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enormous aesthetic implications due to their
ability to recognize foreign body materials.
For example, Langerhans cells activate the
adaptive immune-response by presenting
antigens of T-cells [15]. Injection of foreign
materials could lead to negative activation
of their receptors thereby secreting an abundance of host pro-inflammatory cytokines
and thereby creating an immunological
barrier. Similarly, melanocytes have a role in
defending the host body from incoming UV
light and are expressed in different numbers
in various racial populations.

. Aging and the epidermal
barrier function mechanisms in
skin aesthetics
As the body ages, it undergoes a series of
modifications that directly impacts the physiology of human tissues. This could not be
more apparent in the epidermis layer, which
undergoes a series of events leading to drastic
modifications to the texture, hydration, and
composition of the skin [16]. The pathophysiological hallmark of ageing skin is atrophy.
From this sense, the dermo-epidermal junction becomes flatter. It is well known that
keratinocytes lose their proliferative ability
and a reduction in melanocytes and Langerhans cells is observed. Therefore, regenerative procedures have been utilized to try and
reverse these changes through non-invasive
techniques as well as invasive surgical procedures described later in this chapter.
Noteworthy are the clinical appearances of
changes to the skin with age. These include
congested skin where an increased risk of
breakouts is observed due to increases in oil
production to compensate for dryness. The
appearance of the skin can also appear flakier
as it becomes blotchier or when dehydration
occurs.
In normal aging, the following changes are
expected as progression occurs:

r Corners

of the mouth move inferiorly
resulting in a slight frown look

r Cheeks
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

sag inferiorly resulting in the
appearance of jowls
Tissue around the eyes sag inferiorly
Eyelids (upper and lower) sag inferiorly
Tissue of the forehead drifts inferiorly, creating wrinkles and dropping the eyebrows
downward with flatter appearances
Nose may elongate and the tip may regress
inferiorly
Nose may develop a small to pronounced
dorsal hump
Tip of the nose may enlarge and become
bulbous
Generalized wrinkling to the face naturally
occurs

Furthermore, several chronological aging
disorders have been reported due to congenital syndromes such as Hutchinson-Gilford
syndrome/Progeria, Werner’s syndrome/
Adult Progeria and Ehlers-Danlos syndrome.
As we get older, all human cells age as
a result of lower cellular activity [17]. A
loss of bone density, increases in fat storage, and lower production of collagen may
be observed. Reduction in collagen synthesis
of types I and II and its associated increases
in degradation have been reported disadvantages of aging leading to a net loss of collagens
contained within skin providing elasticity and
health.

. Pre-evaluation and patient
selection
During patient selection and evaluation, all
patients undergo consultation for a lengthy
period of time namely to characterize exactly
what patient expectations are and what they
really look to accomplish (Figure 13.5). Personally, I recommend asking patients to bring
photos of themselves from a time when they
were more at ease with their appearance
and discuss what we can achieve and expect
together. It is always important to remember
that the most authentic look that a patient can
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Figure . Initial patient consultation includes
various aspects encompassing patient expectations,
clinical photos, evaluation of the skin, and habits of
the patient.

achieve is their own and that creating falselooking tissues should never be the goal of
facial aesthetics.
In general, it is important to score not only
the patient age, but also many other features
including but not limited to general health.
Skin conditions, lifestyle, smoking habits,
alcohol/narcotics consumption, weight, diet,
skin hydration, different skin types, sun exposure, and potential diseases or syndromes
may affect the skin. From this respect, a
patient whom is young (20 to 30 years of
age) with less-damaged skin should expect to
see improvements most noteworthy in prevention of aging. In such cases, mesotherapy is recommended, as discussed later in the
chapter.
If a patient presents with medium age,
[35–45] I consider seeking methods to rejuvenate deeper wrinkles, damaged skin from

sun exposure, and loss of skin hydration. In
such cases, the use of blood platelet derivatives is idea to penetrate the dermis of the
skin in order to fill up the nasolabial folds
and perform facial contouring. Additionally,
mesotherapy treatment is simultaneously utilized with a liquid injectable-PRF (i-PRF) to
enrich the skin with many growth factors and
leukocytes in order to promote the physiological inflammatory process.
When patient age increases between 45
and 65, often the combination of therapies
is required. These include platelet concentrates, potentially with lasers, fillers, PDO
threads, or other materials. In such cases,
it is highly recommended to combine traditional approaches of surgical therapy with
less-invasive procedures utilizing PRF to augment and rejuvenate the skin.
When patients reach an age older than
65 years of age, the choice of treatment
remains the combination of the above-stated
treatments with more frequent visits and the
use of more quantity of products. However,
in such cases, it is important to understand
the limitations of such procedures, especially those performed with platelet concentrates versus those performed by plastic surgeons performing face lifts. Noteworthy, in
all cases, it is important at least in my practice
to document all changes accordingly. In this
way, doctors can maintain a track record of
their work and show incoming patients their
approximate expectations following therapy
based on their profile and age.

. Conventional therapies in
facial aesthetics
Conventional therapies for facial aesthetics
have a long list of currently utilized as well as
failed materials that have been commercialized over the years. Perhaps those most wellknown and utilized are toxins and epidermal barrier function such as botulinum toxin
(Botox) [18,19]. These products have been
made popular by commercialization and the
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Figure . Lips are considered one of the most sought-after facial enhancement procedure.

number of celebrities routinely using these
products continues to increase their popularity. There are plenty of examples that have
demonstrated their successful use in various
aesthetic procedures with an increase in lip
volume (fillers) being one of the most aesthetic desires (Figure 13.6). It must be noted
that despite some negative reported effects,
medical use of Botox is generally considered
safe and effective with thousands of patients
having been treated with relatively few serious adverse effects.
An important point to mention, however,
is that these techniques heavily rely on normal protective mechanisms of the epidermis,
which can be altered or disrupted following
their use. Therefore, the use of such products
such as Botox have known secondary effects
that may cause a cascade of reactions with
(yet undetermined) consequences [20]. Furthermore, they require constant injections
every 4 to 6 months or so to maintain their
appearance. There has been documented
evidence demonstrating that Botox may lead
to the temporary denervation and relaxation
of muscles for several weeks following use, by
preventing the release of neurotransmitter
acetylcholine at the peripheral nerve endings.
While it is safe for the treatment of hyperfunctional lines and improves the general
appearance of the face [21], it may cause secondary effects associated with an increased

granular layer or thinning of the epidermis
as a result of a foreign body reaction to this
material [22,23]. Other reported secondary
effects include mainly cases of muscle paresis
including muscle weakness, brow ptosis,
upper eye lid ptosis, lower eye lid ptosis,
lateral arching of the eyebrow, double or
blurred vision, loss or difficulty in voluntary
closure, upper lip ptosis, uneven smile, lateral
lip ptosis, lower lip flattening, orbicularis oris
weakness, difficulty in chewing, dysphagia,
altered voice pitch, and neck weakness.
Furthermore, Botox also contains additional
neurotoxin-associated proteins that may
elicit intracellular responses that affect the
normal physiology of the skin [24]. These
have also been reported in over 40 cases of
blindness caused by dermal filler injections.
While it is used practically every day in the
field of facial aesthetics, it is clear other
materials are constantly being investigated
as potential alternatives without bearing
secondary side effects. The most important
criteria are that the medical practitioner be
well trained to reduce the number of complications. Hyaluronic acid is often a secondary
choice with more biological biocompatibility
with host tissues when Botox is deemed to
have causes a foreign body reaction [25].
Common filler complications include but are
not limited to unrealistic patient expectations, bruising/hematoma, under-correction,
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asymmetry, lumping, iatrogenic factors, and
allergic reactions. Our intention is to replace
these materials with more natural bloodderived products such as PRF for more natural healing. With fillers an immediate result
may be observed but they also dissolve within
a 4- to 6-month timeframe. With growth factors found in PRF, we are capable of naturally
producing our own collagen and elastin in a
more stable way over longer periods of time.

. Lasers and epidermal barrier
function
Laser therapy has also been utilized in aesthetic medicine and appears to be resurfacing
as a more commonly utilized procedure to
rejuvenate skin tissue with the advancements
made in laser research [26,27]. This technique is certainly considered more invasive
when compared to cosmeceuticals and may
lead to temporary epidermal barrier function
damage due to swelling and redness of skin
surfaces having been over-exposed to laser
therapy. Treatments including high-energy
pulsed CO2 lasers and fractional CO2 laser
therapies have been suggested as options for
epithelium renewal by increasing the proliferation of keratinocytes [20]. Furthermore,
lasers have been shown to stimulate collagen synthesis [25]. For these reasons, lasers
have often been utilized alone or combined
with other strategies for facial aesthetics. The
treatment relies on the alteration of the function of epidermis through laser excitation.
Nevertheless, secondary side effects including swelling, pigmentation, and skin irritation or infection have been reported.

. Overview of utilizing
platelet derivatives in facial
aesthetics
Interestingly, it was proposed several years
ago that platelet concentrates and most
notably platelet rich plasma (PRP), could

be utilized in facial aesthetics [28–30]. PRP
has been shown to increase the regeneration of a variety of tissues namely by increasing blood flow to defective tissues. From
this point of view, its use in facial aesthetics
followed. Since then and with the advancements made with PRF, it became possible
to utilize platelet concentrates without having to use anti-coagulants, known inhibitors
of tissue regeneration (Figure 13.7). While
acupuncture has been an ancient treatment
for skin rejuvenation, the idea of utilizing
other modalities such as a syringe, derma
pen, and derma roller in combination with
naturally derived growth factors has been
more common in recent years, favoring more
natural regeneration with natural products.
Since PRF is totally autologous because it
uses patient blood without anti-coagulants
(Figure 13.8 and 13.9), it makes the procedures safer, without eliciting a foreign body
reaction at low cost.

. Clinical procedures utilizing
PRF in facial aesthetics
The use of PRF has been utilized for a
variety of aesthetic procedures in medicine
that focus on improving cosmetic appearance
through the treatment of conditions including scars, skin laxity, and wrinkles. Important is to understand that in the field of facial
aesthetics, plastic tubes are only utilized in
order to prevent coagulation into a PRF fibrin matrix. Therefore, two formulations of
PRF are discussed within the present chapter:
a liquid injectable formulation of PRF centrifuged at extremely low speeds (700 RPM,
60 G for 3 minutes; i-PRF) versus PRF matrix
that is utilized to enhance tissue augmentation (1300 RPM for 8 minutes; PRF matrix,
A-PRF-liquid). While various surgical procedures have been utilized, the main aim has
been to improve the patient self-esteem by
providing better quality of life, psychological well-being, and social function to patients
and with the advancements made in PRF
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Figure . Various aesthetic procedures previously utilizing platelet rich plasma (PRP) have now been
replaced with platelet rich fibrin (PRF). The major advantage is that healing may take place without
anti-coagulants found in PRP.

therapy, it is now possible to do so in a
natural way.
The use of PRF (1300 rpm for 8 min) or
i-PRF (700 rpm for 3 min) have therefore

been utilized in my practice during combination therapies to enhance aesthetic outcomes and improve patient wound healing.
When preparing for regeneration with PRF,

Figure . Following centrifugation at 700 rpm for 3 minutes, a layer of injectable-PRF can be observed in the
upper layer of centrifugation tubes. No additives are utilized during this procedure.
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Figure . Example of a liquid injectable-PRF
(i-PRF) that may be utilized to regenerate various
areas of the face. i-PRF does not contain
anticoagulants and therefore must be utilized within
10 minutes following blood collection.

the treating physician must first look at the
skin’s anatomy to evaluate the optimal choice
of procedure to obtain desired end goals.
Therefore, the epidermis (outer layer of skin),
dermis (inner layer of skin), and subcutaneous fat layer of the skin (beneath the skin)
must be fully evaluated. Furthermore, facial
lines, wrinkles, and folds are also examined
fully to determine the depth of damage to the
skin.
When performing lip augmentation and
contouring, i-PRF is utilized in combination

with PRF to contour the lips. The PRF is able
to provide more volume, whereas the i-PRF
provides more leukocytes and a higher concentration of growth factors per volume. This
procedure is typically performed once every
15 days for 60 days to ensure optimal aesthetics. In contrast, for acne scars, a derma pen
(36 needles) is utilized to perform mesotherapy of damaged skin with a syringe to create multiple penetrations approximately 3 to
5 mm apart from one another to mechanically stimulate the skin during i-PRF injections. If scars are present, PRF is implanted
underneath the scar in order to use the fibrin
matrix to bulk the lost tissues and to create a
micro-environment capable of slowly releasing growth factors over an extended period of
time. Leukocytes from the i-PRF ensure and
provoke the physiologic inflammation process by secreting higher leukocyte growth
factors.
Many non-invasive surgical procedures
have become available in which the application of filers underneath the skin during
rejuvenation procedures can be achieved.
When growth factors from human blood
are being utilized (PRF), it is important
to note that these surgical procedures are
performed via the linear technique or retrotracking technique as previously described
in the literature (Figures 13.10). These

Figure . Demonstration of filler injections performed utilizing a retro-grading technique for lip contouring.
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Figure . Lip augmentation procedure with outer injections performed to augment soft-tissue volume of
the lip.

techniques may be applied for linear wrinkles (superficial, medium, and deep), lip and
facial contouring (Figures 13.11, Figure 13.12,
and Figure 13.13), forehead frowns (Figure
13.14 and Figure 13.15), glabellar, nose, tear

trough, nasolabial folds, and marionette lines
(Figure 13.16).
Similarly, when performing mesotherapy,
two techniques are commonly utilized. The
first is the micro papular technique that is

Figure . Lip augmentation procedure with before and after photos following injections with i-PRF.
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Figure . Lip augmentation procedure with outer injections performed to augment soft-tissue volume of
the lip.

for mature and damaged skin. Small quantities of PRF are injected under the epidermis, creating small papules where PRF and iPRF can be used to rejuvenate the epidermis
skin layer. While the skin may appear red and
inflamed at the end of this procedure, these
papules disappear within 1 to 2 hours. The

second method is the Multipuncture technique, which consists of superficial injections
of rapid and regular movements. The punctures are applied evenly throughout the facial
skin with an inter distance space between
injections of 3 to 5 mm. This technique is
utilized to rejuvenate the skin of the face,

Figure . Example of various uses of injectable-PRF to augment soft tissues in various regions of the face.
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Figure . Example of injectable-PRF utilized to reduce forehead frowns.

decoletage, hands, and so on. The procedure
can be repeated every 15 days and typically
is utilized four times over a 60-day period.
Maintenance can be done in relation to the
condition of the skin. This second procedures is performed with i-PRF, whereas the
mesotherapy can be utilized with both a PRF
matrix (1300 rpm for 8 min) and a i-PRF
(700 rpm for 3 min). With derma pen, the use
of only i-PRF is required, whereas with the

micropapular technique, both i-PRF and PRF
scaffolds are required.

. i-PRF injections with a
derma rollers
When using the derma roller, examination of
the needle stratum holes must first be performed without damaging the epidermis [31].

Figure . Example using PRF to reduce naso-labial folds.
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There are multiple options for derma rollers
depending on the needs of the skin. Macro
needling leads to the release of growth factors
that stimulate the formation of natural collagen and elastin in the papillary dermis. During this procedure, induction of neovascularization and neocollagenesis is performed.
This procedure is often termed the “percutaneous collagen induction therapy.” It is the
ideal choice of therapy for skin rejuvenation
of photo-aging skin. The procedure begins
with the use of micro needles in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal movements.
New collagen synthesis is formed and may
be increased and evenly spread resulting in a
smoother texture, smaller pore sizes, reduction in scars, and finer visible lines in wrinkles by applying this procedure. It is typically repeated a minimum of four times with
an increase in frequency if the skin is highly
damaged. A follow-up every 3 to 6 months is
recommended.

. i-PRF injections with a
derma pen
Another procedure where i-PRF has been
frequently utilized is with a derma pen to
create skin perforations for better absorption
of i-PRF into host skin tissues in order to

stimulate the healing process through growth
factor release. This naturally increases the
healing process of skin. This procedure in
general is considered a mechanical skin
stimulation and the total time lasts roughly
20 to 30 minutes. Maintenance is highly
recommended in order to prolong clinical
results. This procedure is used often at the
beginning of treatment where the use of
derma pen in horizontal, perpendicular,
and diagonal movements is performed for
approximately 20 to 30 minutes. Thereafter,
blood is drawn to prepare PRF, and derma
pen procedures can be applied simultaneously with application of PRF.

. i-PRF and PRF for
mesotherapy by syringe
injections
In this procedure, a 4 mm needle is perforated underneath the epidermis where
i-PRF can be injected more deeply into the
skin (Figure 13.17 and 13.18) [32]. This has
been shown to further result in a more radical change in skin rejuvenation. This procedure can be performed with both i-PRF
but also with a PRF matrix utilizing a 4 mm
× 32-30 g needle and a 12.7 mm × 27 g
needle respectively. While this procedure is

Figure . Use of PRF for deep injections of various facial folds to increase soft-tissue volume.
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Figure . Deep injections with PRF to increase soft-tissue volume (same case as presented in Figure 13.16).

considered more invasive causing more skin
damage, the results are more altering and
superior to less invasive procedure. Maintenance is highly recommended to preserve the
acquired results.

. Platelet concentrate during
the vampire technique
With aging, the skin becomes more yellow
in color due to less vascularization and when
this is encountered, a “Vampire Facelift” procedure by Charles Runels is recommended,
which involves withdrawing a patient’s blood,
processing it to isolate blood derivatives with
other added biomaterial, then re-injecting it
into host tissues to reduce wrinkles and create a more youthful look.

. Augmentation techniques
with PRF matrix and
i-PRF—combination Therapies
One commonly reported question is when to
utilize i-PRF alone versus PRF matrix with iPRF. To answer this question, it is important
to note that while PRF matrix is produced
with a three-dimensional fibrin scaffold

necessary to increase tissue thickness, interestingly, advancements that have been made
with the low-speed centrifugation concept
has allowed the development of a liquid-PRF
(i-PRF) that contains a higher concentration
of leukocytes, growth factors, and therefore
an ability to increase tissue wound healing
and regeneration.
When both PRF and i-PRF are used in combination during augmentation procedures,
greater tissue augmentation is expected.
While platelets release their growth factors
only after clotting, by using PRF matrix
simultaneously, liquid fibrinogen may be converted to fibrin within the skin serving as a
reservoir of growth factors producing a slow
release. In such procedures, maintenance is
also highly recommended in order to sustain
the initial results from therapy as addressed
below.

. Nasolabial fold
rejuvenation with PRF and i-PRF
Nasolabial folds, commonly known as “smile
lines” or “laugh lines,” are facial features that
commonly result with age [33]. They represent the two skin folds that run from each side
of the nose to the corners of the mouth. They
are defined by facial structures that support
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the buccal fat pad and separate the cheeks
from the upper lip.
By using a combination approach with PRF
(1300 rpm for 8 min) and i-PRF (700 rpm for
3 min), 12.7 mm needles (27G × 12 inches)
can be utilized to penetrate the skin into the
deep dermis by using the linear technique.
Afterward, a 32G × 4 mm needle can be
used to perform small papules with i-PRF
alone—rich in leukocytes—in order to initiate the physiologic inflammatory response
for skin augmentation and rejuvenation. Typically, this procedure is performed four times
with an interval of 15 to 30 days to maintain
ideal aesthetic results. The procedure can be
repeated at 3 or 6 months should additional
rejuvenation be required.

. Use of PRF and i-PRF for lip
augmentation
Due to the increased popularity of celebrity
lip augmentations performed annually, a
number of patients request lip augmentation

procedures. The most natural way to achieve
this is by utilizing blood derived PRF and iPRF (Figure 13.19). Efficient lip augmentation and enhancement procedure can replace
the lost volume and the contouring of the
aging lips. Furthermore, it can be utilized to
create balance between the upper and lower
lip as well as loss of shape due to trauma or
asymmetries.
For contouring of the lip, a 12.7 mm ×
27 G needle size is also utilized with PRF
and a 4 mm × 32 G or 30 G for i-PRF for
lip enhancement. The derma pen can also
be utilized with a setting at 1 mm depth of
the needles utilizing i-PRF. This procedure is
performed every 15 to 30 days as indicated.
The results are long lasting and very natural
looking.

. PDO threads using PRF
and i-PRF
PDO threads are one of the most popular
and highly effective non-surgical means to lift

Figure . Before and after photos following lip augmentation procedures performed with PRF.
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and tighten loose and sagging skin tissues as
well dissolve small areas of fat on the lower
face. PDO (polydioxanone) is a synthetic fiber
that dissolves naturally in the body over time,
which is widely used in areas of medicine
such as general surgery and cardiology.
PDO threads have been utilized to enhance
and improve the appearance of sagging
necks, sagging cheeks, or jowls, as well as
droopy eyebrows. A thread lift is suited to
men and women between the ages of 40 and
70. The procedure is most effective on skin
that has minimal sagging. Once the threads
are in place the body starts to produce new
bundles of collagen around each thread and
this in turn creates a subtle and yet effective lift. While the results vary significantly
between each individual, the final results are
natural by nature giving a rejuvenated and
refreshed look. There is no scarring and
recovery times are much less in duration
when compared to those associated with traditional invasive surgery.
Interestingly, more recent research has
shown that this procedure may be enhanced
when PDO threads are combined with naturally derived i-PRF. Mesotherapy treatment is

typically performed first with i-PRF followed
by PDO threads. This entire procedure
takes roughly 30 minutes for mesotherapy
and another 30 minutes for the insertion
of the PDO threads and therefore can be
accomplished within 1 hour. Figures 13.20,
13.21, 13.22, 13.23, and 13.24 demonstrate
some before and after clinical photos of
treatments accomplished with i-PRF.

. Conclusion
Facial aesthetics is a rapidly growing field.
With over 16 million procedures performed
each year in the United States alone, it
becomes obvious that patient demands and
expectations will continue to rise. By utilizing
naturally derived blood concentrates without
having to use anti-coagulants, PRF can be utilized as a substitute to enhance tissue regeneration, speed wound healing and enhance
collagen synthesis. While the use of PRF is
still in its infancy in the facial aesthetic world,
future research will further elucidate the beneficial aspects of utilizing PRF for facial procedures highlighted in this chapter.

Figure . Before and after clinical photos of a facial rejuvenation procedure performed naturally with PRF.
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Figure . Before and after clinical photos of a facial rejuvenation procedure performed naturally with PRF.

Figure . Before and after clinical photos of a facial rejuvenation procedure performed naturally with PRF.
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Figure . Before and after clinical photos of a facial rejuvenation procedure performed naturally with PRF.

Figure . Before and after clinical photos of a facial rejuvenation procedure performed naturally with PRF.
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Use of Platelet Rich Fibrin in Other Areas of Medicine
Richard J. Miron and Joseph Choukroun

Abstract
Platelet rich fibrin (PRF) has extensively been utilized in dental medicine but many practitioners
may be surprised to learn that it has far more often been applied in general medicine for a variety
of indications highlighted in this chapter. While PRF was first utilized for the treatment of hardto-heal leg ulcers, it remains interesting to point out that PRF has also been shown to improve a
variety of leg and hand ulcers, utilized for facial soft-tissue defects, chronic rotator cuff tears, acute
traumatic ear drum perforations, orthopedics, tendon injuries, management of knee osteoarthritis
laparoscopic cholecystectomy, plastic surgery, superficial rhytids, acne scars, vaginal prolapse repair, urethracutaneous fistula repair, and lipostructure surgical procedures. This chapter provides
an overview of the many indications of PRF for regeneration extended through various fields of
medicine outside the dental field.

Highlights

r PRF for regeneration of chronic leg ulcers
r PRF as an adjunct to chondrocyte regeneration
for regeneration of ligaments and
tendons
PRF in orthopedic medicine
PRF for improved facial and soft-tissue
regeneration

r PRF
r
r

. Introduction
One key feature during the regeneration of
tissues is the necessity for a constant source
of blood supply supported by ingrowth
of a vascular network [1]. Although most
tissue engineering scaffolds are avascular by
nature, platelet rich fibrin (PRF) was first
introduced in 2001 with the potential to
markedly improve angiogenesis through its

accumulation of growth factors derived
specifically from autogenous blood [2]. It has
since been utilized for a variety of procedures
in medicine and dentistry due to its ability to
promote angiogenesis [1].
Equally important during the events leading to tissue regeneration is the ability for
a wound to form a stable blood clot during
the healing process. Typically regeneration
occurs in a well-defined and well-ordered
cascade of complex events in four overlapping phases including hemostasis,
inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling
[3–5]. These occur via the secretion of
soluble mediators and signals capable of
influencing the homing of circulating progenitor cells to damaged tissues [6]. Platelets
are well-known cells that are responsible
for the activation and release of important
biomolecules including platelet-derived
growth factor (PDGF), transforming growth
factor beta (TGF-beta), vascular endothelial
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growth factor (VEGF), as well as other
coagulation factors, adhesion molecules,
cytokines/chemokines, and angiogenic factors [7]. Furthermore, PRF is composed of a
fibrin network known to improve blood clot
stability responsible for tissue regeneration.
In this chapter, we describe the uses of PRF
in medicine (outside dentistry) to provide
further insight that PRF supports regeneration of various tissues. We focus briefly on
in vitro and in vivo studies and then present
the numerous indications for which PRF has
been utilized to improve the regeneration of
various tissues in clinical medicine.

. Eﬀects of PRF on cell activity
in vitro
PRF has been shown to effect primarily two
cell types: endothelial cells and progenitor
cells of the mesenchymal lineage. The effect
of PRF has most commonly been observed
in fibroblasts through numerous studies
[8–11]. PRF stimulates dermal fibroblast proliferation, as well as production of extracellular matrix collagen1, a pro-fibrotic molecule
response for wound healing of connective tissues [8]. It has further been shown that PRF
not only supports the mitogenic activity of
fibroblasts, but also acts to increase cell survival and migration favoring more rapid softtissue regeneration [9,10].
Similarly, PRF promotes angiogenesis by
demonstrating a marked effect on endothelial
cells. It was first shown that PRF induces the
proliferation of endothelial cells via extracellular signal-regulated protein kinase activation pathway [12]. Furthermore, PRF induces
the local release of VEGF within its fibrin
scaffold; a known growth factor responsible for inducing angiogenesis [12]. It remains
interesting to point out that PRF has also
been shown to decrease the rate of infection
as highlighted in previous chapters. Bayer
et al. was one of the first to investigate the
anti-inflammatory and anti-microbial activ-

ities of PRF in human keratinocytes [13].
Their research team found that PRF led to
an increase in hBD-2 expression, a known
gene responsible for its anti-microbial activity necessary for the treatment of chronic
wounds [13]. Future research further investigating these pathways will provide much
more support for the beneficial effects of
PRF on soft-tissue wound healing and reveal
the mechanism of action leading to its antibacterial effects.

. Evidence that PRF improves
soft-tissue wound
healing/regeneration in vivo
Several studies have now shown that PRF
induces soft-tissue regeneration in various
animal models in the medical field. These
include primarily studies that have focused
on its wound healing capabilities during skin
regeneration but are also extended to plastic
and reconstructive surgery, urethral repair,
and myocardial ventricular remodeling/
regeneration.
Most notably, PRF has been shown to
increase angiogenesis and soft-tissue regeneration in vivo. Roy et al. was one of the first
to show that after 14 days of healing in a
porcine ischemic excision model (8mm circular defects), PRF led to improvements in
wound healing when compared to a collagen matrix (Figure 14.1) [12]. Other investigators have also found similar findings investigating dorsal tissue regeneration in various
animal models [14–16]. PRF has also been
shown to promote the regeneration of the
parotid gland following irradiation [17] and
increased type 1 collagen formation in fulland split-thickness flaps during skin grafting
procedures in a porcine model [18].
More recent research has investigated
the use of PRF in combination with adipose
tissue for fat pad grafting in the ear’s auricular [19]. This therapeutic adjuvant showed
histologically that PRF could enhance
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Figure . Treatment of porcine ischemic wound
with PRF. Representative digital images of excisional
wounds treated or not with PRFM on days 0 and 4
post-wounding. Adapted from Roy et al. 2011 [12].

microvesssel density at 4 weeks and improved
the resorption rates of implanted tissues at
24 weeks [19]. The results from this study
supports the concept that PRF facilitates
angiogenesis when combined with adipose
tissue with a clinically translatable strategy
for soft-tissue augmentation and reconstruction of the ear or other defects requiring fat
tissue grafting.
Lastly, one area of research limited to
animals to date has been the effectiveness
of PRF for the repair of myocardial ischemia
and ventricular remodeling of the heart.
In two studies, it has been shown that the
combination of PRF with adipose-derived

mesenchymal stem cells could be utilized
to preserve left ventricular function in a
rat model that induced regional myocardial
ischemia by left coronary artery ligation [20].
Furthermore, in a second study, adiposederived mesenchymal stem cells were
embedded in PRF scaffolds to investigate its
ability to promote angiogenesis in heart tissues [21]. It was found that this combination
preserved heart function when compared
to controls (Figure 14.2) [21]. While these
results are still preliminary, ongoing research
utilizing PRF for the treatment of various
major defects of the heart could potentially
lead to major breakthroughs in the medical
field.
In summary, animal research has now convincingly shown that PRF can promote softtissue wound healing in various wound healing animal models and these reports show
that this is primarily due to an increase in
angiogenesis to defect sites.

. Clinical studies evaluating
the use of PRF in medicine
Many clinical studies have now shown that
PRF is able to promote wound healing in the
medical field. Recently our group showed
in a systematic review that PRF was able
to promote soft-tissue regeneration in 20
different clinical indications; 7 from the
dental field, whereas the other 13 derived
specifically from the medical field [22]. As
highlighted throughout this textbook, PRF
has been utilized successfully in dentistry
and the maxillofacial region for the treatment of extraction sockets [23–26], gingival
recessions [27–29], palatal wound closures
[30–32], repair of potentially malignant
lesions [33], regeneration of periodontal
defects [34], hyperplastic gingival tissues [35], among other indications in oral
surgery and periodontology [36]. In general
medicine, PRF has also been utilized for a
variety of treatments including hard-to-heal
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Figure . Macroscopic aspects of the cheek pouches of hamsters injected with 5-fluorouracil. The control
group (A-C), the fibrin group (D-F), and the PRF group (G-I) are shown. Notice the significantly faster wound
healing associated with the PRF group. Source: Horii et al. 2014 [16]. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.

leg and hand ulcers [37–42], facial soft-tissue
defects [43], laparoscopic cholecystectomy
[44], deep nasolabial folds, volume-depleted
midfacial regions, superficial rhytids, acne
scars [45], induction of dermal collagenesis
[46], vaginal prolapse repair [47], urethracutaneous fistula repair [48,49], lipostructure
surgical procedures [50], chronic rotator cuff
tears [51], and acute traumatic ear drum
perforations [52]. In total, 27 of the 31 studies (87%) investigated from this systematic
review reported having a positive outcome
when PRF was combined with standard
regenerative procedures for soft tissues [22].
Specifically, the remainder of this chapter
focuses on the use of PRF for five clinical
indications, including 1) regeneration of
chronic leg ulcers, 2) chondrocyte regeneration, 3) ligament and tendon regeneration, 4)
orthopedic medical regeneration, and 5) skin
regeneration.

. PRF for regeneration of
chronic leg ulcers
As expressed in the first chapter of this textbook, PRF was first utilized for the treatment
of hard to heal-leg ulcers in the early 2000s.
For hard-to heal leg ulcers, it became common knowledge that infection was not only
caused by bacterial pathogens, but also secondary to a lack of blood supply to wounds,
thereby limiting entrance to infiltrating host
immune cells to fight infection. As such,
the use of PRF was first studied for the
treatment of these patients to help support
new blood angiogenesis, thereby bringing
both immune cells from the PRF scaffolds as
well as immune cells from the host via an
increase in tissue angiogenesis, to fight infection (Figure 14.3). This strategy has since
been adopted in many publications and this
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Figure . Illustration of IVIS study and anatomical and pathological findings on day 42 after AMI induction
(n = 8). A. Serial assessments of living imaging by In Vivo Imaging System (IVIS) after acute myocardial
infarction (AMI). B. The anatomical findings showed the cross-section area of the heart at the papillary muscle
(blue arrows) among the four groups. The left ventricular (LV) chamber size was highest in AMI group, lowest in
sham-control group, and notably higher in AMI + platelet rich fibrin (PRF) group than in AMI + PRF +
adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cell (ADMSC); Conversely, the infarct size showed an apposite pattern of
LV chamber size.The black arrows indicated PRF scaffold tissue in AMI + PRF group and ADMSC-embedded PRF
scaffold (AMI + PRF + ADMSC) (i.e., engineered ADMSC grafts) group, whereas the green arrow shows the wall
thickness in the infarct area. Scale bars in right lower corners represent 5 mm. C. ∗ vs. other groups with
different symbols (∗ , †, ‡, §), p < 0.001. Statistical analysis using one-way ANOVA, followed by Bonferroni
multiple comparison post hoc test. Symbols (∗ , †, ‡, §) indicate significance (at 0.05 level). Adapted from Chen
et al. 2015 [21].

field of research has continued to flourish. It
remains of interest to note up to what point
the human body can heal in entirely autogenous fashions by using naturally derived PRF
scaffolds for the treatment of these hard to
heal leg ulcers from various etiologies.

. PRF for cartilage (knee)
regeneration
One area of research that is rising in popularity has been the use of platelet derivatives
for the regeneration of cartilage. Cartilage
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is one of the most avascular tissues found in
the human body and therefore, has extremely
low potential for regeneration. From this
point of view, it makes logical sense to introduce blood flow via platelet derivatives to
defective/damaged cartilage. This concept
has been utilized for a variety of procedures in medicine as well as sports medicine
where platelet rich plasma (PRP) has been
utilized for knee regeneration for a wide
range of patients including professional athletes [53–57]. The more recent introduction
of an injectable-PRF that does not utilize
additional anti-coagulants (such as PRP) and
includes the potential to form a fibrin clot
several minutes following injection has been
a proposed method to further regenerate cartilage, particularly in the knee (Figures 14.4
and 14.5). The ability for i-PRF to form a
fibrin clot would theoretically act to further
improve regeneration by providing a fibrin
network/space capable of diminishing pain
felt from bone-to-bone contact commonly
reported in osteoarthritic patients. Further
research in this field is prominent.

. PRF for the regeneration of
ligaments and tendons
In a similar fashion, platelet concentrates
have also been heavily utilized for the repair
of ligaments and tendons such as rotator
cuffs found in the shoulder and various forms
of tendinopathy [58–61]. These studies have
utilized PRP as an adjunct to conventional
therapy to improve blood flow and regeneration to these defects. Therefore, with the
development of injectable-PRF, it is theoretically hypothesized that i-PRF can also replace
conventional therapies utilizing PRP without
necessitating the use of additives including
anti-coagulants, known inhibitors of wound
healing. Future research in this field is also
eminently needed.

. PRF in orthopedic medicine
Recently, PRF has also been utilized in orthopedic medicine for the repair of large bone
defects. While this field is very early in its

Figure . Various cases of osteoarthritis of the knee treated with an injectable-PRF (i-PRF). Notice the region
of calcification between the knee and the bone-to-bone contact that may be regenerated with i-PRF. Case
performed by Dr. Joseph Choukroun.
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Figure . Regeneration of osteoarthritis of the knee with an injectable-PRF (i-PRF). Notice the region of
calcification between the knee and the communication and bone-to-bone contact that may be regenerated
with i-PRF. Case performed by Dr. Joseph Choukroun.

attempts to characterize the potential benefit of utilizing PRF for such surgeries, it
remains an area of future research that may
provide superior and shorter healing periods
for major bone/hip defects by favoring angiogenesis and wound healing in such cases.
Figure 14.6 illustrates an orthopedic case
treated with PRF.

ious skin cancers such as basal cell carcinomas and other soft-tissue defects that require
healing. Although this field of research is
extremely premature, it certainly represents
an area of future research worth further
investigation.

. Discussion and future
perspectives
. PRF for skin regeneration
Lastly and briefly mentioned in the previous chapter, an array of research is currently investigating the use of PRF for either
facial/soft-tissue regeneration. Despite its
common use in aesthetic facial dentistry, further research could benefit from the regenerative potential of PRF for the rejuvenation of
soft tissues following medical removal of var-

This chapter was included in this textbook
to highlight the many other uses of PRF for
regenerative procedures in medicine outside
the dental field. These include various uses in
reconstructive surgery, plastic surgery, and
dermatology. One of the advantages of PRF is
that it can be utilized and tested in a safe and
efficient way to deliver supra-physiological
doses of autologous growth factors to host
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Figure . Use of PRF used in conjunction in the field of orthopeadic medicine fort he regeneration of both
soft and hard tissues. By introduction growth factors capable of stimulating angiogenesis and new blood
vessel formation, the use of PRF can achieve regeneration of various tissues across many fields of medicine.

tissues without fearing a foreign body reaction or tissue rejection. While the use of
PRP has seen widespread use due to its
liquid composition, it remains of interest to
determine which clinical indications could
i-PRF be utilized as a substitute material to
PRP without having to utilize anti-coagulants
found in PRP [58,62–65]. It is obvious that
further research remains to further characterize the regenerative potential of either
i-PRF in comparison to PRP for the variety
of regenerative procedures proposed in this
chapter. Future research is ongoing.
Two key advantages of utilizing PRF for
regeneration of defects found in the medical
field are its ability to deliver leukocytes (host
immune cells capable of fighting infection
and controlling inflammation) as well as the
ability for a fibrin network to act to support
tissue regeneration and limit bone/bone
contact in space-limiting defects such as
osteoarthritis or temporomandibular joint
disorders. Furthermore, chronic non-healing
wounds are a significant and constant medical challenge resulting in amputation and
the pathogenesis of non-healing wounds
thereby requires new treatment options
to improve clinical outcomes. One main

advantage of PRF over PRP is the fact it
contains leukocytes that fight infection as
well as its ability to release a significantly
higher concentrations of growth factors over
a 10-day period [66].
Another area of research that remains
ongoing is to determine if the strength, stiffness, or toughness of PRF scaffolds should
be modified via centrifugation protocols for
the different clinical indications proposed
in this chapter. For instance, should a PRF
membrane be different for regeneration of a
tendon versus that of cartilage or bone? It
remains of interest to better characterize PRF
scaffolds for future research across various
fields of medicine and for various biomedical applications. Experts across many fields of
medicine need to gather more frequently to
discuss protocols, which may lead to further
clinical improvements.
While the next wave of research is expected
to address in a more systematic way the use of
PRF for the variety of controlled randomized
clinical trials the effective of PRF in medicine,
reports from this chapter highlight numerous
clinical reports having investigated its effectiveness. Future randomized clinical trials are
necessary.
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Future Research with Platelet Rich Fibrin
Richard J. Miron and Joseph Choukroun

Abstract
One constantly evolving field demanding much research has been dedicated to the use of platelet
rich fibrin (PRF) in regenerative dentistry. Over the past half-decade, the number of publications
listed on Medline has exponentially increased and this trend is only expected to continue. In the
early stages of its use, attempts were made to determine where and how PRF could be utilized in
various procedures in periodontology, oral surgery, and implant dentistry. More recently, specific
indications have been recommended as outlined in this textbook. This final chapter outlines the
10 fields of research of most interest moving forward. These include the influence of blood hematocrit and centrifugation speeds on final PRF scaffolds. It also includes the use of PRF for various
new procedures in dentistry including its investigation for treatments of osteonecrosis of the jaw,
temporo-mandibular joint disorders, and pulp regeneration. Lastly, the influence of whether leukocytes or fibrin plays a more prominent role in PRF scaffolds is discussed as potential avenues for
future research.
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effect of hematocrit/centrifugation
speeds on PRF size, density, and cell
counts
Regeneration or repair during periodontal regeneration
PRF for temporomandibular joint disorders
PRF and osteonecrosis
PRF and leukocyte/fibrin biology
PRF and bone regeneration/osteoinduction

. PRF and centrifugation
speeds
As highlighted in Chapters 2 and 3, the
influence of centrifugation speed has been

shown to affect leukocyte number, scaffold
length, and fibrin network density. Furthermore, lower speeds of approximately 60 G
(700 RPM) for a mere 3 minutes has been
shown to produce a liquid PRF that may be
utilized as an injectable biomaterial (i-PRF).
Despite these findings, the low-speed centrifugation concept is very early in its use
and clinical reports investigating its ability to
further improve wound healing are limited.
Nevertheless, it has now been confirmed that
lower centrifugation speed leads to higher
leukocyte numbers more evenly distributed
throughout the PRF scaffolds [1] and further
improves growth factor release from these
matrixes [2].
It is also known that despite lower centrifugation speeds containing more cells and
higher release of growth factors, it has been
demonstrated that higher centrifugation
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speed leads to longer and more densely
packed PRF membranes with less cells.
Despite this, it remains interesting to point
out that in some indications, it might be
advantageous to produce a more densely
packed and longer PRF membrane for indications such as Schneiderian membrane
repair, whereas lower centrifugation speeds
might be advantageous when an increased
number of leukocytes and growth factor
release may be necessary such as for the
treatment of extraction sockets by secondary
intension and when mixed with biomaterials. By bringing the concept that different
centrifugation speeds may lead to differences
in PRF scaffolds, it therefore opens the possibility that perhaps not one centrifugation
speed may serve the purpose for all dental
procedures much in the same way that not
one bone-grafting material should be utilized
for all bone-grafting procedures.

. Eﬀect of hematocrit count
on PRF scaﬀolds
Along the same lines as “PRF and centrifugation speeds,” one very interesting observation recently has been the effect of hematocrit
count on PRF scaffolds. It was specifically
found that the formation of PRF is not only
dependent on the centrifugal preparation
method, but also related to the composition
of peripheral blood cells. The precise mechanism by which platelet/fibrin clots affects
wound healing and bone formation remains
unclear. Many clinicians have now observed
that while utilizing PRF during routine clinical practice, drastic differences in the macroscopic morphology of PRF has been reported
between patients. A group in Netherlands
recently prepared PRF membranes utilizing
different centrifugation protocols and thereafter the composition of PRF was analyzed
with light and scanning electron microscopy.
In order to study the effect of blood cell composition on the PRF membrane, a total of 93
patients were included in their study.

The authors report that a decrease in
centrifugal G-force as well as a decrease in
time of centrifugation resulted in an enormous increase of platelet yield in PRF. Furthermore, it was found that increased G-force
and time of centrifugation were associated
with increased PRF membrane length. However, and most interestingly, the membrane
length was significantly inversely correlated
to patient’s hemoglobin, hematocrit, and erythrocyte count, while leucocyte count was
not associated with the membrane length. In
conclusion, it was found that the preparation
of PRF membranes is largely dependent on
the centrifugation conditions and it was further suggested that the traditional methods
of preparing PRF could be improved. These
authors point to the fact that the composition of PRF membrane is not only dependent
on the centrifugation method/speed, but also
significantly correlates with the composition
of donor blood (Brouwards et al. 2016, conference abstract).
Therefore, it remains to be investigated
how hematocrit count may affect PRF
composition and whether specific protocols
should further be provided for patients with
certain hematocrit values. Future research
in this area is prominently needed. Furthermore, certain clinicians have also reported
that fat dietary intake prior to blood collection leads to a “milky” consistency of PRF
clots (Figure 15.1). Therefore, it is likely that
food intake, time of day, and other factors
such as hematocrit count and/or various
blood disorders may affect final PRF scaffold
architecture although little study to date has
been performed on these topics.

. The inﬂuence of PRF for
the treatment of osteonecrosis
of the jaw
Osteonecrosis of the jaw is a major clinical
challenge encountered, whereby bone tissues
with limited vascularization results in bone
exposure commonly associated with high
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Figure . Pink PRF obtained following
a centrifugation cycle with a patient
who had just consumed a fatty diet high
in chylomicrons an hour prior to
surgery. The clots can be observed
entirely differently formulated with a
milky consistency. Courtesy of
Dr. Michael Zidile.

radiation therapy or bisphosphonate use.
Interestingly, the use of PRF has been shown
to enhance new blood vessel formation and
angiogenesis to defect tissues. Recently a few
case reports or case series have investigated
the use of PRF for the management of
osteonecrosis of the jaw [3–11]. The clinical
case presented in Figure 15.2 demonstrated
a typical ONJ patient requiring surgical
intervention. Due to the decrease in vascularization to defective tissues caused
by ONJ, PRF has been investigated as a
potential surgical intervention modality.
While the aim of these studies is to assess
the feasibility of using PRF for the treatment of bisphosphonate-/radiation-related
osteonecrosis of the jaw, the effectiveness
cannot be fully judged by most of these study
designs and randomized prospective clinical
trials are therefore still needed. Future
studies investigating its use in randomized clinical trials are necessary to further
characterize its full beneficial potential.

. Injectable platelet rich ﬁbrin
as a potential therapy for
temporomandibular joint
disorders
Platelet concentrates including primarily
platelet rich plasma (PRP) has been previously investigated as a modality for TMJ
disorders [12–20]. In comparative studies

with other available standard treatment
options such as with hyaluronic acid (HA),
PRP was shown to perform better than HA
for the management of TMJ-osteoarthritis
[12]. During long-term follow-up, improvements in pain reduction and increased
inter-incisal distance were noted. Therefore,
and in light of these findings, it is clear
that the management of TMJ-osteoarthritis
can theoretically be treated also with an
injectable-PRF. Advantages of this technique
are that i-PRF does not contain any additional
anti-coagulants such as those found in PRP
and therefore, wound healing of these tissues
should (at least theoretically) be superior.
Furthermore, since i-PRF forms a fibrin clot
shortly after injection, it therefore provides
the potential added benefit of forming a
superficial fibrin pad within the interdiscal
cartilageous space where osteoarthritis and
bone-to-bone contact may be the source of
the disorder (Figure 15.3). Future research
in this area is consequently needed to elicit
the beneficial advantages with much future
randomized clinical studies needed prior to
recommending this procedure for routine
clinical practice.

. Potential use of platelet rich
ﬁbrin for pulp regeneration
In theory, pulp regeneration which
requires an agent capable of 1) inducing
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Figure . Clinical and radiographic photographs of the affected area. (A) Initial intraoral view showing the
exposed necrotic bone and pronounced mucosal ulceration over the right posterior mandibular edentulous
area caused by BRONJ. (B) Sequestration was obvious in the right posterior mandibular edentulous area shown
on an initial panoramic tomographic scan. (C) The sequestrum was removed by surgical sequestrectomy and
saucerization. (D) Clinical application of PRF as the sole grafting material in bony lesion. (E) Clinical photograph
of the lesion with PRF coverage after 10 days. (F) Postoperative panoramic radiograph revealed dense bonelike
tissues over the right posterior mandibular edentulous area 10 months after the surgery.
BRONJ = bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis of the jaw; PRF = platelet rich fibrin. Source: Tsai et al. 2016 [11].
Reproduced with permission of Elsevier.
Figure . Clinical demonstration of
i-PRF being injected into the
temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ). Case
performed by Dr. Joseph Choukroun.
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re-vascularization of damaged/necrotic
tissue, 2) fighting off bacterial infection and
3) secreting a wide-range of growth factors
capable of inducing pulp cell proliferation
and differentiation. In this context, PRF
displays strong potential in all these categories. An early in vitro study utilizing PRF
as a potential agent for pulp regeneration
concluded that PRF stimulates the proliferation and differentiation of cells found
in the dental pulp [21]. Indeed, significant
increases in levels of osteoprotegrins and
alkaline phosphatase, essential for biomineralization was observed, suggesting that PRF
may promote reparative dentin in damaged

pulps [21]. Two later clinical case studies
report that after removal of the necrotic
pulp in two traumatized permanent central
incisors, PRF could be added to the level of
the cemento-enamel junction and restored
in a conventional manner [22,23]. In both
cases, teeth responded positively to electrical testing, cold testing, and complete
apical closure as visualized radiographically
after 15 months (Figure 15.4, 15.5, and
15.6) [22,23]. While these results are also
extremely preliminary, these case studies
demonstrate in theory the potential of PRF,
however, such studies are both a) difficult
to perform ethically and b) require a larger

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure . (a) Three layers formed after centrifugation: platelet-poor plasma at the top, platelet rich fibrin in
middle and base layer of red blood cells (RBCs). (b) Sterile tweezers inserted into the tube to gently retrieve the
fibrin clot. (c) platelet rich fibrin clot. (d) platelet rich fibrin membrane. Source: Keswani & Pandey 2013 [22].
Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure . Platelet rich fibrin placed into the root
canal space of tooth. Source: Keswani & Pandey 2013
[22]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley &
Sons.

number of patients to better determine their
effectiveness.
Recently, a systematic review performed by
Lolata et al. (2016) was conducted investigating the effects of platelet concentrates on
pulp regeneration/revitalization of necrotic
pulps [24]. Only three randomized parallel
studies and one split-mouth case series were
included (61 immature necrotic teeth treated
in 56 patients with a mean follow-up ranging between 12 and 18 months). All studies used PRP with one using PRF. Periapical healing and apical closure were found
to be improved in the treated groups using
PRP although no statistical significance was
achieved (P = 0.08 and P = 0.06, respectively). These authors report that the outcomes were most probably due to the limited
sample size [24]. The authors further conclude that despite the potential effectiveness
of either PRP or PRF in promoting root development of necrotic immature teeth, scarce
evidence exists regarding this subject. Future
research is therefore necessary.

. Platelet rich ﬁbrin and
periodontal regeneration
True periodontal regeneration is defined by
regeneration of the periodontal ligament

with attachment of Sharpey’s fibers spanning the alveolar bone and cementum. As
mentioned earlier in Chapter 8, PRF has
now been utilized in 11 randomized clinical trials investigating its use in regeneration of periodontal intrabony defects
[25–35]. While the collected randomized
clinical studies have demonstrated that the
use of PRF leads to statistically superior periodontal repair by demonstrating improvements in periodontal pocket depths and clinical attachment level gains, no histological
findings have revealed to date whether the
observed clinical gains are simply improved
connective tissue attachment or may be characterized as true periodontal regeneration.
Future research is therefore necessary to
investigate histologically the effects of PRF
on intrabony/furcation defect regeneration
in humans.

. Potential use of stem cells
derived from blood
It is well known that blood contains an
abundance of cell types including leukocytes,
monocytes, platelets, and to a certain extent,
progenitor stem cells. While it is known that
the stem cell numbers found in blood remains
extremely low (certainly less than 1% of total
cells), it remains interesting to point out that
certain labs are focused on isolating these
cells with the aim of further utilizing them
later as specialized cells such as osteoblasts,
fibroblasts, or chondrocytes for tissue regenerative strategies. While this strategy remains
but a future potential hopeful avenue, it
remains of interest to further survey upcoming research studies on this topic.

. PRF: regeneration by growth
factors, leukocytes, or ﬁbrin?
It has been shown that both leukocytes and
fibrin affect new bone formation. The role
of leukocytes act not only to defend against
incoming pathogens but also to act locally
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure . (a) Pre-operative intraoral periapical radiograph showing wide root canal with open apex in
maxillary central incisor tooth. (b) At 7-month follow-up, tooth showing noticeably increased thickness of root
canal. (c) At 12-month follow-up, tooth showing continued root development (d) At 15-month follow-up, tooth
showing apical closure with normal periradicular architecture. ∗Right maxillary central incisor (red arrow).
Source: Keswani & Pandey 2013 [22]. Reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

on tissue homeostasis and regeneration in a
positive manner [36–38]. It has furthermore
been shown that a fibrin matrix enhances
the osteogenic differentiation of progenitor
cells and increases the expression of vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [39].
Despite the multi-factorial facet of PRF
scaffolds, it remains of interest to investigate
which component of PRF (cells, growth
factors versus fibrin scaffold) plays the greatest role in influencing the wound healing
properties of PRF. Therefore, investigators
are interested to determine each of their

individual roles in wound healing (potential
by blocking certain factors/cells) to determine what influence each component has on
tissue regeneration.

. PRF and its degradation
properties
Very little research to date has thus far investigated the degradation properties of various PRF membranes. While it is known
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that PRF typically has a degradation rate
of 10 to 14 days, certain studies have further shown that healing of PRF scaffolds can
significantly be extended should heat treatment be utilized (such as using an iron).
One reported drawback for utilizing PRF for
certain dental procedures including its use
during guided bone regeneration (GBR), has
been its fast resorption time. Typically, collagen membranes with a resorption time of 4
to 8 weeks has been recommended. Therefore, some investigators suggest using two
PRF membranes simultaneously in thickness
or attempt to modify the properties of PRF
membranes through heating or other procedures. Little is known what effect these various alterations or double layering techniques
will cause on tissue regeneration, growth factor release, or cell survival/behavior. When
adjustments to standardized protocols are
modified, future research is also subsequently
needed.

. PRF and osteoinduction
Lastly, a misconception exists thus far stating that PRF is osteoinductive. PRF is not
osteoinductive, as characterized by the ability for a material to induce ectopic bone
formation (Figure 15.7) [40,41]. Nevertheless, while PRF is not osteoinductive, inter-

Figure . Mason staining demonstrating ectopic
bone formation (blue) of a bone grafting material
(white) when implanted in the muscle of beagle
dogs at 60 days. It remains to be investigated under
which situations i-PRF may help promote ectopic
bone formation. Adapted from Miron et al. 2016 [41].

estingly it may be combined with osteoblasts
for instance and injected subcutaneously
and show signs of ectopic bone formation (osteoinduction) [42]. In combination
with the low evidence that PRF induced
guided bone regenerative (GBR) procedures,
it remains to be further characterized exactly
how PRF influences bone regeneration and
if certain centrifugation spin cycles could be
modified to improve previous results. Future
research is therefore still needed investigating the low-speed centrifugation concept.
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